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Language for Behaviour and EmotionsTalkabout Theory of Mind
A Practical Guide to Working with Children and Young PeopleTeaching Theory of Mind to Improve Social Skills and Relationships

Anna Branagan, Melanie Cross and Stephen Parsons
This practical, interactive resource is designed to be used by
professionals who work with children and young people who
have social emotional and mental health needs and speech
language and communication needs. Gaps in language and
emotional skills can have a negative impact on behaviour as
well as mental health and self-esteem. The Language for
Behaviour and Emotions approach provides a systematic
approach to developing these skills so that young people can
understand and work through social interaction difficulties.

Routledge

Katherine Wareham and Alex Kelly, Managing director of
Alex Kelly Ltd; Speech therapist, Social Skills and
Communication Consultant, UK.
Series: Talkabout
This practical book is designed to support those for whom theory
of mind does not come naturally. It teaches strategies that can
be used to identify others’ thoughts and feelings based on their
behaviour, as well as to adapt behaviour in order to competently
manage social situations and have positive interactions. With
fully illustrated activities covering topics such as thoughts,
feelings and actions, knowledge and beliefs, and respect, the

programme outlined in this book can be used with children and young people to develop
and confidently implement an awareness of theory of mind.

Market: Special Educational NeedsRoutledge
August 2020: 297x210: 300ppMarket: Education
Hb: 978-0-367-49183-3: £120.00April 2020: 297x210: 290pp
Pb: 978-0-367-33183-2: £45.99Pb: 978-1-138-60817-7: £39.99
eBook: 978-0-429-31832-0eBook: 978-0-429-46672-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367331832* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138608177
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No Outsiders: Everyone Different, Everyone
Welcome

Talkabout Transitions
From Education to Employment

Chris McLoughlin and Alex Kelly, Managing director of Alex
Kelly Ltd; Speech therapist, Social Skills and Communication
Consultant, UK.
Series: Talkabout
Thisis a comprehensive programme of activities designed to
support young people as they make the transition from
education to employment. Following the hugely successful
Talkabout structure, the programme is broken down into topics
and activities, each constructed to teach the skills necessary for
further education or employment. This book is an invaluable
resource for professionals working with teenagers and young
adults with SEMH needs, autism spectrum disorders and

Preparing Children for Life in Modern Britain
Andrew Moffat, MBE, Assistant Head Teacher
Series: No Outsiders
The No Outsiders programme promotes an ethos of inclusion
and intolerance, and aims to prepare children for life in modern
Britain. Expanding the scheme published in the 2015 book, No
Outsiders in Our Schools, this book is designed to further support
educators as they make the No Outsiders ethos part of their
school culture at a time when messages of fear and division are
rife. Written by a practising teacher whose work to promote
equality has been globally celebrated, this book provides lesson
plans for use in classes from EYFS to year 6. This is a vital resource
for all teachers and trainee teachers as they prepare children for

a life where diversity is embraced.

intellectual disabilities. The programme would also benefit teenagers and young people
daunted by change or struggling to find or remain in employment.

Routledge
March 2020: 128pp
Pb: 978-0-367-89498-6: £19.99
eBook: 978-1-003-01952-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367894986
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Inclusive Teaching in a Nutshell

Routledge
Market: Education / Special Educational Needs
November 2019: 297x210: 160pp
Pb: 978-1-138-60689-0: £39.99
eBook: 978-0-429-46744-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138606890

5th Edition
Action Picture Test A Visual Guide for Busy Teachers

Speechmark and Catherine Renfrew
Series: The Renfrew Language Scales
Widely used by Speech and Language Therapists/Pathologists,
SENCOs, and teachers, the test covers words used to convey
information (i.e. nouns, verbs, prepositions); present, past and
future tenses; irregular forms of plural and past tenses; simple
and complex sentence construction; and passive voice.The test
provides an Information and Grammar score that can be

Rachel Cosgrove
This book is a visual, easy-to-read and honest guide for teachers
who are looking for practical ways to adapt their teaching to
meet the needs of all pupils. It provides a useful framework for
thinking about inclusion and pupil engagement and encourages
the reader to reflect on their classroom approaches. It explains
how to provide an inclusive environment and ethos and offers
straightforward explanations of common barriers to learning
and how these may present in the classroom. The book is an
ideal scaffold for teachers working in any setting who want to
personalise their approaches in the classroom and make the
school experience of vulnerable learners more positive.

Routledge

benchmarked against a UK school population.This 5th edition has been fully updated,
including revised scoring guidelines, modernised images and, through an extensive
nation-wide programme, fully re-standardised against a modern school population, making
RAPT a trusted first-line tool in speech and language assessment.

Routledge
Market: Education
September 2019: 148 x 105: 10pp

Market: Education

Flashcards: 978-1-138-58620-8: £69.99

July 2020: 297x210: 192pp

Prev. Ed Flashcards: 978-0-863-88809-0

Hb: 978-0-367-52125-7: £120.00

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138586208

Pb: 978-0-367-36325-3: £29.99
eBook: 978-0-429-34532-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367363253
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Dummy text to keep placeholder2nd Edition
Helping Children Learn About Domestic Abuse and
Coercive Control

The Social Skills Handbook
Practical Activities for Social Communication

Sue Hutchings
Now in a revised second edition, this book offers practical
guidance for setting up and running social skills sessions. An
overview of social communication theory and the principles of
groupwork forms a solid foundation for the session and activity
guidance, structured so that the sessions progress from basic
skills such as ‘Eye Contact’ and ‘Empathy’ to more complex skills
such as ‘Problem Solving’ and ‘Making Friends’. With ever
increasing numbers of people being diagnosed with some form
of social difficulty, this book will be an essential resource for
anybody looking to teach and develop social confidence and
communication skills.

A 'Floss and The Boss' Storybook and Professional Guide
Catherine Lawler, Abigail Sterne and Nicky Armstrong,
Illustrator
Series: Floss and the Boss
This beautifully illustrated and sensitively written storybook and
accompanying professional guide have been created to help
young children understand about domestic abuse and coercive

control. Floss’s story supports children who have experienced domestic abuse and trauma
as they make sense of their feelings, teaching them to seek help and stay safe. The
supporting guidebook helps adults to work through the story effectively, putting the
professional in a position to have important conversations with children about what to do
if something at home does not feel right.Routledge

Market: Education Routledge
September 2019: 210x148: 176pp Market: Education
Pb: 978-0-367-10987-5: £24.99 July 2020: 297x210: 101pp
eBook: 978-0-429-02419-1 Pb: 978-0-367-34451-1: £24.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367109875 eBook: 978-0-429-32589-2

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367344511
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Therapeutic Fairy TalesDLD and Me: Supporting Children and Young

People with Developmental Language Disorder For Children and Families Going Through Troubling Times
Pia Jones and Sarah PimentaAnna Sowerbutts and Amanda Finer

DLD and Me is a functional, engaging resource for children and
young people with DLD and the professionals and families that
work with them. The book consists of an easy-to-follow, 12-week
programme designed to help children and young people
understand their strengths, what makes them different, what
DLD is and how they can support their own communication in
everyday life. This invaluable tool has been designed to be used
by Speech and Language Therapists, teachers and other
professionals or parents working with children and young people
with DLD.

Routledge
Market: Special Education
October 2019: 297x210: 126pp

Series: Therapeutic Fairy Tales
Therapeutic Fairy Tales are a series of short, modern tales, dedicated to supporting young
children through challenging situations of life and loss, covering diverse themes such as
family breakdown, untreatable illness, and parental depression. Each short story is brought
to life by engaging, gentle and colourful illustrations, and can be used by professionals
and parents to support children’s mental and emotional health. This set also includes the
Storybook Manual, which offers practical and creative ideas on how to use illustrated
storybooks therapeutically.

Routledge
August 2020: 246x174: 210pp 
Pb: 978-0-367-68937-7: £39.99 
eBook: 978-0-429-28608-7

Pb: 978-0-367-33368-3: £39.99
eBook: 978-0-429-31945-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367333683
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Helping Children Cope with Loss and Change
A Guide for Professionals and Parents

Amanda Seyderhelm
Whether it’s the grief of bereavement, the strain of divorce or
the uncertainty of a new home or school, loss and change affect
children in countless ways. Nevertheless, teachers and parents
frequently find themselves ill equipped to help children
struggling with the difficult feelings that these situations, and
others like them, bring. This book offers guided support for
teachers, health professionals and parents. Designed for use
with children aged 4-10 and addressing the needs of both child
and caregiver with chapters that move from Loss and Change
to Resolution and Resilience, it will be an invaluable therapeutic
tool for parents and professionals alike.

Routledge
Market: Education
August 2019: 246x174: 154pp
Pb: 978-1-911-18628-1: £24.99

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367689377
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Storybook Manual
An Introduction To Working With Storybooks Therapeutically And
Creatively
Pia Jones and Sarah Pimenta
Series: Therapeutic Fairy Tales
This resource has been designed to support practitioners and parents with practical and 
creative ideas on how to use illustrated storybooks therapeutically with children. Exercises 
have been created to encourage imagination and free play, develop confidence and 
emotional literacy as well as deepen engagement and understanding of stories. It is a book 
that can be returned to again and again to inspire creative engagement with stories with 
individuals or groups. This is an invaluable resource for all professionals looking to work 
therapeutically with stories and images. Also available as part of the Therapeutic Fairy Tales 
set.

Routledge
August 2020: 246x174: 92pp
Pb: 978-0-367-49117-8: £19.99
eBook: 978-1-003-04462-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367491178eBook: 978-0-429-28545-5

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781911186281
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Therapeutic Story StartUpsThe Night Crossing
Stories, Scenes and Characters to Help Children Explore Their FeelingsA Lullaby For Children On Life's Last Journey

Angela Amos, Anne Cunningham and Aileen Webber
This is a creative resource that can be used by therapists and;
other professionals working with children aged 4-12 years. With
downloadable elements to make it a renewable resource, this
product is designed to support children to understand, explore
and express their feelings through story, imagination and play.
Six beautifully illustrated storybooks address the themes of: Loss,
Anger, Self-Esteem, Bullying, Worries and Family Break-Up.

Pia Jones and Sarah Pimenta
Series: Therapeutic Fairy Tales
This beautifully illustrated and sensitive storybook is designed to be used therapeutically
by professionals and parents supporting children with an untreatable illness. With engaging,
gentle and colourful illustrations that can be used to prompt conversation, it tells the story
of the final journey made by a Boy with a Bear, as the Boy says his goodbyes and comes
to terms with his life-ending illness. This book is also available to buy as part of the
Therapeutic Fairy Tales set.

Routledge
August 2020: 250 x 250: 28pp
Pb: 978-0-367-49120-8: £11.99
eBook: 978-1-003-04466-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367491208
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The Storm

Additionally there are characters, props and scenes to invite the child to act out their own 
story, asking the question, "What happens next?...

Routledge
Market: Education
November 2019: 184pp
Pack: 978-0-367-25771-2: £125.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367257712
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My Mummy is Autistic

For Children Growing Through Parents' Separation
Pia Jones and Sarah Pimenta
Series: Therapeutic Fairy Tales

Heath Grace and Joanna Grace
This original and imaginative book has been  
created by five-year-old Heath. In it Heath 
illustrates his understanding of his autistic mother 
Joanna, giving insight into the different ways in 
which autistic and neurotypical people understand 
language. In his simple and uncomplicated style, 
accompanied by bright and colourful illustrations, 

Heath explains why his mother’s brain understands words at a different rate than his own, 
and how they communicate in spite of their differences. Heath’s work is accompanied by 
explanatory notes exploring Joanna’s own experience of autism and language.

This beautifully illustrated and sensitive storybook is designed to be used therapeutically
by professionals and caregivers supporting children whose parents are going through a
separation. With engaging and colourful illustrations that can be used to prompt
conversation, it tells the story of a brother and sister, who are helped to come to terms
with the new, changing shape of their family. This book is also available to buy as part of
the Therapeutic Fairy Tales pack.

Routledge
August 2020: 250 x 250: 32pp
Pb: 978-0-367-49196-3: £11.99
eBook: 978-1-003-04498-7

Routledge
October 2020: 297x210: 50pp
Hb: 978-0-367-51063-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-46023-5: £14.99
eBook: 978-1-003-02651-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367460235
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Multiple Multisensory Rooms: Myth Busting the
Magic

Joanna Grace
Multisensory rooms are widely used across the country in
schools, care settings, hospitals and homes. Even settings such
as football stadiums and airports are installing multisensory
environments. Nevertheless, a significant lack of effective
research has led to a sense of unease around sensory rooms.
This crucial book explores the use of multisensory rooms in order
to ease that anxiety; taking the mystery out of multisensory
rooms, and supporting the reader to reflect and make the most
out of their space. Written by a leading sensory specialist in a
fully accessible way, this book is an invaluable tool for anybody
who uses, or is considering using, a multisensory room.

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367491963
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The Island
For Children With A Parent Living With Depression
Pia Jones and Sarah Pimenta
Series: Therapeutic Fairy Tales
This beautifully illustrated and sensitive storybook is designed to be used therapeutically 
by professionals and parents supporting children with a parent who is suffering from 
depression. With engaging, gentle and colourful illustrations that can be used to prompt 
conversation, it tells the story of a girl who is helped to feel less isolated from her parents’ 
depression. This book is also available to buy as part of the Therapeutic Fairy Tales set

Routledge
August 2020: 250 x 250: 36pp
Pb: 978-0-367-49198-7: £11.99
eBook: 978-1-003-04499-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367491987

Routledge
Market: Education
October 2019: 246x174: 180pp
Pb: 978-0-367-34185-5: £29.99
eBook: 978-0-429-32436-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367341855

Browse and order online:
www.routledge.com
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Supporting Life Skills for Young Children with Vision
Impairment and Other Disabilities
An Early Years Habilitation Handbook

Fiona Broadley
This practical resource is designed to help professionals, parents
and carers as they support children with vision impairments to
develop independence in everyday tasks. Using the Early Years
Foundation Stage framework as a basis, it provides a wealth of
strategies and activities to develop key skills including dressing,
maintaining personal hygiene, eating and drinking and road
safety.

This is an invaluable tool that can be dipped in and out of to
help make learning fun, boosting the child’s confidence and
helping create a positive ‘can-do’ attitude when faced with new
challenges.

Routledge
Market: Education
August 2020: 297x210: 200pp
Hb: 978-0-367-51312-2: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-43578-3: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-00444-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367435783

2nd Edition
Hands on Dyspraxia: Developmental Coordination
Disorder
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With Music in Mind
Activity Cards to Support Children with Neurodegenerative Conditions
including Visual Impairment
The Amber Trust
This resource supports parents and professionals as they use music to enhance the lives 
of children with neurodegenerative disease. Illustrated cards outline practical activities, 
using an ability-led model to encourage active participation in music and sound-making 
at the different stages of neurodegenerative disease. Based on pioneering research 
promoted by The Amber Trust and undertaken at the Applied Music Research Centre at 
the University of Roehampton by Professor Adam Ockelford, With Music in Mind supports 
carers as they scaffold the acquisition of skills and offer rich musical experiences both early 
on and in the later stages of a child’s life.

Routledge
Market: Education
October 2020: 48pp
Pack: 978-0-367-47260-3: £26.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367472603

2nd Edition
Autism Through A Sensory Lens
Sensory Assessment and Strategies

Joy Beaney
The fully revised second edition of this easy-to-use resource
introduces the sensory differences autistic children may face,
and explores how these differences can affect their ability to
make sense of the world. It Includes an online assessment with
accompanying aids to create a visual representation of the child’s
sensory needs. This practical guide offers both a wealth of
enjoyable activities for sensory exploration and play, whilst also
providing suggestions for strategies and ideas that can be used
at home or in school to create an autism-friendly environment.
It will be an essential tool for parents, carers and practitioners
working with children with autism.

Routledge

Supporting Young People with Motor and Sensory Challenges
Jill Christmas and Rosaline Van de Weyer
This updated new edition is a practical guidebook for parents,
teachers and other professionals supporting children with
development co-ordination disorder (DCD) and other sensory
and motor learning difficulties. Each chapter offers practical
‘hands-on’ strategies, activities and ideas for managing the effects
of the condition as well as providing a sound medical and
physiological understanding to facilitate access to education
and everyday living. This book is structured in an accessible way,
suitable for: parents, carers, teachers or health professionals
seeking guidance for the young people they support.

Market: Education
August 2020: 297x210: 130pp
Hb: 978-0-367-50266-9: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-36962-0: £29.99
eBook: 978-0-429-35208-9
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-367-36962-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367369620
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Routledge
Market: Education
December 2019: 297x210: 182pp
Pb: 978-1-138-60097-3: £34.99
eBook: 978-0-429-43899-8
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-863-88653-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138600973

2nd Edition
Creative Drama Groupwork for People with
Learning Difficulties

Therapeutic Trampolining for Children and Young
People with Special Educational Needs

Anna Chesner
The revised second edition of this practical manual is filled with
easy-to-follow exercises and activities designed to facilitate
creative drama sessions for people with learning disabilities. The
activities in this book bring together music, theatre, movement
and storytelling to not only develop fun and engaging group
sessions, but to build confidence, increase self-esteem, and
develop social and emotional awareness in group members.
Highly sensitive to the range of learning needs and physical
abilities of group members, the activities and games can be
adapted for use in a multitude of sectors such as education,
psychology and speech and language therapy.

A Practical Guide to Supporting Emotional and Physical Wellbeing
Ange Anderson
This practical resource explores the benefits of therapeutic
trampolining on children and young people with special
educational needs. It supports practitioners as they introduce
the trampoline into their own therapeutic settings. Trampolining
is known to improve balance, co-ordination and motor skills; it
can improve bone-density and benefit the lymphatic and
cardiovascular systems. It has even shown to encourage
communication in children with autism and PMLD. This is an
invaluable resource for anybody looking to enhance the physical
and emotional wellbeing of children and young people with
special educational needs.

Routledge
Market: Education

Routledge

February 2020: 297x210: 274pp
Market: Education

Pb: 978-1-138-59694-8: £35.99
March 2020: 246x174: 168pp

eBook: 978-0-429-48618-0
Hb: 978-0-367-81929-3: £120.00

Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-863-88324-8
Pb: 978-0-367-81928-6: £24.99

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138596948
eBook: 978-1-003-01086-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367819286
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Supporting Children with Fun Rules for Tricky
Spellings

Developing Decision-making with Children and
Young People with SEN

An Illustrated Storybook and Workbook SETA Practical Guide For Education and Associated Professionals
Jane L. Sinson
Being able to make decisions is an important life-skill, which can
have a positive impact on well-being. However, many children
and young people with SEN will need direct teaching and
guidance to develop this ability. This essential guide for
professionals provides practical guidance on how to support
children and young people with SEN as they make decisions in
relation to their education. It presents both a practical
decision-making framework and a decision-making syllabus,
from which professionals can create their own curriculum. There
is reference throughout the book as to the ways in which
education professionals can work in partnership with parents.

Georgie Cooney and Molly Hickey          
Series: Who Put the Spell into Spelling

Routledge
March 2020: 297x210: 236pp
Pb: 978-0-367-42098-7: £29.99
eBook: 978-0-367-82178-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367420987
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Study Skills for Students with SLCN

This beautifully illustrated storybook and workbook set has been  
created to support learners who have struggled to organically 
grasp the rules that govern spelling in the English language. 
Twenty-two of the most important spelling rules are explored 

and given meaning through the engaging story. In the fully photocopiable workbook, 
activity pages for each rule develop reading, spelling and writing skills, allowing the child 
to put the rules into practice. Developed with feedback from teachers and students, this is 
an invaluable resource for teachers and parents looking to support learners who find 
spelling a challenge, or who are learning English as an additional language.
Routledge
Market: Special Education
March 2020: 297x210: 196pp
Pb: 978-0-367-81960-6: £24.99
eBook: 978-1-003-01104-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367819606
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Short Wordless Picture Books
Developing Sentence and Narrative Skills for People with Speech,
Language and Communication NeedsA Group Programme Supporting Young Students Through Revision

and Exams
Kulvinder Kaur
Series: Wordless Picture Books
This collection of short wordless picture books helps to support
children with speech, language and communication needs as
they develop their expressive sentence and narrative skills
through storytelling. Each book is comprised of six colourful

Bhaveshi Kumar
This highly practical resource has been designed to support
professionals working with students who have SLCN following
a mainstream educational curriculum. Structured as a flexible
ten session programme, it takes a holistic approach to learning,
encouraging students to take an active role in their studies by
identifying individual learning strengths and building a ‘toolbox'
of successful strategies for revision. Created to support a range
of students, including those with a known diagnosis of autism,
developmental language disorder, dyslexia, dyspraxia and adhd,
this is an invaluable resource for all professionals looking to
support young adults in the build up to exams.

images that follow a simple everyday routine and, unlike traditional picture books, follows
a film scroll effect, showing the progression of time and allowing the child to follow the
story to its resolution. Suitable for any child who requires support and practice in developing
their speech, this is an invaluable resource for speech and language therapists, teaching
staff and caregivers.

Routledge
Routledge Market: Education
Market: Education November 2019: 210x148: 104pp
February 2020: 297x210: 118pp eBook: 978-1-351-10436-4
Pb: 978-1-138-38731-7: £24.99 Pack: 978-1-138-47757-5: £49.99
eBook: 978-0-429-42634-6 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138477575
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138387317
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Teaching Critical Thinking SkillsColourful Semantics
An Introduction for 9-12 Year OldsA Resource for Developing Children’s Spoken and Written Language

Skills Catherine Delamain, Speech and Language Therapist
(retired) and Jill Spring, Speech and Language Therapist
This practical teaching resource has been designed to give 
children aged 9-11 the basic tools required to challenge some 
of the conflicting information which they may encounter in 
everyday life. With increasing exposure to modern information 
technology and social media, children are increasingly exposed 
to misleading information that can seriously influence their 
worldview and self-esteem. The sooner they are helped to 
approach some of this material with a critical eye, the better 
they will be able to make independent judgements. This is a 
vital text for teachers, teaching assistants and other professionals 
looking to develop critical thinking skills in their students.

NHS Forth Valley
This comprehensive resource pack, developed in conjunction
with education staff, draws on the principles of Alison Bryan’s
original Colourful Semantics approach to provide professionals
with an engaging, dynamic way to support children’s language
development. This practical resource consists of three parts: a
printed book containing ready-made session plan ideas, black
and white vocabulary cards and worksheets; an online version
using the current Colourful Semantics colour coding system, and
an online version using the colour coding system used by
Speech and Language Therapists from NHS Forth Valley.

Routledge
RoutledgeMarket: Education
Market: EducationJune 2020: 297x210: 264pp
October 2020: 297x210: 120ppPb: 978-0-367-21050-2: £55.99
Hb: 978-0-367-54160-6: £120.00eBook: 978-0-429-26511-2
Pb: 978-0-367-35821-1: £29.99* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367210502
eBook: 978-0-429-34204-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367358211
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Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
School Start StorybooksAugmentative and Assistive Communication with

Children Supporting Auditory Memory and Sequencing Skills in Key Stage 1
Catherine de la Bedoyere, Speech and Language Therapist,
UK and Liam de la Bedoyere
Series: School Start
Each of the three storybooks in this pack provide a spoken
sequenced narrative to accompany the auditory memory game
in the School Start Year 1 Sound Awareness Programme (the books

A Protocol and Intervention Plan to Support Children with Complex
Communication Profiles

Lesley E. Mayne and Sharon M. Rogers
This practical resource is designed to help the families and
professionals who support children who use augmentative and
assistive communication to interact with the world around them.
The research based Hear Me into Voice protocol provides
communication partners with a functional knowledge of the
child’s communication skills and a practical intervention plan to
carry forward. Through this protocol and intervention plan,
communication partners can engage with the child’s personal
voice, through their varying multimodal forms of
communication; the child is given the space to grow into a
competent and confident communicator.

Routledge
Market: Education
June 2020: 297x210: 398pp
Pb: 978-0-367-33055-2: £35.99
eBook: 978-0-429-31777-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367330552

2nd Edition 
Palin Parent-Child Interaction Therapy for Early
Childhood Stammering

can also be used independantly). With accompanying guidance and prompt questions for 
teachers, each book has been written for children aged 5-7 with delayed or disordered 
language. The Q&A format promotes listening, comprehension and memory skills and 
offers opportunities to practice formulating spoken answers. Each book has the text on 
one page and the illustration on the opposite, so that the adult can read the text aloud 
whilst showing the illustration to the children.

Routledge
Market: Education
December 2019: 297x210: 109pp
Pb: 978-1-138-34283-5: £27.99
eBook: 978-0-429-43955-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138342835

2nd Edition 
Sensory Motor Activities for Early Development
A Practical Resource

Chia Swee Hong and Heidi Rumford
Bridging the gap between theory and practice, this revised
edition is a complete package of tried-and-tested sensory motor
activities for children, covering basic movements, interoception,
sensory and body awareness and early visual perceptual skills.
This is an essential text for all parents/carers and practitioners
who use sensory motor activities in a playful way to help the
development of children with a range of needs - such as children
who do not initiate movement, who require help with their
movement, who need to refine their movement, who need
encouragement or motivation to engage in purposeful
movements, or those who need activities to provide sensory
stimulation.

Elaine Kelman, Speech and Language Therapist, Michael
Palin Centre for Stammering Children and Alison Nicholas
The second edition of this practical manual is a detailed guide
to the Palin Parent-Child Interaction Therapy programme (Palin
PCI), which builds on the principle that parents play a critical
role in effective therapy and that understanding and managing
stammering is a collaborative journey between the child, parent
and therapist. Based on a strong theoretical framework, this book
offers a comprehensive understanding of the Palin PCI approach
in order to support generalist and specialist speech and language
therapists as they develop their knowledge, skills and confidence
in working with young children who stammer and their families.

Routledge
Market: Education
July 2020: 297x210: 192pp
Hb: 978-0-367-49991-4: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-28120-5: £34.99
eBook: 978-0-429-29973-5
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-863-88418-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367281205

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Universal Approaches to Supporting Children's
Physical and Cognitive Development in the Early
Years
Sue Soan and Eve Hutton
This book has been designed to provide educators with practical strategies and 
approaches to support the motor and coordination development of children within 
an educational setting. Difficulties with movement and coordination can significantly 
affect participation and learning, in Early Years settings and schools, but many of these 
children can be supported through changes to their educational environment, or the 
implementation of universal strategies. Taking a holistic approach to early learning 
and teaching, this is a vital resource for teachers and trainee teachers, teaching 
assistants, SENCOs, student occupational therapists and all practitioners working in 
Early Years settings.
Routledge
Market: Special Education
September 2020: 297x210: 110pp
Hb: 978-0-367-54126-2: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-26521-2: £29.99
eBook: 978-0-429-29361-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367265212
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Routledge
Market: Education
May 2020: 297x210: 358pp
Pb: 978-0-815-35832-9: £47.99
eBook: 978-1-351-12235-1
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-863-88667-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815358329

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Stammering Resources for Adults and Teenagers
Integrating New Evidence into Clinical Practice
Edited by Trudy Stewart

This comprehensive and practical resource is a second volume  
to the highly influential Dysfluency Resource Book (2010). The 
book draws on the expert knowledge of contributors from a 
wide range of fields, such as specialist speech and language 
therapy, education, psychology and youth work, with a focus on 
presenting practical guidance for those working in this complex 
area. Designed for clinicians and students working with 
teenagers and adults who stammer, the detailed overview of 
therapeutic approaches allows the reader to explore a wide 
range of techniques, building a strong foundation of 
knowledge from which to tailor and develop their own 
practice.

Routledge
Market: Speech and Language Therapy
July 2020: 297x210: 200pp
Hb: 978-0-367-50506-6: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-20868-4: £34.99
eBook: 978-0-429-26383-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367208684
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Dummy text to keep placeholder2nd Edition
The Brain and LearningEarly Listening Skills for Children with a Hearing

Loss Supporting Emotional Health and Wellbeing in School
Alison Waterhouse
Series: Mental Health and Wellbeing Teacher Toolkit
One of the five books in the Mental Health and Wellbeing Toolkit,
this practical resource is designed to help young children
understand how the brain affects ways we see and interpret the
world. The book offers research-driven, practical strategies,
resources and lesson plans to support educators and health
professionals. Key sections include ‘How the brain develops’;
‘Dealing with the inner critic’ and ‘Strategies that can help us
manage strong emotions’. This book is an essential resource for
practitioners looking to have a positive impact on the mental
health and wellbeing of the children and young people in their

care; both now and in the future.

A Resource for Professionals in Health and Education
Diana Williams
Series: Early Skills
Now in a revised and updated second edition, Early Listening
Skills is a practical manual for use with children and young people
with underdeveloped listening skills related to hearing loss.
Thirteen clear and easy to follow sections focus on skills such as
auditory detection, discrimination, recognition, sequencing and
memory. Each one is filled with a series of carefully designed
activities to stimulate and develop auditory awareness and
discrimination skills in children with a range of developmental
levels and abilities. This is an essential tool for professionals and
parents.

Routledge
Market: Education
March 2020: 297x210: 296pp
Pb: 978-1-138-37032-6: £34.99
eBook: 978-0-429-42805-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138370326

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Positive Relationships in School
Supporting Emotional Health and Wellbeing

Routledge
Market: Education
November 2019: 297x210: 246pp
Pb: 978-0-367-19346-1: £39.99
eBook: 978-0-429-20191-2
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-863-88344-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367193461

2nd Edition
Early Visual Skills
A Resource for Working with Children with Under-Developed Visual
Perceptual Skills

Alison Waterhouse
Series: Mental Health and Wellbeing Teacher Toolkit
One of the five books in the Mental Health and Wellbeing Toolkit,
this practical resource focuses on developing the skills necessary
to build and maintain successful relationships. The book offers
research-driven, practical strategies, resources and lesson plans
to support educators and health professionals. Chapters span
key topics including Communication, Respecting Yourself and
Others, Resolving Conflict and Team Building. Positive
Working Relationships in School is an essential resource book for
practitioners looking to have a positive impact on the mental
health and wellbeing of the children and young people in their

care; both now and in the future.

Diana Williams
Series: Early Skills
Now in a revised and updated second edition, this is a practical
manual for use with children and young people who have
under-developed visual perceptual skills. Twelve clear and easy
to follow sections are filled with carefully designed activities to
stimulate visual attention and discrimination skills in children
with a range of developmental levels and abilities. As most of
the activities are non-verbal, they are well suited for children
with limited spoken language. This book is an invaluable resource
for professionals and parents looking to stimulate visual
perceptual skills.

Routledge

Routledge
Market: Education

Market: Education
August 2019: 297x210: 230pp

October 2019: 297x210: 222pp
Pb: 978-1-138-37029-6: £34.99

Pb: 978-0-367-19364-5: £39.99
eBook: 978-0-429-42808-1

eBook: 978-0-429-20194-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138370296

Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-863-88322-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367193645

Dummy text to keep placeholder
2nd Edition Wellbeing Champions: A Complete Toolkit for

SchoolsThe Feelings Artbook
Promoting Emotional Literacy Through Drawing

Ruby Radburn and Ellen Tocher
This fun, imaginative activity book gives children a way to
develop their emotional literacy skills through creativity and
drawing. The new edition has been reimagined as a child-friendly
activity book, with beautiful new illustrations and more than ten
extra activities, with accompanying instructions and guidance
available online so that the book can stand alone and be
completed independently, allowing the child to draw at their
own pace, and feel a sense of ownership over their learning and
their artwork. Suitable for both parents and professionals, this
book is an invaluable resource for anybody looking to improve

the emotional awareness and wellbeing of young people.

Alison Waterhouse
Wellbeing Champions supports schools in recruiting students to
act as wellbeing champions within their school setting and wider
community. Packed with resources to help promote and support
emotional wellbeing and positive mental health within schools
at KS1, KS2 and KS3, this book is the ideal toolkit. This book
carefully considers emotions, wellbeing, self-care, resilience,
communication and support systems in order to promote
positive health and wellbeing throughout a school. This book
is ideal for all those looking to improve mental health and
wellbeing in their schools and is an essential resource for both
educators and health professionals.

Routledge

Routledge
Market: Education / Mental Health & Wellbeing
September 2020: 297x210: 288pp
Hb: 978-0-367-43166-2: £120.00

Market: Education
November 2019: 78pp
Pb: 978-0-367-17311-1: £24.99
eBook: 978-0-429-05613-0

Pb: 978-0-367-42986-7: £34.99

Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-863-88674-4

eBook: 978-1-003-00052-5

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367173111

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367429867
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Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
When Happiness Had a Holiday: Helping Families
Improve and Strengthen their Relationships

Supporting Behavioural, Emotional and Social
Difficulties in School

A Professional Resource and Therapeutic StorybookA Strategy a Day for a Calm Learning Environment
Maeve McColgan and Eileen McLaughlin
Series: The Healthy Mind
This beautifully illustrated set contains a storybook and
accompanying workbook, designed to be used with children
and families working to re-build family relationships. Growing
research demonstrates the benefit of involving families in the

Victor Allen
With a strategy per page, one for every school day, this book
provides a wealth of proven, user friendly ideas to improve
behaviour in the classroom and to create a calm learning
environment. The book also guides teachers through the process
of understanding and examining some of the many causes
which lead to behavioural issues in school including brain
immaturity, and emotional and social insecurity. Based on real-life
scenarios and written by an expert in the field this book will
enable teachers to mentor and coach for long-term change.

Routledge
Market: Education
July 2020: 246x174: 134pp
Hb: 978-0-367-49462-9: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-34183-1: £19.99
eBook: 978-0-429-32434-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367341831

Dummy text to keep placeholder
A Session by Session Guide to Life Story Work
A Practical Resource to Use with Looked After or Adopted Children

Gillian Shotton, Gillian Shotton is an Educational 
Psychologist in Northumberland with a specialist remit for 
working in the children's homes as well as carrying out work 
in schools.
Life story work is a term often used to describe an approach that 
helps looked after and adopted children to talk and learn about 
their life experiences with the help of a trusted adult. This book 
is an essential step-by-step guide for carers and professionals 
seeking to carry out life story work with a traumatised or 
vulnerable child in their care.

Routledge
Market: Social Work
October 2020: 297x210: 128pp
Hb: 978-0-367-55787-4: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-23522-2: £34.99
eBook: 978-0-429-28016-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367235222

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Mental Health in Education
Building Good Foundations

Samantha Garner
Mental health and wellbeing are becoming increasingly
important areas of focus in education, yet schools frequently
find themselves lacking the tools, time and resources to tackle
the issues. This practical, fully accessible book provides
straightforward guidance and low budget strategies to help
school settings get mental health support right. With a focus on
the wellbeing of both students and staff, chapters focus on
techniques to develop self-esteem, manage behaviour and build
positive relationships at all levels. Refreshingly honest and
conscious of the realities of the school environment, this book
is a crucial tool for anybody working within education.

Routledge
Market: Education
September 2019: 246x174: 100pp
Pb: 978-1-138-38632-7: £24.99
eBook: 978-0-429-42686-5

treatment of children and young people facing emotional and mental health difficulties, 
and this resource takes a solution-focused brief therapy approach to supporting families. 
It provides professionals with a variety of tools to help family members to recognise their 
strengths as individuals and as a family, and harness these as they search for solutions 
together.

Routledge
Market: Education
July 2020: 297x210: 103pp
Pb: 978-0-367-86054-7: £24.99
eBook: 978-1-003-01668-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367860547

Dummy text to keep placeholder
The Hero's Mask: Helping Children with Traumatic
Stress
A Resource for Educators, Counselors, Therapists, Parents and Caregivers
Richard Kagan
This set includes:

The Hero’s Mask, a short novel designed to encourage young people to share and understand 
their feelings related to traumatic stress and to learn how family members, friends, 
neighbours and schools can help each other to survive hard times and learn to thrive again. 
The Hero’s Mask Guidebook: Helping Children with Traumatic Stress, a practical resource for 
use by teachers, counselors, therapists, parents and caregivers that promotes an 
understanding of trauma and strengthens emotionally supportive relationships to reduce 
traumatic stress reactions.
Routledge
Market: Mental Health / Trauma
October 2020: 297x210: 272pp
Pb: 978-0-367-47428-7: £34.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367474287

Dummy text to keep placeholder

Supporting Children and Young People Who
Experience Loss
An Illustrated Storybook and Guide
Juliette Ttofa and Paul Greenhouse
Series: Supporting Children and Young People Who Experience Loss
This beautifully illustrated storybook and accompanying guide has been designed to be 
used by adults supporting children through loss. The storybook can be used therapeutically 
with children, and provides a medium through which the adult can begin to work alongside 
or support their emotional literacy. The accompanying guidebook has been created to 
provide additional ideas for an adult supporting a child or young person using the storybook. 
With an emphasis on a relational approach, the guide explores the themes of the story and 
can support the use of the expressive arts safely and sensitively. This is an invaluable tool 
for practitioners, educators and parents.

Routledge
Market: Education
September 2020: 254 x 203: 32pp
Pb: 978-0-367-85643-4: £19.99
eBook: 978-1-003-01409-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367856434

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138386327
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2nd Edition2nd Edition
Language for ThinkingEmotional Wellbeing
A structured approach for young children: The Colour EditionAn Introductory Handbook for Schools

Stephen Parsons and Anna Branagan
A photocopiable resource that provides a clear structure to assist
teachers, SENCOs, learning support assistants and speech
language therapists in developing children's language from the
concrete to the abstract. It is based on fifty picture and verbal
scenarios that can be used flexibly with a wide range of ages
and abilities.

Routledge
Market: Education
October 2016: 297x210: 194pp

Gillian Shotton, Gillian Shotton is an Educational
Psychologist in Northumberland with a specialist remit for
working in the children's homes as well as carrying out work
in schools. and Sheila Burton, Founder of ELSA projects,
former Area Principal Educational Psychologist.
This is an essential resource for educators working to support
emotional wellbeing in children and young people, written by
the team behind the Emotional Literacy Support Assistant (ELSA)
training programme. Underpinned by the latest research in
educational psychology, each section includes theoretical
contexts, descriptions of particular vulnerabilities, practical
activities and case studies. Topics covered include

communication, recognising and managing feelings, self-esteem, anger, friendship skills,
therapeutic stories, social skills, loss and bereavement, and new for this second edition,
resilience. Pb: 978-1-909-30193-1: £50.99

eBook: 978-1-315-17440-2
Routledge * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781909301931
Market: Education
September 2018: 297x210: 154pp
Pb: 978-1-138-29870-5: £32.99
eBook: 978-1-315-09846-3
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-138-09048-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138298705

2nd Edition5th Edition
TalkaboutAction Picture Test
A Social Communication Skills PackageSpeechmark and Catherine Renfrew

Series: The Renfrew Language Scales
Widely used by Speech and Language Therapists/Pathologists,
SENCOs, and teachers, the test covers words used to convey
information (i.e. nouns, verbs, prepositions); present, past and
future tenses; irregular forms of plural and past tenses; simple
and complex sentence construction; and passive voice.The test
provides an Information and Grammar score that can be

Alex Kelly
Series: Talkabout
This core Talkabout manual is a practical resource essential for
Speech and Language Therapists and other professionals who
need to help people with special needs develop social skills.
Over 60 activities form an extensive, structured social skills
programme that can easily be adapted for use with children,
adolescents and adults. Written by bestselling author and
practising Speech and Language Therapist, Alex Kelly, this book
sits at the centre of an internationally renowned series of
resources supporting social skills.

benchmarked against a UK school population.This 5th edition has been fully updated,
including revised scoring guidelines, modernised images and, through an extensive
nation-wide programme, fully re-standardised against a modern school population, making
RAPT a trusted first-line tool in speech and language assessment.

Routledge
Market: Education
September 2019: 148 x 105: 10pp
Flashcards: 978-1-138-58620-8: £69.99
Prev. Ed Flashcards: 978-0-863-88809-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138586208

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Word Aware

Routledge
Market: Education
April 2016: 297x210: 336pp
Pb: 978-1-909-30154-2: £44.99
eBook: 978-1-315-17384-9
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-863-88323-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781909301542

2nd Edition
The Selective Mutism Resource ManualTeaching vocabulary across the day, across the curriculum

Maggie Johnson and Alison Wintgens
Suitable for those who need to understand, assess or manage
selective mutism, this practical manual is grounded in
behavioural psychology and anxiety management and draws
on relevant research findings as well as the authors' extensive
clinical experience. It includes fresh material for adolescents and
adults.

Routledge
Market: Education
October 2016: 297x210: 354pp

Stephen Parsons and Anna Branagan
Provides a suitable platform for the provision of effective
vocabulary development in children of all abilities. This book
details a comprehensive and structured approach to learning
with a multitude of activities. It adopts a whole school approach
but is equally effective for specific classes and groups or
individual learners.

Routledge
Market: Education
December 2013: 234x156: 284pp
Pb: 978-0-863-88955-4: £50.99 Pb: 978-1-909-30133-7: £55.99
eBook: 978-1-315-17278-1 eBook: 978-1-315-17406-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863889554 Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-863-88280-7

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781909301337
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Dummy text to keep placeholder2nd Edition
The Emotion CardsDraw on Your Relationships

Margot Sunderland, Director of Education and Training at
The Centre for Child Mental Health London and Nicky
Armstrong, Illustrator
Series: Draw On
The Emotion Cards are 48 emotive and artistic images designed
to help people to review their emotions and their relationships
in a meaningful and often transformative way. The cards are

Creative Ways to Explore, Understand and Work Through Important
Relationship Issues

Margot Sunderland, Director of Education and Training at
The Centre for Child Mental Health London and Nicky
Armstrong, Illustrator
Series: Draw On
Draw on Your Relationships is a bestselling resource for therapists
and educators working with people of all ages to help them

designed to capture the deeper truth of how people experience their life, offering poignant
descriptions for what someone may be feeling.

express, communicate and deal more effectively with their relationships, using images as
a starting point. This beautiful resource is also a perfect supplement to Draw on Your Emotions, Margot

Sunderland¹s bestselling book. The second edition of Draw on Your Emotions contains a
Help individuals begin to explore their relationships by completing the easy picture
exercises. Encourage people to rehearse other ways of forming, handling and strengthening
relationships by trying out alternatives safely on paper.
This revised and updated second edition also contains a new section on how to use the
superbly emotive The Relationship Cards to facilitate deeper therapeutic conversations.

new section that explains how to get the most out of combining the activities in the book
with these cards to encourage meaningful conversations and take steps towards positive
action.

Routledge
Market: Education

Routledge May 2018: 148 x 105: 48pp
Market: Education Flashcards: 978-1-138-07098-1: £39.99
February 2019: 297x210: 154pp * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138070981
Pb: 978-1-138-07070-7: £44.99
eBook: 978-1-315-11495-8
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-863-88629-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138070707

Dummy text to keep placeholder
The Relationship Cards

Margot Sunderland, Director of Education and Training at
The Centre for Child Mental Health London and Nicky
Armstrong, Illustrator
Series: Draw On
The Relationship Cards are 48 emotive, artistic images designed
to connect in a deep way with what people feel and help them
to express the difficult and positive feelings that are linked to

their relationships. The cards provide an engaging way for people to talk about and clarify 
their feelings, while reflecting on what they value in their relationships and what they might 
want to change. Spanning both positive and negative states in relationships, the cards 
show themes such as trust, resentment, fear of abandonment, drifting apart, encouragement 
and feeling supported. This beautiful resource is also a perfect supplement to Draw on Your 
Relationships, Margot Sunderland’s bestselling book.

Routledge
Market: Education
October 2018: 148 x 105: 48pp
Flashcards: 978-1-138-07101-8: £39.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138071018

2nd Edition
Draw on Your Emotions

Margot Sunderland, Director of Education and Training at
The Centre for Child Mental Health London and Nicky
Armstrong, Illustrator
Series: Draw On
Draw on Your Emotions is a bestselling resource for therapists
and educators to help people of all ages express, communicate

and deal more effectively with their emotions, using images as a starting point. It is designed
to help individuals begin to explore their emotions by completing the easy picture exercises,
encourage people to rehearse other ways of functioning by trying out alternatives safely
on paper, and create clarity and new perspectives as a step towards positive action.

This revised and updated second edition also contains a new section on how to use the
superbly emotive The Emotion Cards (9781138070981) to facilitate deeper therapeutic
conversations.

Routledge
Market: Education
April 2018: 297x210: 110pp
Pb: 978-1-138-07055-4: £45.99
eBook: 978-1-315-11500-9
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-863-88339-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138070554
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5th Edition Talkabout Theory of Mind
Action Picture Test Teaching Theory of Mind to Improve Social Skills and Relationships

Speechmark and Catherine Renfrew
Series: The Renfrew Language Scales
Widely used by Speech and Language Therapists/Pathologists,
SENCOs, and teachers, the test covers words used to convey
information (i.e. nouns, verbs, prepositions); present, past and
future tenses; irregular forms of plural and past tenses; simple
and complex sentence construction; and passive voice.The test
provides an Information and Grammar score that can be

Katherine Wareham and Alex Kelly, Managing director of
Alex Kelly Ltd; Speech therapist, Social Skills and
Communication Consultant, UK.
Series: Talkabout
This practical book is designed to support those for whom theory
of mind does not come naturally. It teaches strategies that can
be used to identify others’ thoughts and feelings based on their
behaviour, as well as to adapt behaviour in order to competently
manage social situations and have positive interactions. With
fully illustrated activities covering topics such as thoughts,
feelings and actions, knowledge and beliefs, and respect, the

benchmarked against a UK school population.This 5th edition has been fully updated,
including revised scoring guidelines, modernised images and, through an extensive
nation-wide programme, fully re-standardised against a modern school population, making
RAPT a trusted first-line tool in speech and language assessment.

Routledge

programme outlined in this book can be used with children and young people to develop
and confidently implement an awareness of theory of mind.

Market: Education
September 2019: 148 x 105: 10pp

Routledge

Flashcards: 978-1-138-58620-8: £69.99
Market: Education

Prev. Ed Flashcards: 978-0-863-88809-0
April 2020: 297x210: 290pp

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138586208
Pb: 978-1-138-60817-7: £39.99
eBook: 978-0-429-46672-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138608177

Dummy text to keep placeholder
2nd Edition Talkabout Transitions
Talkabout From Education to Employment
A Social Communication Skills Package Chris McLoughlin and Alex Kelly, Managing director of Alex

Kelly Ltd; Speech therapist, Social Skills and Communication
Consultant, UK.
Series: Talkabout
Thisis a comprehensive programme of activities designed to
support young people as they make the transition from
education to employment. Following the hugely successful
Talkabout structure, the programme is broken down into topics
and activities, each constructed to teach the skills necessary for
further education or employment. This book is an invaluable
resource for professionals working with teenagers and young
adults with SEMH needs, autism spectrum disorders and

Alex Kelly
Series: Talkabout
This core Talkabout manual is a practical resource essential for
Speech and Language Therapists and other professionals who
need to help people with special needs develop social skills.
Over 60 activities form an extensive, structured social skills
programme that can easily be adapted for use with children,
adolescents and adults. Written by bestselling author and
practising Speech and Language Therapist, Alex Kelly, this book
sits at the centre of an internationally renowned series of
resources supporting social skills.

intellectual disabilities. The programme would also benefit teenagers and young people
daunted by change or struggling to find or remain in employment.

Routledge
Market: Education / Special Educational Needs
November 2019: 297x210: 160pp
Pb: 978-1-138-60689-0: £39.99
eBook: 978-0-429-46744-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138606890

2nd Edition
Talkabout for Children 1
Developing Self-Awareness and Self-Esteem

Routledge
Market: Education
April 2016: 297x210: 336pp
Pb: 978-1-909-30154-2: £44.99
eBook: 978-1-315-17384-9
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-863-88323-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781909301542

Dummy text to keep placeholder

Social Skills
Developing Effective Interpersonal Communication

Alex Kelly, Managing director of Alex Kelly Ltd; Speech
therapist, Social Skills and Communication Consultant, UK.
Series: Talkabout
Talkabout for Children: Developing Self-Awareness and Self-Esteem
is a bestselling professional workbook supporting educators and
therapists who deliver social and relationship skills groups for
children with social, emotional or behavioural difficulties.
Resources include an assessment framework, planning and
evaluation forms, a three-term intervention plan for schools,
over 40 structured activity sessions focussing on self-awareness
and self-esteem, and all the supplementary handouts and images
needed to deliver the sessions. This second edition is presented

with full-colour illustrations and handouts, and includes a new introduction by Alex Kelly.

Alex Kelly, Managing director of Alex Kelly Ltd; Speech
therapist, Social Skills and Communication Consultant, UK.
Social Skills: Developing Effective Interpersonal Communication is
a definitive guide to understanding and meeting the needs of
those who have difficulty with social skills. Written in a clear and
accessible manner by bestselling author Alex Kelly, this book
provides a theoretical framework to the teaching of social skills
alongside a range of practical ideas for practitioners. It includes:
what we mean by social skills; how social skills develop, and why
they sometimes do not; how to assess social skills; how to work
effectively in groups or one-to-one settings; and, how to measure
the impact of intervention.

Routledge
Market: Education / Inclusion

Routledge
Market: Education
July 2017: 297x210: 218pp

November 2018: 246x174: 326pp
Hb: 978-1-138-33224-9: £110.00
Pb: 978-1-911-18616-8: £24.99

Pb: 978-1-138-06525-3: £44.99eBook: 978-1-315-17340-5
eBook: 978-1-315-11567-2* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781911186168
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-911-18625-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138065253
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Dummy text to keep placeholder2nd Edition
Talkabout for AdultsTalkabout for Children 2

Alex Kelly
Series: Talkabout
Talkabout Adults is a practical resource to help therapists or
support staff to develop self-awareness and self-esteem in adults.
It has been particularly aimed at adults with an intellectual
disability (learning disability) or older children with special needs.
It has been adapted from the Talkabout for Children: developing
self-awareness and self-esteem book to be suitable for an older
audience. This means that some of the activities are almost
identical but a number of them have been adapted to be more
appropriate. 

Routledge

Developing Social Skills
Alex Kelly, Managing director of Alex Kelly Ltd; Speech
therapist, Social Skills and Communication Consultant, UK.
Series: Talkabout
Talkabout for Children: Developing Social Skills is a bestselling
professional workbook supporting educators and therapists who
deliver social and relationship skills groups for children with
social, emotional or behavioural difficulties. Resources include
an assessment framework, planning and evaluation forms, a
three-term intervention plan for schools, over 60 structured
activity sessions focussing on social skills, and all the
supplementary handouts and images needed to deliver the
sessions. Market: Education

April 2014: 297x210: 216pp
Routledge
Market: Education
July 2017: 297x210: 274pp

Pb: 978-0-863-88993-6: £42.99
eBook: 978-1-315-17378-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863889936

Hb: 978-1-138-37154-5: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-138-06577-2: £44.99
eBook: 978-1-315-11566-5
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-863-88869-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138065772

2nd Edition2nd Edition
Talkabout for TeenagersTalkabout for Children 3
Developing Social and Emotional Communication SkillsDeveloping Friendship Skills

Alex Kelly, Managing director of Alex Kelly Ltd; Speech
therapist, Social Skills and Communication Consultant, UK.
and Brian Sains, Director of 'Alex Kelly Ltd'. Speech therapist,
Social Skills and Communication Consultant, UK.
Series: Talkabout
Talkabout for Teenagers is a bestselling professional workbook
supporting educators and therapists who deliver social and
relationship skills groups for older children and young adults
with social, emotional or behavioural difficulties. Resources
include an assessment framework, planning and evaluation
forms, 37 structured session guides focussing on self-awareness
and self-esteem, body language, conversational skills, friendship

Alex Kelly, Managing director of Alex Kelly Ltd; Speech
therapist, Social Skills and Communication Consultant, UK.
Series: Talkabout
Talkabout for Children: Developing Friendship Skills is a bestselling
professional workbook supporting educators and therapists who
deliver social and relationship skills groups for children with
social, emotional or behavioural difficulties. Resources include
an assessment framework, planning and evaluation forms, a
three-term intervention plan for schools, over 25 structured
activity sessions focussing on friendship skills, and all the
supplementary handouts and images needed to deliver the
sessions. This second edition is presented with full-colour

skills and assertiveness, and all the supplementary handouts and images needed to deliver 
the sessions. 
Routledge
Market: Education
July 2017: 297x210: 240pp
Hb: 978-1-138-37155-2: £115.00
Pb: 978-1-138-06578-9: £44.99
eBook: 978-1-315-11563-4
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-863-88782-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138065789

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Talkabout Poster Set

illustrations and handouts, and includes a new introduction by Alex Kelly. 
Routledge
Market: Education
July 2017: 297x210: 216pp
Hb: 978-1-138-38067-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-138-06576-5: £43.99
eBook: 978-1-315-11565-8
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-863-88919-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138065765

Dummy text to keep placeholder

Talkabout Assessment
Alex KellyAlex Kelly

Series: Talkabout
A social skills assessment tool that provides an assessment of
social skills in the following areas: Body Language; The Way We
Talk; Conversation; Assertiveness. It provides a visual summary
of a person's non-verbal, verbal and assertiveness skills and
provides a start-point for planning appropriate intervention.

Routledge

Series: Talkabout
Designed to complement the Talkabout range. The posters provide visual stimulus to
support work on social skills covering: Talkabout Talking - How do we communicate?; the
way we talk; starting a conversation; ending conversations; listening.
Routledge
Market: Education
November 2010: 16pp
Poster: 978-0-863-88806-9: £53.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863888069

Market: Education
July 2010: 190 x 130: 2pp
CD-ROM: 978-0-863-88805-2: £21.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863888052
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Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Talkabout Sex and Relationships 2Talkabout DVD
A Sex Education ProgrammeSocial Communication Skills

Alex Kelly, Managing director of Alex Kelly Ltd; Speech
therapist, Social Skills and Communication Consultant, UK.
and Emily Dennis
Series: Talkabout
Talkabout Sex and Relationships 2 is a comprehensive toolkit for
all therapists, educators and support staff who deliver sex
education to people with special needs. It looks at body
awareness, consent, sexual relationships as well as issues around
sexual health.

Routledge
Market: Education
October 2018: 297x210: 236pp

Alex Kelly
Series: Talkabout
Using a number of settings and different ages, this title includes
instruction on how to use the video in conjunction with
'Talkabout'. It is suitable for situations where there is only one
group facilitator and therefore difficulty in modelling poor and
good behaviour.

Routledge
Market: Education
July 2006: 190 x 130: 10pp

Pb: 978-1-911-18621-2: £41.99DVD: 978-0-863-88567-9: £31.99
eBook: 978-1-315-17319-1* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863885679
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781911186212

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Talkabout Cards - Group Cohesion GamesTalkabout Relationships
Group Cohesion ActivitiesBuilding Self-Esteem and Relationship Skills

Alex Kelly
Series: Talkabout
Includes a collection of 20 games designed to help group
cohesion can be used to enhance a social skills activity or as
warm up and finishing games.

Routledge

Alex Kelly
Series: Talkabout
Suitable for speech language therapists, teachers, and
occupational therapists, this title contains photocopiable group
activities and worksheets to address self-image, identity and
self-confidence as well as the different types of relationship, the
qualities of friends and some of the skills involved in improving
and developing relationships.

Routledge
Market: Education

Market: EducationAugust 2004: 297x210
August 2011: 72ppPb: 978-0-863-88405-4: £43.99
Flashcards: 978-0-863-88899-1: £26.99eBook: 978-1-315-16897-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863888991* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863884054

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Talkabout Cards - Self Awareness GameTalkabout Sex and Relationships 1
Self Awareness ActivitiesA Programme to Develop Intimate Relationship Skills

Alex Kelly
Series: Talkabout
Features 20 group games to encourage self awareness and
effective social skills. Fun, quick and easy to play, this title features
the familiar Talkabout drawings to provide visual cues. Each
game card includes instructions for playing the game and colour
coding to show which cards are best to use.

Routledge

Alex Kelly, Managing director of Alex Kelly Ltd; Speech
therapist, Social Skills and Communication Consultant, UK.
and Emily Dennis
Series: Talkabout
Talkabout Sex and Relationships 1 is a comprehensive toolkit for
all therapists, educators and support staff who deliver
relationship education to people with special needs. It looks at
the life cycle of a relationship from finding a partner, coping
with problems, staying safe and maintaining a relationship to
dealing with the potential ending of a relationship.

Routledge
Market: Education
August 2017: 297x210: 294pp Market: Education

August 2011: 51ppPb: 978-1-911-18620-5: £43.99
Flashcards: 978-0-863-88901-1: £26.99eBook: 978-1-315-17366-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863889011* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781911186205
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2nd EditionDummy text to keep placeholder
Language for ThinkingWorking with Adults with a Learning Disability
A structured approach for young children: The Colour EditionAlex Kelly

Series: Working With Series
A practical resource for speech and language therapists and
students, this book covers several aspects of working with this
client group. Each section gives the reader, a theoretical
background of the subject under discussion, suggestions and
formats for assessment, a guide to intervention as well as a clear
and worked-out example.

Routledge

Stephen Parsons and Anna Branagan
A photocopiable resource that provides a clear structure to assist
teachers, SENCOs, learning support assistants and speech
language therapists in developing children's language from the
concrete to the abstract. It is based on fifty picture and verbal
scenarios that can be used flexibly with a wide range of ages
and abilities.

Routledge
Market: Education
October 2016: 297x210: 194pp

Market: Education
January 2001: 297x210
Pb: 978-0-863-88413-9: £54.99
eBook: 978-1-315-17252-1

Pb: 978-1-909-30193-1: £50.99* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863884139
eBook: 978-1-315-17440-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781909301931

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Language for Behaviour and EmotionsWord Aware
A Practical Guide to Working with Children and Young PeopleTeaching vocabulary across the day, across the curriculum

Anna Branagan, Melanie Cross and Stephen Parsons
This practical, interactive resource is designed to be used by
professionals who work with children and young people who
have social emotional and mental health needs and speech
language and communication needs. Gaps in language and
emotional skills can have a negative impact on behaviour as
well as mental health and self-esteem. The Language for
Behaviour and Emotions approach provides a systematic
approach to developing these skills so that young people can
understand and work through social interaction difficulties.

Stephen Parsons and Anna Branagan
Provides a suitable platform for the provision of effective
vocabulary development in children of all abilities. This book
details a comprehensive and structured approach to learning
with a multitude of activities. It adopts a whole school approach
but is equally effective for specific classes and groups or
individual learners.

Routledge
Market: Education
December 2013: 234x156: 284pp
Pb: 978-0-863-88955-4: £50.99
eBook: 978-1-315-17278-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863889554

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Word Aware 2

Routledge
Market: Special Educational Needs
August 2020: 297x210: 300pp
Hb: 978-0-367-49183-3: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-33183-2: £45.99
eBook: 978-0-429-31832-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367331832

2nd Edition
The Social Skills Handbook
Practical Activities for Social Communication

Teaching Vocabulary in the Early Years

Sue Hutchings
Now in a revised second edition, this book offers practical
guidance for setting up and running social skills sessions. An
overview of social communication theory and the principles of
groupwork forms a solid foundation for the session and activity
guidance, structured so that the sessions progress from basic
skills such as ‘Eye Contact’ and ‘Empathy’ to more complex skills
such as ‘Problem Solving’ and ‘Making Friends’. With ever
increasing numbers of people being diagnosed with some form
of social difficulty, this book will be an essential resource for
anybody looking to teach and develop social confidence and
communication skills.

Stephen Parsons and Anna Branagan
Based on the same theory as the existing 'Word Aware' resource,
this book offers tried and tested approach is an outstanding
resource that will be an essential addition to any early years'
setting or preschool classroom. It is also suitable for speech and
language therapists.

Routledge
Market: Education
January 2017: 264pp

Routledge
Market: Education
September 2019: 210x148: 176pp

Pb: 978-1-909-30167-2: £50.99

Pb: 978-0-367-10987-5: £24.99

eBook: 978-1-315-17264-4

eBook: 978-0-429-02419-1

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781909301672

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367109875
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Supporting Children with Fun Rules for Tricky
Spellings

DLD and Me: Supporting Children and Young
People with Developmental Language Disorder

An Illustrated Storybook and Workbook SETAnna Sowerbutts and Amanda Finer
DLD and Me is a functional, engaging resource for children and
young people with DLD and the professionals and families that
work with them. The book consists of an easy-to-follow, 12-week
programme designed to help children and young people
understand their strengths, what makes them different, what
DLD is and how they can support their own communication in
everyday life. This invaluable tool has been designed to be used
by Speech and Language Therapists, teachers and other
professionals or parents working with children and young people
with DLD.

Routledge
Market: Special Education
October 2019: 297x210: 126pp

Georgie Cooney and Molly Hickey 
Series: Who Put the Spell into Spelling

Pb: 978-0-367-33368-3: £39.99
eBook: 978-0-429-31945-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367333683

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Study Skills for Students with SLCN

This beautifully illustrated storybook and workbook set has been  
created to support learners who have struggled to organically 
grasp the rules that govern spelling in the English language. 

Twenty-two of the most important spelling rules are explored and given meaning through 
the engaging story. In the fully photocopiable workbook, activity pages for each rule 
develop reading, spelling and writing skills, allowing the child to put the rules into 
practice. Developed with feedback from teachers and students, this is an invaluable resource 
for teachers and parents looking to support learners who find spelling a challenge, or who 
are learning English as an additional language.
Routledge
Market: Special Education
March 2020: 297x210: 196pp
Pb: 978-0-367-81960-6: £24.99
eBook: 978-1-003-01104-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367819606

Dummy text to keep placeholder

Who Put the Spell into Spelling?
An Illustrated Storybook to Support Children with Fun Rules for Tricky
Spellings

A Group Programme Supporting Young Students Through Revision
and Exams

Georgie Cooney and Molly Hickey
Series: Who Put the Spell into Spelling
This beautifully illustrated storybook has been created to support
learners who, after acquiring the basics of reading and writing,
have struggled to organically grasp the rules that govern spelling
in the English language. Twenty-two of the most important
spelling rules are explored and given meaning through the
engaging story; each followed by a ‘quick quiz’ to help solidify
the rule in the long-term memory. This is an invaluable resource
for teachers and parents looking to support learners who find
spelling a challenge, or who are learning English as an additional
language. Accompanying workbook also available[ISBN:

978-0-367-81962-0].

Bhaveshi Kumar
This highly practical resource has been designed to support
professionals working with students who have SLCN following
a mainstream educational curriculum. Structured as a flexible
ten session programme, it takes a holistic approach to learning,
encouraging students to take an active role in their studies by
identifying individual learning strengths and building a ‘toolbox'
of successful strategies for revision. Created to support a range
of students, including those with a known diagnosis of autism,
developmental language disorder, dyslexia, dyspraxia and adhd,
this is an invaluable resource for all professionals looking to
support young adults in the build up to exams.

Routledge
Market: Education Routledge
February 2020: 297x210: 118pp Market: Special Education
Pb: 978-1-138-38731-7: £24.99 April 2020: 210x148: 85pp
eBook: 978-0-429-42634-6 Pb: 978-0-367-43505-9: £9.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138387317 eBook: 978-1-003-00372-4

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367435059

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Supporting Children with Fun Rules for Tricky
Spellings

Colourful Semantics
A Resource for Developing Children’s Spoken and Written Language
Skills An Illustrated Workbook

NHS Forth Valley
This comprehensive resource pack, developed in conjunction
with education staff, draws on the principles of Alison Bryan’s
original Colourful Semantics approach to provide professionals
with an engaging, dynamic way to support children’s language
development. This practical resource consists of three parts: a
printed book containing ready-made session plan ideas, black
and white vocabulary cards and worksheets; an online version
using the current Colourful Semantics colour coding system, and
an online version using the colour coding system used by
Speech and Language Therapists from NHS Forth Valley.

Routledge

Georgie Cooney and Molly Hickey
Series: Who Put the Spell into Spelling
This activity book is designed to be used alongside the
storybook, Who Put the Spell into Spelling? [ISBN:
978-0-367-43505-9]. This illustrated workbook has been created
to support learners who have struggled to organically grasp the
rules that govern spelling in the English language. Each
photocopiable worksheet is designed to support a key spelling
rule, explored in the colourful storybook Who Put the Spell into
Spelling?. Developed with feedback from teachers and students,
this is an invaluable resource for teachers and parents looking
to support learners who find spelling a challenge, or who are

learning English as an additional language.Market: Education
June 2020: 297x210: 264pp

RoutledgePb: 978-0-367-21050-2: £55.99
Market: Special EducationeBook: 978-0-429-26511-2
March 2020: 297x210: 94pp* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367210502
Pb: 978-0-367-81962-0: £19.99
eBook: 978-1-003-01106-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367819620
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Dummy text to keep placeholder
Teaching Critical Thinking Skills
An Introduction for 9-12 Year Olds

Catherine Delamain, Speech and Language Therapist
(retired) and Jill Spring, Speech and Language Therapist
This practical teaching resource has been designed to give
children aged 9-11 the basic tools required to challenge some
of the conflicting information which they may encounter in
everyday life. With increasing exposure to modern information
technology and social media, children are increasingly exposed
to misleading information that can seriously influence their
worldview and self-esteem. The sooner they are helped to
approach some of this material with a critical eye, the better
they will be able to make independent judgements. This is a
vital text for teachers, teaching assistants and other professionals
looking to develop critical thinking skills in their students

Routledge
Market: Education
October 2020: 297x210: 120pp
Hb: 978-0-367-54160-6: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-35821-1: £29.99
eBook: 978-0-429-34204-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367358211

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Stammering Resources for Adults and Teenagers
Integrating New Evidence into Clinical Practice
Edited by Trudy Stewart

This comprehensive and practical resource is a second volume   
to the highly influential Dysfluency Resource Book (2010). The 
book draws on the expert knowledge of contributors from a 
wide range of fields, such as specialist speech and language 
therapy, education, psychology and youth work, with a focus on 
presenting practical guidance for those working in this complex 
area. 

Routledge
Market: Speech and Language Therapy
July 2020: 297x210: 200pp
Hb: 978-0-367-50506-6: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-20868-4: £34.99
eBook: 978-0-429-26383-5

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367208684

2nd EditionDummy text to keep placeholder
Let's Talk Social SkillsAugmentative and Assistive Communication with

Children A game to promote social communication
Lesley Mayne
Series: Games for Talking
The second edition of these bestselling cards remains focused
on building stronger communication skills in children and young
adults. The social skills topics can be used as a therapeutic
activity, a warm-up exercise, or a closing game. Partners practise
conversing with peers and adults by addressing statements or
asking questions typically discussed in a variety of social settings.

A Protocol and Intervention Plan to Support Children with Complex
Communication Profiles

Lesley E. Mayne and Sharon M. Rogers
This practical resource is designed to help the families and
professionals who support children who use augmentative and
assistive communication to interact with the world around them.
The research based Hear Me into Voice protocol provides
communication partners with a functional knowledge of the
child’s communication skills and a practical intervention plan to
carry forward. Through this protocol and intervention plan,
communication partners can engage with the child’s personal
voice, through their varying multimodal forms of
communication; the child is given the space to grow into a
competent and confident communicator.

Topics include: negotiation and conversation skills, self-perception, physical and verbal
reactions, friendship and personal responsibilities. These cards will help build valuable
social interaction skills and have been revised and extended to reflect changes in the field
of communication science and disorders.

Routledge
Market: Education
January 2019
Flashcards: 978-1-138-39056-0: £20.99
Prev. Ed Flashcards: 978-0-863-88640-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138390560

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Speech Bubbles 1 (Picture Books and Guide)

Routledge
Market: Education
June 2020: 297x210: 398pp
Pb: 978-0-367-33055-2: £35.99
eBook: 978-0-429-31777-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367330552

2nd Edition 
Palin Parent-Child Interaction Therapy for Early
Childhood Stammering

Supporting Speech Sound Development in Children
Melissa Palmer
Series: Speech Bubbles 1
Speech Bubbles 1 is the first set in an exciting new series of picture
books designed to be used by Speech Language
Therapists/Pathologists, parents/caregivers, and teachers with
children who have delayed or disordered speech sound

Elaine Kelman, Speech and Language Therapist, Michael
Palin Centre for Stammering Children and Alison Nicholas
The second edition of this practical manual is a detailed guide
to the Palin Parent-Child Interaction Therapy programme (Palin
PCI), which builds on the principle that parents play a critical
role in effective therapy and that understanding and managing
stammering is a collaborative journey between the child, parent
and therapist. Based on a strong theoretical framework, this book
offers a comprehensive understanding of the Palin PCI approach
in order to support generalist and specialist speech and language
therapists as they develop their knowledge, skills and confidence
in working with young children who stammer and their families.

development, children receiving speech therapy, or by those wanting to provide sound
awareness activities for their children.

The set includes eleven picture books that each target a different speech sound within the
story. The set is also accompanied by a user guide with notes for professionals and caregivers
alike. Eleven different speech sounds have been chosen that are early developing sounds,
or sounds commonly targeted in speech language therapy.

Routledge

Routledge

Market: Education

Market: Education/ Speechmark

May 2020: 297x210: 358pp

March 2019: 210x148: 308pp

Pb: 978-0-815-35832-9: £47.99

eBook: 978-0-429-35685-8

eBook: 978-1-351-12235-1

Pack: 978-0-367-18552-7: £49.99

Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-863-88667-6

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367185527

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815358329
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2nd EditionDummy text to keep placeholder
Speaking, Listening and UnderstandingDeveloping Early Communication, Language and

Learning Skills at Home Games and Activities for 5-7 year olds
Catherine Delamain and Jill Spring
Series: The Good Communication Pathway
This practical resource is designed to address language and
communication difficulties in young children by offering games
and activities suitable for 5-7 year olds in nursery education,
playgroups, reception classes and those attending speech
language therapy clinics. There are 160 games and activities,
graded into level of difficulty which are suitable for whole classes
or smaller groups. This second edition has been revised and
updated throughout in line with current policy, practice and
legislation.

Creating Personalised Activity Packs for Parents
Laura Osman and Heidi Manouchehri
This resource provides teachers and therapists with
photocopiable, motivating and playful activities to share with
parents to help to consolidate learning from school or therapy
and support the transfer of skills at home. The activities are
suitable for children who are developing early communication

to children who are talking and using sentences. The book provides symbol boards to
support children’s use and understanding of language and experiences. Teachers and
therapists are encouraged to select appropriate activities to provide personalised activity
packs that meet the needs of the child. The activities vary in challenge and can be fitted
into curriculum and topic areas. Routledge

Market: Education
Routledge

September 2018: 297x210: 302pp
Market: Education

Pb: 978-0-815-35499-4: £41.99
October 2018: 297x210: 122pp

eBook: 978-1-351-13111-7
Pb: 978-1-138-59633-7: £36.99

Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-863-88433-7
eBook: 978-0-429-48766-8 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815354994
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138596337

2nd EditionDummy text to keep placeholder
Developing Baseline Communication SkillsMaking Good Communicators
Games and Activities for 3-5 year oldsA Sourcebook of Speaking and Listening Activities for 9-11 Year Olds

Catherine Delamain and Jill Spring
Series: The Good Communication Pathway
This practical resource is designed to fit with baseline
assessments in primary school. It seeks to address language and
communication difficulties for children coming into reception
class by offering games and activities suitable for 3-5 year olds
in nursery education, playgroups, reception classes and those
attending speech language therapy clinics. There are 200 games
and activities, graded into level of difficulty, suitable for whole
classes or smaller groups. This second edition has been revised
and updated throughout in line with current policy, practice
and legislation.

Catherine Delamain and Jill Spring
Series: The Good Communication Pathway
Suitable for teachers, teaching assistant and speech and
language therapists, this resource offers activities which promote
the specific areas of communication that underpin all areas of
learning, including emotional literacy. It covers the key areas
outlined in the Spoken Language National Curriculum.

Routledge
Market: Education Routledge
September 2016: 297x210: 286pp Market: Education
Pb: 978-1-909-30156-6: £43.99 September 2018: 297x210: 280pp
eBook: 978-1-315-17426-6 Pb: 978-0-815-35492-5: £41.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781909301566 eBook: 978-1-351-13147-6

Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-863-88481-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815354925

Dummy text to keep placeholder2nd Edition
Reading Between the LinesUnderstanding and Using Spoken Language
Understanding InferenceGames and Activities for 7-9 year olds

Catherine Delamain and Jill Spring
Suitable for teachers and speech and language therapists
working in the fields of language and literacy, and concerned
with developing inferencing skills in their students, this book
contains a collection of 300 texts which are graded, and lead
the student gradually from simple tasks.

Routledge

Catherine Delamain and Jill Spring
Series: The Good Communication Pathway
This collection of original games and activities is designed to
address language and communication difficulties for children
aged 7 to 9 years old. It provides over 150 engaging games and
activities to improve understanding and use of spoken language.
The book can easily be used by mainstream teachers, teaching
assistants, SENCOs and SLTs. Now fully revised and updated in
line with current policy and legislation, this second edition
includes material to create an effective speech and language
therapy programme in consultation with a therapist,
photocopiable templates for ease of use and supplementary

resource material which can be downloaded from the website. Market: Education
March 2014: 297x210: 154ppRoutledge
Pb: 978-0-863-88969-1: £38.99Market: Education
eBook: 978-1-315-17515-7September 2018: 297x210: 276pp
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863889691Pb: 978-0-815-35497-0: £41.99

eBook: 978-1-351-13131-5
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-863-88515-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815354970
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Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
StoryboardsReading Between the Lines Set Two

Felicity Durham and Felicity Durham
Helps children with language and communication difficulties 
develop their narrative skills. Using game boards and 
colourfully-illustrated picture cards, this book also helps children 
to visualise and practise telling a story through identifying the 
essential elements, how these should be sequenced and 
providing a basic vocabulary.

Routledge

Inference skills for children aged 8 – 12
Catherine Delamain, Speech and Language Therapist
(retired) and Jill Spring, Speech and Language Therapist
Reading Between the Lines Set Two is a practical resource for
teachers, SENCOs and Speech and Language Therapists who
need to support the development of inference skills in children
aged 8 – 12. The book provides a wide range of carefully graded,
engaging texts and activities targeting different types of
inference and is suitable for interventions with individuals or
small groups as well as whole-class teaching to meet the
requirements of the National Curriculum. It will be particularly
valuable to professionals working with children who have Autism
Spectrum Disorders or Speech, Language and Communication

Needs.
Market: Education
November 2005: 75pp
Games: 978-0-863-88553-2: £49.99

Routledge * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863885532
Market: Education
June 2018: 297x210: 178pp
Pb: 978-1-138-29864-4: £36.99
eBook: 978-1-315-09850-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138298644

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
The Story MakerVocabulary Enrichment Programme

Frances Dickens and Kirstin Lewis
Aims to help children write creatively. Designed for children
aged 4-11 years, this title offers writer's tips such as elements;
characters; feelings; size; speech & sound; speed; settings; texture;
colours; objects; time; and weather.

Routledge

Enhancing the Learning of Vocabulary in Children
Victoria Joffe
Helps to enhance the understanding and use of vocabulary in
secondary school students and young adults. This book focuses
on enhancing the understanding of vocabulary and word
meanings in students aged from 8 to 18, and aims to create an
awareness of how improved vocabulary knowledge can be used
to enhance learning in school and more.

Routledge Market: Education
May 2007: 255 x 200: 157ppMarket: Education
Pb: 978-0-863-88602-7: £38.99September 2011: 297 x 210: 584pp
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863886027Pb: 978-0-863-88798-7: £100.00

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863887987

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
The Story Maker MotivatorNarrative Intervention Programme

Frances Dickens
A guide that deals with the creative writing process. It covers
topics such as: narrative planning; beginnings, cliffhangers,
suspense hooks, endings; objects; characters; feelings; settings;
speech and sound; descriptive story elements; thesauruses; and,
samples of usage. It is suitable for students, English teachers,
and student teachers.

Routledge

Victoria Joffe
Improves the understanding and telling of stories in secondary
school students and young adults. This book creates an
awareness of how storytelling can be used to enhance learning
in school and social interactions in school and home
environments. It facilitates storytelling.

Routledge
Market: Education
June 2011: 297x210: 390pp Market: Education
Pb: 978-0-863-88797-0: £100.00

March 2011: 297 x 210: 232pp
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863887970

Pb: 978-0-863-88668-3: £38.99
eBook: 978-1-315-14904-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863886683
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Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Wordless Picture Books and GuidePre-School Start
Sentence and Narrative Skills for People with Speech, Language and
Communication Needs

Targeted Intervention for Language Ages 3 and 4 (Reception -1)
Catherine de la Bedoyere, Speech and Language Therapist,
UK
Series: School Start
A practical resource that can be used with nursery children who
need targeted additional help in developing communication
skills. It offers: an introduction on how to use the Pre-School
Start programme; programme delivery templates containing all
the checklists, record sheets and handouts needed to carry out
the programme; and more.

Routledge
Market: Education
November 2016: 297x210: 180pp

Kulvinder Kaur
Series: Wordless Picture Books
Helps children with speech, language and communication needs
(SLCN) to develop their expressive sentence and narrative skills,
through learning to tell each story. This book provides strategies
on how to teach and progress the child through each level and

stage, and will have an additional skills section.
Routledge
Market: Education
April 2016: 210x148: 172pp
Pb: 978-1-909-30160-3: £54.99
eBook: 978-1-003-00598-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781909301603

Pb: 978-1-909-30175-7: £37.99
eBook: 978-1-315-17377-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781909301757

Dummy text to keep placeholder2nd Edition
Short Wordless Picture BooksSchool Start
Developing Sentence and Narrative Skills for People with Speech,
Language and Communication Needs

Targeted Intervention for Language and Sound Awareness in Reception
Class, 2nd Edition

Kulvinder Kaur
Series: Wordless Picture Books
This collection of short wordless picture books helps to support
children with speech, language and communication needs as
they develop their expressive sentence and narrative skills
through storytelling. Each book is comprised of six colourful

Catherine de la Bedoyere, Speech and Language Therapist,
UK and Cath Lowry
Series: School Start
Focuses primarily on a targeted group intervention, to boost
the language and sound awareness skills of children entering
reception class, who are delayed in these areas of
communication. This book also addresses aspects of attention,
following instructions and social communication.

Routledge
Market: Education
October 2015: 297x210: 214pp

images that follow a simple everyday routine and, unlike traditional picture books, follows
a film scroll effect, showing the progression of time and allowing the child to follow the
story to its resolution. Suitable for any child who requires support and practice in developing
their speech, this is an invaluable resource for speech and language therapists, teaching
staff and caregivers.

Routledge
Market: Education
November 2019: 210x148: 104pp

Pb: 978-1-909-30158-0: £43.99 eBook: 978-1-351-10436-4
eBook: 978-1-315-17363-4 Pack: 978-1-138-47757-5: £49.99
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-863-88613-3 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138477575
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781909301580

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Teaching Reading and Phonics to Children with
Language and Communication Delay

School Start Year 1
Targeted Intervention for Language and Sound Awareness

Catherine de la Bedoyere, Speech and Language Therapist,
UK and Catharine Lowry, Speech and Language Therapist,
UK
Series: School Start
This is a practical resource to be used with children requiring
additional help in Year 1. It lays out a targeted group intervention,
designed to boost the language and sound awareness skills of
children who are delayed in these areas of communication. This
is an invaluable resource for teachers and teaching assistants
that encourages good collaborative practice between schools,
speech & language therapists, the SENCO and parents. The
intervention consists of a structured programme of 30 Language

Charlotte Lynch, Support and advisory teacher for deaf
children
A jargon-free book full of practical ideas for teaching the first
stages of reading and phonics to children who have speech and
language delay. It is also a reminder of alternative methods of
teaching reading, including a visual approach to phonics, which
may be more suitable for those children with language delay
and complex needs.

Routledge
& 30 Sound Awareness group sessions, to be delivered weekly by the teacher or teaching
assistant.

Market: Education
April 2018: 297x210: 158pp
Pb: 978-1-911-18614-4: £36.99Routledge

Market: Education/ Primary Education
September 2018: 297x210: 244pp

eBook: 978-1-315-17309-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781911186144

Pb: 978-1-138-57395-6: £41.99
eBook: 978-0-203-70134-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138573956
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2nd EditionDummy text to keep placeholder
Working with Voice DisordersShort-Term Memory Difficulties in Children
Theory and PracticeA Practical Resource

Stephanie Martin
Series: Working With Series
Suitable for clinicians of varying levels of experience from student
to very specialised, this title provides insight into various aspects
of voice disorders from assessment and diagnosis to intervention
and case management. It allows the clinician to look at aspects
such as clinical effectiveness, clinical efficiencies and service
management.

Routledge

Joanne Rudland
Children who have low self-confidence; a negative attitude
towards school; score below average on assessments of
language comprehension; and have an erratic pattern of errors
with no specific linguistic weaknesses on assessments of
comprehension, may be suffering from short-term memory
difficulties. Written by a practising speech language therapist,
this book provides a structured yet flexible approach to
addressing the needs of children with short-term memory
difficulties.

Market: Education
October 2012: 297 x 210: 296pp
Pb: 978-0-863-88946-2: £32.99
eBook: 978-1-315-14908-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863889462

Dummy text to keep placeholder
BNVR: The Butt Non-Verbal Reasoning Test
The Butt Non-Verbal Reasoning Test

Routledge
Market: Education
August 2014: 297x210: 144pp
Pb: 978-0-863-88441-2: £38.99
eBook: 978-1-315-17352-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863884412

2nd Edition
The Selective Mutism Resource Manual

Pamela Butt and Romola Bucks
Special Features " Non-linguistic approach to testing
problem-solving " Based on real-life situations " Indicates a
cognitive as well as a linguistic deficit " Quick and easy " Colour
photographs used as stimuli

Routledge

Maggie Johnson and Alison Wintgens
Suitable for those who need to understand, assess or manage
selective mutism, this practical manual is grounded in
behavioural psychology and anxiety management and draws
on relevant research findings as well as the authors' extensive
clinical experience. It includes fresh material for adolescents and
adults.

Market: Education
March 2004: 297x210: 56pp
Pb: 978-0-863-88472-6: £90.00
eBook: 978-1-315-16880-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863884726

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Semantic & Naming Therapy: An Integrated
Approach

Routledge
Market: Education
October 2016: 297x210: 354pp
Pb: 978-1-909-30133-7: £55.99
eBook: 978-1-315-17406-8
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-863-88280-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781909301337

2nd Edition
The Dysfluency Resource Book

Jackie Turnbull and Trudy Stewart
Suitable for treating adults who stammer, this book draws
together the information on therapy for adults along with
practical examples of exercises, tasks and activities that can be
used for both individual and group programmes.

Routledge

Linking the Semantic System with the Lexicons
Elizabeth Cardell and Melissa Lawrie
Aims to provide clinicians with evidence-based therapy tasks to
enhance naming and word finding abilities in people with
aphasia. This title addresses the clinical questions of not just
'what' to do, but 'why' it is being done, and 'how' to do it.

Routledge
Market: Education
May 2010: 221pp
Pb: 978-0-863-88792-5: £39.99
eBook: 978-1-315-16891-3

Market: Education

Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-863-88537-2
April 2013: 297x210: 184pp

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863887925
Pb: 978-0-863-88924-0: £50.99
eBook: 978-1-315-17358-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863889240
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Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
SPPARCSemantic Workbooks
Supporting Partners of People with Aphasia in Relationships and
Conversation

Kay Beveridge, Caroline Davidson, Carol Nelson and
Stobhill Hospital
Designed for adults with acquired neurological disorders and
based on the cognitive neuropsychological model of language
processing,  this title covers specific aspects of semantics.

Routledge

Sarah Lock, Ray Wilkinson and Karen Bryan
Highlights the importance of working with partners in order to
create real life change both for partners and for people with
aphasia. This title presents practical resources to run, support
and conversation training programmes either for groups of
partners or for the partner and the person with aphasia together
as a couple.

Routledge

Market: Education
December 2002: 297 x 210: 354pp
Pb: 978-0-863-88267-8: £110.00
eBook: 978-1-315-17127-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863882678

Market: Education
July 2008: 297x210: 168pp
Pb: 978-0-863-88689-8: £85.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863886898

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
The Fun with Food ProgrammeWorking with Dysphagia
Therapeutic Intervention for Children with Aversion to Oral FeedingLizzy Marks and Deirdre Rainbow

Series: Working With Series
Suitable for clinicians working with dysphagia and for those
involved in a range of settings and with a diversity of client
groups, this title offers perspective on everyday working practice.

Routledge

Arlene McCurtin
Contributors: Arlene McCurtin, Damhnait Ni Mhurchu, Petro van
deventer, Marie Kennedy, Ger McGuirk, Trish Morrison, Jeni
Malone

Market: Education
October 2001: 297x210: 264pp
Pb: 978-0-863-88249-4: £43.99
eBook: 978-1-315-14881-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863882494

Dummy text to keep placeholder

Routledge
Market: Education
January 2007: 297x210: 312pp
Pb: 978-0-863-88566-2: £51.99
eBook: 978-1-315-16884-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863885662

5th Edition
Action Picture Test

Eating and Drinking Difficulties in Children

Speechmark and Catherine Renfrew
Series: The Renfrew Language Scales
Widely used by Speech and Language Therapists/Pathologists,
SENCOs, and teachers, the test covers words used to convey
information (i.e. nouns, verbs, prepositions); present, past and
future tenses; irregular forms of plural and past tenses; simple
and complex sentence construction; and passive voice.The test
provides an Information and Grammar score that can be

A Guide for Practitioners
April Winstock
Covering the complex issues involved in the field of eating and
drinking difficulties in children, this book examines the
theoretical background while maintaining a focus on its practical
application; provides essential information on all the relevant
issues; contains an invaluable range of photocopiable material
for each chapter, and more.

Routledge

benchmarked against a UK school population.This 5th edition has been fully updated,
including revised scoring guidelines, modernised images and, through an extensive
nation-wide programme, fully re-standardised against a modern school population, making
RAPT a trusted first-line tool in speech and language assessment.

Routledge
Market: Education

Market: Education

September 2019: 148 x 105: 10pp

January 2005: 297x210: 312pp

Flashcards: 978-1-138-58620-8: £69.99

Pb: 978-0-863-88426-9: £54.99

Prev. Ed Flashcards: 978-0-863-88809-0

eBook: 978-1-315-17113-5

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138586208

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863884269

Browse and order online:
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Dummy text to keep placeholder
Bus Story Test
Revised Edition

Catherine Renfrew
Series: The Renfrew Language Scales
The age level of consecutive speech used in retelling a story can
be assessed from the information content, sentence length and
grammatical useage of this revised test. This book is suitable for
use with 3-8 year olds are norm refered to enable therapists to
produce comparative results.

Routledge
Market: Education
November 2010: 160 x 235: 28pp
Flashcards: 978-0-863-88808-3: £43.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863888083

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Word Finding Vocabulary Test

Catherine Renfrew and Polly Mitchell
Series: The Renfrew Language Scales
The extent to which pictures, objects, arranged in order of
difficulty, can be named correctly is assessed using this test. Most
of the objects illustrated have no alternative name, so the
responses of children can be quickly measured. This book
contains 50 line-drawn pictures, a manual and a photocopiable
scoring form.

Routledge
Market: Education
November 2010: 16pp
Flashcards: 978-0-863-88807-6: £47.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863888076

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Working with Stress and Tension in Clinical Practice
A Practical Guide for Therapists

Helen Morris, Speech and Language Therapist
Working with Stress and Tension in Clinical Practice is a practical
toolkit that sets out a wide range of approaches for reducing
stress and anxiety in clients so that they are mentally prepared
for more effective therapy sessions. Combining research, real-life
examples and practical advice, the book discusses the potential
psychological barriers to therapy that can stand in the way of
helping clients and offers concrete solutions to overcome these
issues. This toolkit clearly outlines a range of approaches such
as mindfulness and meditation techniques that can help clients
focus on their therapy and overcome stress and anxiety.

Routledge
Market: Education
November 2017: 297x210: 180pp
Pb: 978-1-911-18627-4: £37.99
eBook: 978-1-315-17249-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781911186274
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Inspiring, professional 
materials designed to help 
develop both language and 
social skills. Uniquely created 
for use by professionals 
including speech and language 
therapists, Colorcards are 
designed to support students 
of all ages and abilitities.



2nd Edition
Food ColorLibrary: Colorcards

2nd Edition
Emotions: Colorcards

Speechmark
Series: Colorcards
Food ColorLibrary, 2

nd
 Edition is a valuable intervention to support

SLTs, SENCOs and teachers develop pupils’ vocabulary,
recognition, verbal comprehension, and expressive language.
Comprising 96 fully-updated colour images of everyday food
and drink items divided into six categories, Food ColorLibrary is

Speechmark
Series: Colorcards
Emotions, 2

nd 
Edition has been designed to promote awareness

of and trigger discussion about feelings and emotions.
Comprising 48 fully-updated color flashcards depicting displays
of emotions through facial expression and body language,

Emotions aims to help develop self-expression, self-esteem, and an understanding of the
importance of body language in messages. It will be a valuable intervention to support
SLTs, SENCOs and teachers in developing pupils' emotional and expressive language,
leading to improved communication skills and greater emotional awareness.

Routledge
Market: Education
October 2017: 210x148: 48pp
Flashcards: 978-1-138-10295-8: £25.99
Prev. Ed Flashcards: 978-0-863-88361-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138102958

2nd Edition
Prepositions: Colorcards

Speechmark
Series: Colorcards
Prepositions, 2

nd
 Edition is a valuable resource for building

pre-language concepts, developing verbal comprehension, and
expanding expressive language. Comprising 48 fully-updated
colour flashcards, divided into eight sets of six, each set

Speechmark
Series: Colorcards
Comprising two identical sets of 96 photo cards, Categories, 2

nd 

Edition depicts 24 everyday themes from animals and plants to 
clothes and household objects, and has been designed as a 
vocabulary intervention with a variety of activities. Suitable for 
all ages, the cards are categorised as ‘simple’ and ‘complex’ and 
can be used for exercises based on matching, colour, patterns, 
and association, among others. 

Routledge
Market: Education
March 2018: 192pp
Flashcards: 978-0-815-36901-1: £34.99
Prev. Ed Flashcards: 978-0-863-88387-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815369011

2nd Edition
Odd One Out: ColorCards

represents a single preposition in a variety of contexts. The concepts and vocabulary shown 
relate to common circumstances and experiences, while the prepositions illustrated aim 
to teach awareness of space, position, and movement, making it a valuable intervention 
to support SLTs, SENCOs and teachers develop pupils' comprehension and use of 
prepositions.

Routledge
Market: Education
October 2017: 210x148: 48pp
Flashcards: 978-1-138-30068-2: £30.99
Prev. Ed Flashcards: 978-0-863-88389-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138300682

2nd Edition
Adjectives: Colorcards

Speechmark
Series: Colorcards
Comprising 48 large-format photo cards, Odd One Out, 2

nd
 Edition

depicts groups of everyday objects. All are linked by a common
category or theme – except the odd one out. This update of the
enduring best-seller comprises fully refreshed, colourful, modern,
engaging images, and splits the cards into three levels – showing
four, five and six objects per card, increasing the level of

complexity.

Speechmark
Series: Colorcards
Adjectives, 2

nd 
Edition is designed to help develop comprehension

and expression of adjectives. Comprising 48 fully-updated colour
flash cards – typically shown with the adjective opposite in
meaning where it exists – the cards assist with building
pre-language concepts, practising the use of newly-learned

skills, developing verbal comprehension and extending vocabulary. This second edition
of our bestselling resource contains the concepts and vocabulary shown relate to common
experiences, and have been selected for use with a range of ages, interests and abilities. It

Odd One Out is a trusted and valuable intervention to support SLTs, SENCOs and teachers
develop pupils’ observation, attention and perception skills.

is a valuable intervention to support SLTs, SENCOs and teachers develop pupils'
comprehension and expression of adjectives. Routledge

Routledge
Market: Education

Market: Education
June 2018: 210x148: 48pp

December 2017: 210x148: 48pp
Flashcards: 978-0-815-38274-4: £29.99

Flashcards: 978-1-138-55566-2: £30.99
Prev. Ed Flashcards: 978-0-863-88284-5

Prev. Ed Flashcards: 978-0-863-88391-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815382744

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138555662

Browse and order online:
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an engaging, well-organised, and flexible resource that may be used for a range of activities 
in all aspects of language development, remediation and teaching. Suitable for individual 
or group work with a range of ages, this 2nd edition contains modern, engaging colour 
images that have been developed in conjunction with several highly-experienced speech 
and language therapists.

Routledge
Market: Education
January 2018: 165 x 100: 96pp
Flashcards: 978-1-138-57041-2: £41.99
Prev. Ed Flashcards: 978-0-863-88398-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138570412

2nd Edition
Categories: ColorCards
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Dummy text to keep placeholder
Who am I?
Alex Kelly

2nd Edition
What's Missing?: Colorcards

Alex Kelly
Series: Talkabout
Features cards that have been designed to be used with an
individual or small group to practice good communication and
social skills.

Routledge

Speechmark
Series: Colorcards
What’s Missing? Second Edition is designed to promote
observation, visual and auditory skills including the development
of descriptive language. Comprising 48 fully-updated colour
flashcards depicting 24 everyday scenes, each card shows a
complete scene and another with five items missing. The scenes
are presented with increasing levels of difficulty to allow for

Market: Education
June 2013: 148 x 105: 36pp
Flashcards: 978-0-863-88992-9: £27.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863889929

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Who, What, When, Where Colorcards -Interrogative
Pronouns

selection when working with students of different ages and abilities. Missing items may 
be categorised as either having no influence on a situation, causing an inconvenience, 
preventing the functioning of an object, or not being possible in real life – both encouraging 
basic reasoning and the development of problem solving skills.

Routledge
Market: Education
August 2018: 210x148: 48pp
Flashcards: 978-0-815-39312-2: £29.99
Prev. Ed Flashcards: 978-0-863-88364-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815393122

2nd Edition
Everyday Objects: Colorcards

Speechmark
Series: Colorcards
Everyday Objects, 2

nd
 Edition, features fully updated new images

for 2016. This set of professionally-photographed cards include
objects found in both indoor and outdoor settings. It is suitable
for developing comprehension, encouraging expressive
language, improving communication skills and vocabulary
building.

Routledge

Wh Questions
Speechmark
Series: Colorcards
Who, What, When, Where, Why? Colorcards Understanding
Interrogative Pronouns What are interrogative pronouns? Where
can I find a set of cards that will help me understand them? This
book deals with these questions.

Routledge
Market: Education
June 2016: 210x148: 48pp
Flashcards: 978-1-909-30195-5: £33.99 Market: Education
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781909301955 March 2014: 36pp

Flashcards: 978-1-909-30113-9: £41.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781909301139

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Decisions / Personal Safety - Indoors: ColorcardsMore Everyday Objects: Colorcards

Speechmark
Series: Colorcards
A title that illustrates a variety of everyday activities, situations
and objects encountered that can easily cause danger and
mishap if not considered as a potential hazard or used safely.Each
card provides multiple opportunities for discussion.

Routledge

Speechmark
Series: Colorcards
Includes cards that are arranged in categories such as: Food;
Household objects; Personal items; Clothes; and Outside objects.

Routledge
Market: EducationMarket: Education
April 2014: 210x148: 36ppMay 2014: 210x148: 36pp
Flashcards: 978-1-909-30115-3: £41.99Flashcards: 978-1-909-30125-2: £41.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781909301153* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781909301252
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2nd EditionDummy text to keep placeholder
What's Wrong?: ColorcardsDecisions / Personal Safety - Outdoors: Colorcards

Speechmark
Series: Colorcards
Presents a set of cards that features 36 different situations and
dilemmas including: cycling on the road without a helmet and
listening to music; picking up hitch hikers/being a hitch hiker;
using a mobile phone whilst driving; building site dangers;

stranger danger; and dangerous dogs.

Speechmark
Series: Colorcards
Features 48 cards which develop perceptual skills. This title
includes cards that help to heighten: attention skills; observation;
vocabulary building; expressive language; storytelling; logical
thought; and, problem solving.

Routledge

Routledge
Market: Education
August 2014: 210x148: 36pp
Flashcards: 978-1-909-30127-6: £41.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781909301276

Market: Education
January 2007: 48pp
Flashcards: 978-0-863-88617-1: £30.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863886171

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Basic Sequences: Colorcards

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Decisions: Colorcards

Speechmark
Series: Colorcards
Offers 48 cards illustrating everyday activities in 3-step sequences.
This title lets you use these three-step sequences to demonstrate
simple sequentially related actions which will help establish
basic concepts and encourage an understanding of order and
direction.

Routledge

Speechmark
Series: Colorcards
Includes 30 photographic cards that feature unexpected or
unwelcome situations. This title helps children: make responsible
choices; develop independent thought; keep safe; understand
the differences between minor difficulties and emergencies;
and, realise that some problems are practical and that some
include an element of social behaviour.

Routledge

Market: Education
January 2001: 48pp
Flashcards: 978-0-863-88351-4: £30.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863883514

Market: Education
April 2009: 297 x 230: 30pp
Flashcards: 978-0-863-88764-2: £48.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863887642

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
How are They Feeling?: ColorcardsMore What's Wrong: Colorcards

Speechmark
Series: Colorcards
Features 30 cards to examine and understand hopes and fears.
In this title, these cards present a range of scenarios and activities
that occur frequently or rarely in everyday life, but which may
have a huge influence or impact. It also includes a CD-ROM with
worksheets for each card.

Routledge

Speechmark
Series: Colorcards
Includes a set of 36 cards depicting a range of activities and
situations incorrect, unusual or unexpected elements to identify
and discuss. This book features types of situations depicted such
as: Mistakes with clothes; Wrong object; Wrong method; and
Impossible and unlikely events.

Routledge
Market: Education Market: Education
August 2014: 210x148: 36pp April 2012: 297x210: 30pp
Flashcards: 978-1-909-30128-3: £41.99 Flashcards: 978-0-863-88884-7: £48.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781909301283 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863888847

Browse and order online:
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Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Story Starters: ColorcardsMore Story Starters: Colorcards

Speechmark
Series: Colorcards
Presents 30 large format cards, and a CD-ROM. This work features
creative writing sessions which provide an image for the opening
of a narrative and can be expressed as storytelling, drama, poetry
or prose. The cards are grouped into genres including: Fantasy;
Real-life adventure; Travel; and, Mystery.

Routledge

Speechmark
Series: Colorcards
Includes 36 photographic A5 cards featuring striking images to
inspire storytelling. This book features cards that have been
placed into specific genre groups but can easily be used in any
number of categories: Feelings and Emotions; Situations; Fantasy,
myths and Legends; Places; and Adventure.

Routledge
Market: EducationMarket: Education
April 2009: 246 x 189May 2014: 310x222: 36pp
Flashcards: 978-0-863-88765-9: £48.99Flashcards: 978-1-909-30129-0: £41.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863887659* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781909301290

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Cause and Effect: ColorcardsSequences: Colorcards

Speechmark
Series: Colorcards
Designed to help develop logical and critical thinking skills, this
title fetaures 48 cards illustrating 2-step sequences of day-to-day
events. It presents a specific situation on the first card, the user
then have to predict the possible outcome that may, or may
not, be shown on the second card.

Routledge

4-step
Speechmark
Series: Colorcards
Offers 48 cards of 4-step sequences of familiar activities. This title
contains 12 four-step sequences showing a range of familiar
events both at home and out and about, including: putting a
new toy together; washing the car; having breakfast; making
cakes; going to the dentist; and, buying an ice cream.

Routledge
Market: Education
June 1997: 48pp

Market: Education Flashcards: 978-0-863-88355-2: £30.99
December 2004: 48pp * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863883552
Flashcards: 978-0-863-88526-6: £30.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863885266

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Problem Solving: ColorcardsSimple Sequences: Colorcards

Speechmark
Series: Colorcards
Suitable for use in the classroom or clinic with children and
adults of all ages, this title includes problems and solutions: car
broken down - try to repair it, asks where to get help; woman is
unhappy as overweight - tries healthy eating, exercise; and more.

Routledge

Speechmark
Series: Colorcards
Features 48 cards of 2-step and 3-step sequences of everyday
activities. This title includes 12 two-step sequences showing:
cleaning teeth; making jam tarts; tidying the living room; and
packing a school bag. It also includes three-step sequences that
illustrate: doing a jigsaw puzzle; playing a computer game;
decorating a cake; and riding a bike.

Routledge
Market: EducationMarket: Education
January 1998: 48ppJanuary 2003
Flashcards: 978-0-863-88356-9: £30.99Flashcards: 978-0-863-88475-7: £30.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863883569* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863884757
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Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Consequences Discussion CardsSequences: Colorcards

Speechmark
Includes 36 cards portraying a range of behaviours and potential
outcomes arising as a consequence. This title features cards that
help to reinforce the need to consider outcomes and an
appreciation that choices made may not only have personal
consequences but also affect others.

Routledge

6 and 8-step for Adults
Speechmark
Series: Colorcards
Features 6 and 8 - step sequences photographed in a variety of
indoor and outdoor locations that provide opportunities for
language work including syntax, grammar, vocabulary and time
concepts. This title offers adult models and appropriate activities
that is suitable for working with adults and adolescents.

Routledge
Market: Education
May 2005
Flashcards: 978-0-863-88557-0: £30.99 Market: Education
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863885570 November 2013: 210x148: 36pp

Flashcards: 978-1-909-30102-3: £41.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781909301023

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Time Sequencing: ColorcardsSequences: Colorcards

Speechmark
Series: Colorcards
Presents a set of cards that carefully depicts the passing of time
to aid an understanding of order and direction. This title includes
such contents as: Times of the day - Morning, Afternoon, Evening,
Night; Seasons - Spring, Summer, Autumn, Winter; Ageing - Baby,
Child, Teenager, Adult, Senior Citizen; and, more.

Routledge

6 and 8- Step for Children
Speechmark
Series: Colorcards
Including both 6 and 8-step sequences of a variety of activities
photographed in both indoor and outdoor locations, this title
provides opportunities for more advanced language work
including syntax, grammar, vocabulary and time concepts.

Routledge Market: Education
June 2013: 36ppMarket: Education
Flashcards: 978-0-863-88944-8: £42.99May 2005
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863889448Flashcards: 978-0-863-88558-7: £30.99

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863885587

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Verb Tenses: ColorcardsSequences: Colorcards

Speechmark
Series: Colorcards
Includes 20 different verbs to teach future, present and past
tense. Visually describing twenty different verbs, this book
provides ten irregular verbs, as well as an equal split between
verbs in the singular and plural.

Verb Tenses
Speechmark
Series: Colorcards
Features 16 three-step sequences illustrating the past, present
and future tenses of familiar activities. This title is suitable for
language teaching and therapy with people of all ages and
backgrounds.

Routledge

Routledge
Market: Education
January 1982: 60pp
Flashcards: 978-0-863-88359-0: £41.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863883590

Market: Education
October 2006
Flashcards: 978-0-863-88585-3: £30.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863885853
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Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
More What are They Thinking: ColorcardsWhat Can You See?: Colorcards

Speechmark
Series: Colorcards
A collection of cards that is designed to encourage users to focus
on the thoughts and feelings they and other people experience
when confronted with a situation. Each card includes a 'thought
bubble' to facilitate consideration of both what that individual
is thinking and also the user's personal response.

Routledge

Speechmark
Series: Colorcards
Allows players to guess what they can see, encouraging
communication and vocabulary building. This title includes two
viewing books, each with different panels, and 30 large-format
(A4) cards, using ColorCards[registered] clear photographic style.

Routledge
Market: Education
June 2007: 330 x 250: 62pp
Flashcards: 978-0-863-88619-5: £49.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863886195

Market: Education
October 2014: 210x148: 36pp
Flashcards: 978-1-909-30145-0: £41.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781909301450

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Teen Issues - Life Skills: ColorcardsWhat's Inside?: Colorcards

Speechmark
Series: Colorcards
Features 36 full colour, A5 cards portraying a variety of topics of
concern to teenagers. This book includes examples of cards in
each group such as: Lifestyle: diet and fitness; mental and
physical health; drug addiction; eating disorders; andself esteem.

Speechmark
Series: Colorcards
One card of each pair shows the outside of a storage place or
container, while the second card reveals the many and varied
objects found inside. This set is designed to develop attention
and concentrate skills, observation skills, comprehension,
classification, expressive language and vocabulary.

Routledge

Routledge
Market: Education
May 2014: 36pp
Flashcards: 978-1-909-30117-7: £41.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781909301177

Market: Education
January 1999: 48pp
Flashcards: 978-0-863-88357-6: £30.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863883576

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Teen Issues -Sex and Relationships: ColorcardsPairs Plus Colorcards

Speechmark
Series: Colorcards
Includes set of cards that considers a range of different types of
relationships that may be encountered and have been grouped
so as to help identify associated issues for discussion: family
connections; non-family relationships; relationship events;

communication in relationships; and Personal identity.

Speechmark
Offers 36 full colour cards with twelve scenarios and two specific elements to identify and
match. This title features three cards for each of twelve different scenarios covering topics
including: On the beach; Playing football; Walking the dog; At the swimming baths; Boiled
egg for breakfast; Cinema visit; and Train journey.
Routledge
Market: Education
January 2013: 210x148: 36pp

RoutledgeFlashcards: 978-1-909-30112-2: £41.99
Market: Education* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781909301122
March 2014: 36pp
Flashcards: 978-1-909-30110-8: £41.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781909301108
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Emotions & Expressions: ColorcardsTeen Issues: Colorcards

Sioban Boyce
Series: Colorcards
Features a set of cards which provide an opportunity to explore
through discussion the likely emotions and responses that are
shown in faces and  body language. This title provides details
about the importance of understanding facial expressions and
a case study of how using the cards has provided an opportunity
to address behaviour issues.

Routledge

Speechmark
Series: Colorcards
Includes 36 cards and worksheets to open up discussion on the
key issues facing young people today. This title provides an
opportunity to consider the variety of subjects, experiences and
situations that a young person could encounter, also providing

an opportunity and platform for informative and lively discussion.
Routledge
Market: Education
March 2010: 36pp
Flashcards: 978-0-863-88781-9: £42.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863887819

Market: Education
June 2013: 210x148: 48pp
Flashcards: 978-0-863-88927-1: £42.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863889271

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Feelings: ColorCardsTeenage Life Blob Cards

Speechmark
Series: Colorcards
Designed to help develop both language and social skills, this
title includes real objects, people, situations and activities that
are shown on the photographs to provide you with creative and
highly visual ways to help children to explore their own feelings
and emotions, and understand the feelings of other people
around them.

Routledge

Pip Wilson and Ian Long
Series: Blobs
Blobs are a way of communicating using two of the first
languages which are learnt as children - body language and
feelings. This title presents the cards that provide a tool to
consider and discuss a multitude of positive and negative
teenager feelings and behaviours.

Routledge Market: Education
Market: Education February 2009: 297x210: 48pp
December 2009: 400 x 137: 48pp Flashcards: 978-0-863-88694-2: £48.99
Flashcards: 978-0-863-88774-1: £26.99 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863886942
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863887741

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Listening Skills Social ScenesWhat are They Thinking?: Colorcards

Speechmark
Includes set of cards and sounds that illustrates five familiar
scenes and five specific elements within those scenes to identify
both visually and through sound.

Routledge

Speechmark
Series: Colorcards
Includes imaginative photocards that provide a different way of
initiating conversation with individuals and groups. This work
provides an opportunity to: focus on thinking; explore the
relationship between thoughts and feelings; recognise that
behaviour can affect others; and, look at the influences on
thoughts and feelings.

Routledge
Market: EducationMarket: Education
February 2014: 210x148: 30ppFebruary 2009: 310 x 230: 30pp
Flashcards: 978-1-909-30111-5: £41.99Flashcards: 978-0-863-88695-9: £48.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781909301115* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863886959

Browse and order online:
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Listening Skills Outdoor Sounds: ColorcardsSocial Behaviour: Colorcards

Speechmark
Series: Colorcards
Presents a sound and picture matching activity. This title offers
40 cards and sounds to enhance language development. It
includes forty commonly heard sounds.

Routledge

Speechmark
Series: Colorcards
Features 44 cards on skills for daily living. This title includes
situations such as: disturbing other people; jumping the queue;
helping a disabled person; caring for an animal; and cheating
in an exam.

Routledge
Market: Education
January 1999: 127 x 203
Flashcards: 978-0-863-88422-1: £31.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863884221

Market: Education
February 2004: 210x148: 40pp
Flashcards: 978-0-863-88521-1: £41.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863885211

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Decisions / Personal Safety - Indoors: ColorcardsFamily Issues Colorcards

Speechmark
Series: Colorcards
A title that illustrates a variety of everyday activities, situations
and objects encountered that can easily cause danger and
mishap if not considered as a potential hazard or used safely.Each
card provides multiple opportunities for discussion.

Speechmark
Presents a set of full colour cards showing 36 different issues
illustrating diverse family life and experience. This book offers a
collection of 36 cards designed to generate discussion covering
thirty-six topics and issues faced by all or some family members.

Routledge
Market: Education
November 2013: 297x210: 36pp
Flashcards: 978-1-909-30107-8: £40.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781909301078

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Listening Skills Indoor Sounds: Colorcards

Routledge
Market: Education
April 2014: 210x148: 36pp
Flashcards: 978-1-909-30115-3: £41.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781909301153

2nd Edition
Basic Verbs: ColorcardsSpeechmark

Series: Colorcards
Offers 40 cards and sounds to enhance language development.
This title includes ten sounds each within four groups: human
sounds - whistling, singing, snoring, laughing, yawning; everyday
sounds - telephone, knocking, clock, bell, eating an apple; and,
activity sounds - computing, hammering, shaving, breaking
eggs.

Routledge

Speechmark
Series: Colorcards
Basic Verbs, 2

nd
 Edition has been fully updated for 2016,

featuring 48 professionally-photographed cards that illustrate
frequently used verbs in simple settings. Each card can be
selected to be used independently or grouped with others for
use to encourage discussion and consideration about the topic
depicted.

Routledge
Market: Education
February 2004: 210x148: 40pp

Market: EducationFlashcards: 978-0-863-88520-4: £41.99
July 2016: 210x148: 48pp* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863885204
Flashcards: 978-1-909-30194-8: £33.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781909301948
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Animals & Birds ColorLibrary: ColorcardsExpressive Verbs: Colorcards

Speechmark
Series: Colorcards
Contains 96 cards featuring a selection of living creatures from
all over the world. This title includes categories such as: Wild
Land Animals - such as elephants, lion, mouse; Domestic Animals
- such as cat, dog, horse; Insects/Mini Beasts - such as butterfly,
housefly, wasp; and, Reptiles & Amphibians - such as alligator,

frog, and snake.

Speechmark
Series: Colorcards
A collection of photocards that illustrate actions and expressions
implying a range of states, reactions, intentions and emotions,
showing how expressions and actions are used to communicate
effectively. It offers 48 cards illustrating expressions with intrinsic
meanings.

Routledge

Routledge
Market: Education
June 1994: 165 x 100: 96pp
Flashcards: 978-0-863-88510-5: £42.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863885105Market: Education

April 2004: 210x148: 48pp
Flashcards: 978-0-863-88525-9: £30.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863885259
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Home Colorlibrary: ColorcardsFamiliar Verbs: Colorcards
Revised EditionIn Context

Speechmark
Series: Colorcards
Presents 96 cards of furniture and household items to enhance
communication skills. This title features categories such as: living
Room - such as armchair, house plant, TV; kitchen - such as
broom, cooker, washing machine; bedroom - such as bed, mirror,
wardrobe; and, bathroom - such as bath, toothbrush, bathroom

scales.

Speechmark
Series: Colorcards
Features 48 cards that show images of further frequently used
and easily recognised verbs. Illustrating frequently used and
recognisable verbs, this book inlcludes examples such as: the
girl is biting a chocolate bar, a boy is blowing bubbles; the girl
is copying a word; the boy is grating some cheese; and, the girl
is making a paper flower.

Routledge

Routledge
Market: Education
December 2007: 96pp
Flashcards: 978-0-863-88624-9: £42.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863886249Market: Education

January 1999: 210x148: 48pp
Flashcards: 978-0-863-88519-8: £30.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863885198

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Possessions ColorLibrary: ColorcardsMore Basic Verbs: Colorcards
SpeechmarkSpeechmark

Series: Colorcards
Includes cards that illustrate frequently used verbs in simple
settings. In this book, each card can be selected to be used
independently of grouped with others for use to encourage
discussion and consideration about the topic depicted.

Series: Colorcards
Features cards which can be used in all aspects of language development and teaching.
This title includes categories such as: Care - pills, glasses and walking stick; Children - toys,
satchel and lunch box; Domestic - book, camera and sewing machine; Leisure - chess,
guitar and knitting; and Personal - wallet, jewellery and keys.

Routledge Routledge
Market: Education Market: Education
February 2014: 210x148: 36pp June 1991: 165 x 108
Flashcards: 978-1-909-30126-9: £41.99 Flashcards: 978-0-863-88388-0: £42.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781909301269 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863883880

Browse and order online:
www.routledge.com
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Sport and Leisure ColorLibrary: Colorcards
Speechmark
Series: Colorcards
A popular choice for everyone, the sport and leisure categories include: adventure sports;
team sports; individual sports; hobbies; pastimes; and entertainment. This book includes
96 cards that illustrate sport and leisure to enhance communication skills.
Routledge
Market: Education
June 1992: 165 x 108
Flashcards: 978-0-863-88509-9: £42.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863885099

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Transport & Vehicles ColorLibrary: Colorcards

Speechmark
Series: Colorcards
Features 96 cards of transport vehicles. From bicycles to boats
and trucks to trains, this transportation set can be used as a
starting point for conversation, and sorted into appropriate
categories and other activities.

Routledge
Market: Education
June 1994: 148 x 105: 96pp
Flashcards: 978-0-863-88393-4: £42.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863883934
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Practical resources for 
therapists, educators and carers 
working with adults and children 
with special educational needs, 
designed to develop skills and 
encourage integration. 



Dummy text to keep placeholder
My Mummy is Autistic

2nd Edition
Autism Through A Sensory Lens
Sensory Assessment and StrategiesA Picture Book and Guide about Recognising and Understanding

Difference Joy Beaney
The fully revised second edition of this easy-to-use resource
introduces the sensory differences autistic children may face,
and explores how these differences can affect their ability to
make sense of the world. It Includes an online assessment with
accompanying aids to create a visual representation of the child’s
sensory needs. This practical guide offers both a wealth of
enjoyable activities for sensory exploration and play, whilst also
providing suggestions for strategies and ideas that can be used
at home or in school to create an autism-friendly environment.
It will be an essential tool for parents, carers and practitioners
working with children with autism.

Routledge

Heath Grace and Joanna Grace
This original and imaginative book has been  
created by five-year-old Heath. In it Heath 
illustrates his understanding of his autistic mother 
Joanna, giving insight into the different ways in 
which autistic and neurotypical people understand 
language. In his simple and uncomplicated style, 
accompanied by bright and colourful illustrations, 
Heath explains why his mother’s brain understands 

words at a different rate than his own, and how they communicate in spite of their 
differences. Heath’s work is accompanied by explanatory notes exploring Joanna’s own 
experience of autism and language.
Routledge

Market: Education
August 2020: 297x210: 130pp

October 2020: 297x210: 50pp Hb: 978-0-367-50266-9: £120.00
Hb: 978-0-367-51063-3: £120.00 Pb: 978-0-367-36962-0: £29.99
Pb: 978-0-367-46023-5: £14.99 eBook: 978-0-429-35208-9
eBook: 978-1-003-02651-8 Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-367-36962-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367460235 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367369620

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Therapeutic Trampolining for Children and Young
People with Special Educational Needs

Multiple Multisensory Rooms: Myth Busting the
Magic

A Practical Guide to Supporting Emotional and Physical WellbeingJoanna Grace
Multisensory rooms are widely used across the country in
schools, care settings, hospitals and homes. Even settings such
as football stadiums and airports are installing multisensory
environments. Nevertheless, a significant lack of effective
research has led to a sense of unease around sensory rooms.
This crucial book explores the use of multisensory rooms in order
to ease that anxiety; taking the mystery out of multisensory
rooms, and supporting the reader to reflect and make the most
out of their space. Written by a leading sensory specialist in a
fully accessible way, this book is an invaluable tool for anybody
who uses, or is considering using, a multisensory room.

Ange Anderson
This practical resource explores the benefits of therapeutic
trampolining on children and young people with special
educational needs. It supports practitioners as they introduce
the trampoline into their own therapeutic settings. Trampolining
is known to improve balance, co-ordination and motor skills; it
can improve bone-density and benefit the lymphatic and
cardiovascular systems. It has even shown to encourage
communication in children with autism and PMLD. This is an
invaluable resource for anybody looking to enhance the physical
and emotional wellbeing of children and young people with
special educational needs.Routledge

Market: Education
RoutledgeOctober 2019: 246x174: 180pp
Market: EducationPb: 978-0-367-34185-5: £29.99
March 2020: 246x174: 168ppeBook: 978-0-429-32436-9
Hb: 978-0-367-81929-3: £120.00* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367341855
Pb: 978-0-367-81928-6: £24.99
eBook: 978-1-003-01086-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367819286

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Supporting Life Skills for Young Children with Vision
Impairment and Other Disabilities

With Music in Mind
Activity Cards to Support Children with Neurodegenerative Conditions
including Visual Impairment An Early Years Habilitation Handbook
The Amber Trust Fiona Broadley

This practical resource is designed to help professionals, parents
and carers as they support children with vision impairments to
develop independence in everyday tasks. Using the Early Years
Foundation Stage framework as a basis, it provides a wealth of
strategies and activities to develop key skills including dressing,
maintaining personal hygiene, eating and drinking and road
safety.

This is an invaluable tool that can be dipped in and out of to
help make learning fun, boosting the child’s confidence and
helping create a positive ‘can-do’ attitude when faced with new
challenges.

This resource supports parents and professionals as they use music to enhance the lives
of children with neurodegenerative disease. Illustrated cards outline practical activities,
using an ability-led model to encourage active participation in music and sound-making
at the different stages of neurodegenerative disease. Based on pioneering research
promoted by The Amber Trust and undertaken at the Applied Music Research Centre at
the University of Roehampton by Professor Adam Ockelford, With Music in Mind supports
carers as they scaffold the acquisition of skills and offer rich musical experiences both early
on and in the later stages of a child’s life.

Routledge
Market: Education
October 2020: 48pp
Pack: 978-0-367-47260-3: £26.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367472603 Routledge

Market: Education
August 2020: 297x210: 200pp
Hb: 978-0-367-51312-2: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-43578-3: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-00444-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367435783

Browse and order online:
www.routledge.com
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Social Survival: A Manual for those with Autism and
Other Logical Thinkers

Inclusive Teaching in a Nutshell
A Visual Guide for Busy Teachers

Rachel Cosgrove
This book is a visual, easy-to-read and honest guide for teachers
who are looking for practical ways to adapt their teaching to
meet the needs of all pupils. It provides a useful framework for
thinking about inclusion and pupil engagement and encourages
the reader to reflect on their classroom approaches. It explains
how to provide an inclusive environment and ethos and offers
straightforward explanations of common barriers to learning
and how these may present in the classroom. The book is an
ideal scaffold for teachers working in any setting who want to
personalise their approaches in the classroom and make the
school experience of vulnerable learners more positive.

Amy Eleftheriades, Founder of Alpha Inclusion
Social Survival is a concise manual outlining how social confusion
can arise and be overcome by young logical thinkers, including
those with high-functioning autism and Asperger’s Syndrome
as well as many others without a diagnosis. Written in a clear,
unpatronising and logical style, this is essential reading for
educators and social care professionals as well as the young
people they support.

Routledge
Market: Education/ SEN
June 2018: 246x174: 118pp
Pb: 978-1-138-30689-9: £20.99
eBook: 978-1-315-14208-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138306899

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Gymtherapy
Developing emotional wellbeing and resilience in children through
the medium of movement

Routledge
Market: Education
July 2020: 297x210: 192pp
Hb: 978-0-367-52125-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-36325-3: £29.99
eBook: 978-0-429-34532-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367363253

2nd Edition
Developing Early Literacy Skills

Katharine Bodle
Developing Early Literacy Skills is a practical resource for
professionals working with pre-school children showing early
signs of specific learning difficulties or older children lacking
basic literacy skills. It includes over 100 engaging activities to
develop literacy skills, including rhyme, the alphabet,
phonological awareness, reading and writing. This second edition
is fully updated in line with government policy including the
SEND Code of Practice, and contains a new chapter on visual
perception and additional information on fine and gross motor
skills. Full of tried-and-tested ideas, this resource can be used
with larger groups or individually with children in pre-school

settings.

Rebekah Pierre, Founder of 'Gymtherapy'
This highly practical resource introduces the reader to the
concept of ‘Gymtherapy’, an approach to working with
socio-economically deprived, or emotionally vulnerable children,
that uses movement as a means of promoting emotional
well-being.

Written in an accessible and vibrant style, ‘Gymtherapy’ provides
a full programme of lesson plans, structured across five key areas:
Identity and Self Esteem, Mindfulness, Anger Expression,
Protective Behaviour and Gender Stereotypes.

Each chapter is illustrated with case studies and includes two
lessons plans, worksheets, tips and links to further resources;

whilst at the same time linking practice to the underpinning social theory.Routledge
Market: Education

RoutledgeMarch 2019: 297x210: 160pp
Market: EducationPb: 978-1-138-36057-0: £34.99
May 2018: 297x210: 160ppeBook: 978-0-429-43306-1
Pb: 978-1-138-50482-0: £31.99Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-863-88538-9
eBook: 978-1-315-14625-6* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138360570
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138504820

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Plan A is for AutismBlaster: A Card Game for Problem-Solving Skills
Using the Affects Model to Promote Positive BehaviourYvette Jones

Blaster is a fun, fast-paced card game to develop children’s
problem solving skills and social awareness. Players will learn to
approach challenging situations with constructive thoughts,
communication and actions and are encouraged to consider
the consequences of different choices in a safe environment.
The game includes examples of everyday situations which might
happen in school, at home or with friends, and is a great way to

Caroline Smith
This practical resource provides a systematic process for helping
teachers and others to promote positive behaviour in children
and young people with Autistic Spectrum Disorders.

Routledge

faciliate discussion about appropriate and inappropriate behaviours through friendly
competition. Includes over 100 scenario cards, some of which can be customised, full
instructions and tips for adults to support, personalise and extend the game.

Routledge
Market: Education / Social skills
October 2018: 120 x 80: 147pp

Market: EducationFlashcards: 978-1-138-33705-3: £29.99
February 2015: 297x210: 178pp* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138337053
Pb: 978-1-909-30141-2: £38.99
eBook: 978-1-315-17405-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781909301412
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Virtual Reality, Augmented Reality and Artificial
Intelligence in Special Education

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Writing and Developing Social Stories
Practical Interventions in Autism

Caroline Smith
A resource that provides an introduction to the theory and
practice of writing social stories. It also includes examples of
successful stories to use as guides, as well as information and
photocopiable resources for delivering training on the use of
social stories. It is based on detailed work carried out in homes,
schools and pre-schools.

Routledge
Market: Education
September 2016: 297x210: 122pp

A Practical Guide to Supporting Students with Learning Differences
Ange Anderson
This timely resource offers a background in the evidence-based
theory and practice of using new technologies in an educational
context. Accessible and free of complex jargon, chapters provide
information on the development, uses and current terminology
used in relation to technologies, and explains how modern
equipment and approaches can be used to promote improved
communication skills, independent learning, and heightened
self-esteem amongst students diagnosed with SEND. Offering
a wealth of practical tips, downloadable resources and ideas for
engaging with technology in the classroom, the text will support
teachers to ensure that students can benefit from exciting

technological advances.
Pb: 978-1-909-30186-3: £39.99

RoutledgeeBook: 978-1-315-17241-5
Market: Education* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781909301863
March 2019: 246x174: 112pp
Hb: 978-0-367-14532-3: £105.00
Pb: 978-0-367-02453-6: £27.99
eBook: 978-0-429-39950-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367024536
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Special Learners in SchoolEducating and Supporting Girls with Asperger's and

Autism Understanding Essential Concepts
Catherine Routley
Active listening and observation skills, memory, comprehension
of pattern and sequencing, positional and expressive language,
body awareness and emotional intelligence are key to ensuring
a child’s access to the school curriculum. Recognising that these
can be particular areas of difficulty for pupils with SEND, this
book provides a range of photocopiable activities designed to
engage and develop children’s skills in the areas of auditory and
visual memory, pragmatic and sensory skills. Easily accessible
and differentiated for children at lower and upper levels of ability,
practical examples and activities can be used immediately, and
adapted in line with students’ abilities and progress.

A Resource for Education and Health Professionals
Victoria Honeybourne
A resource that is designed to support education and health 
professionals to better understand how autism (including 
Asperger's syndrome) can present in girls; explaining the various 
difficulties and disadvantages that girls on the autism spectrum 
can face in educational settings.

Routledge
Market: Education
June 2016: 297x210: 296pp

Routledge
Market: Education
March 2019: 297x210: 94pp
Pb: 978-1-138-31249-4: £29.99

Pb: 978-1-909-30187-0: £37.99 eBook: 978-0-429-45819-4
eBook: 978-1-315-17262-0 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138312494
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781909301870

Dummy text to keep placeholder2nd Edition
Art and Design for Children with SENUsing Drama with Children on the Autism Spectrum
A Resource for Inclusive TeachingA Resource for Practitioners in Education and Health

Maureen Glynn
Offers professionals working with children with special
educational needs (SEN) a compilation of tried and tested
themed lessons, designed to excite and involve children in
developing their creative art skills. In this title, each lesson is
carefully planned with step by step instructions to assist teaching
and learning in small group settings.

Routledge
Market: Education
October 2016: 297x210: 154pp

Carmel Conn
The second edition of this practical manual has been extensively
revised and re-focused in line with current practice and thinking.
The resource includes more than 150 activities for use with
children aged 5-11 years old. Written for teachers, SENCos,
speech & language therapists and dramatherapists, this book
shows how using drama with children across the autism
spectrum can help to develop social skills; playfulness and
pretence; verbal and non-verbal communication; self-awareness
and self-esteem. Complete with case studies, photocopiable
resources and step-by-step guidance, this will be invaluable for
all those who are looking for new ways of engaging children on

the autism spectrum.

Routledge
Market: Education Pb: 978-1-911-18608-3: £31.99
April 2019: 297x210: 178pp eBook: 978-1-315-17290-3
Pb: 978-1-138-36943-6: £34.99 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781911186083
eBook: 978-0-429-42865-4
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-863-88601-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138369436
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Social Stories for Kids in ConflictArt and Design for Secondary School Children with

John Ling
Series: Speechmark Practical Therapy Manual
A guide to help young people improve their behaviour. Designed
to help all those who work and/or live with young people who
have difficulties with their behaviours and relationships with
others, it aims to help young people become more aware of
their behaviour and its effect on other people.

Routledge
Market: Education
February 2017: 297x210: 154pp

SEN
Maureen Glynn
Art and Design for Secondary Students with Special Educational 
Needs is a valuable compilation of practical ideas, visual aids and 
lesson plans designed to engage students in developing their 
creative art skills. Made up of twelve lessons that each examine 
a particular theme, the book spans a wide variety of topics and 
different media in art; progressing from basic drawing and 
painting techniques in pencil, pastel, watercolour and acrylic 
and moving onto higher level creative design techniques of 
painting on glass and silk. 

Pb: 978-1-911-18602-1: £43.99
eBook: 978-1-315-17499-0
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-863-88760-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781911186021

Routledge
Market: Education
December 2017: 297x210: 162pp
Hb: 978-1-138-37167-5: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-138-55949-3: £37.99
eBook: 978-0-203-71259-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138559493

2nd Edition
Creative Drama Groupwork for People with
Learning Difficulties

Dummy text to keep placeholder
The Sky's the Limit
A Workbook for Teaching Mental Wellbeing to Young People with SEN

Victoria Honeybourne
Supports young people with special education needs (SEN) to
understand what is meant by mental wellbeing and to help
them to learn skills and strategies which will support them in
maintaining their mental health.

Routledge
Market: Education
December 2015: 297x210: 158pp

Anna Chesner
The revised second edition of this practical manual is filled with
easy-to-follow exercises and activities designed to facilitate
creative drama sessions for people with learning disabilities. The
activities in this book bring together music, theatre, movement
and storytelling to not only develop fun and engaging group
sessions, but to build confidence, increase self-esteem, and
develop social and emotional awareness in group members.
Highly sensitive to the range of learning needs and physical
abilities of group members, the activities and games can be
adapted for use in a multitude of sectors such as education,
psychology and speech and language therapy.

Pb: 978-1-909-30170-2: £37.99
eBook: 978-1-315-17393-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781909301702
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Time Matters
A Practical Resource to Develop Time Concepts and Self-Organisation
Skills in Older Children and Young People

Routledge
Market: Education
February 2020: 297x210: 274pp
Pb: 978-1-138-59694-8: £35.99
eBook: 978-0-429-48618-0
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-863-88324-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138596948

2nd Edition
Interactive Storytelling
Developing Inclusive Stories for Children and Adults

Keith Park
Interactive storytelling, where the story is spoken or chanted,
began as a way to include individuals with severe learning
disabilities in larger group activities, whether children at school
or adults in day services. This hands-on manual enables teachers,
therapists, and parents to use performance and recital to bring
stories and drama to life.

Routledge

Janet Pembery, Clare Doran and Sarah Dutt
Helps children and young people learn about time. This book
is useful for education staff, therapists, parents, carers and other
professionals who support older children from the age of 10
years up to young adults.

Routledge
Market: Education
June 2010: 297x210: 172pp

Market: Education

Pb: 978-0-863-88819-9: £38.99
July 2015: 297x210

eBook: 978-1-315-17526-3
Pb: 978-1-909-30132-0: £32.99

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863888199
eBook: 978-1-315-17380-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781909301320
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Dummy text to keep placeholder2nd Edition
Phonics for Pupils with Special Educational Needs
Book 1: Building Basics

Hands on Dyspraxia: Developmental Coordination
Disorder

Introducing Sounds and LettersSupporting Young People with Motor and Sensory Challenges
Ann Sullivan
Series: Phonics for Pupils with Special Educational Needs
This fantastic seven-part resource offers an innovative and
refreshingly simple approach to the teaching of phonics that is
specifically designed to meet the needs of pupils with special
educational needs. The books strip phonics down into
manageable core elements and provide a wealth of resources
to support teachers in teaching reading and spelling. They
systematically take the pupil through incremental steps and
help them to learn about and thoroughly understand all of the
sounds in the English language. Book 1: Building Basics
introduces basic sounds and explores their relationship with

Jill Christmas and Rosaline Van de Weyer
This updated new edition is a practical guidebook for parents,
teachers and other professionals supporting children with
development co-ordination disorder (DCD) and other sensory
and motor learning difficulties. Each chapter offers practical
‘hands-on’ strategies, activities and ideas for managing the effects
of the condition as well as providing a sound medical and
physiological understanding to facilitate access to education
and everyday living. This book is structured in an accessible way,
suitable for: parents, carers, teachers or health professionals
seeking guidance for the young people they support.

Routledge
letters. Sounds are grouped into seven sets, with each set containing more than 50 engaging
activities.

Market: Education
December 2019: 297x210: 182pp
Pb: 978-1-138-60097-3: £34.99 Routledge
eBook: 978-0-429-43899-8 Market: Education
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-863-88653-9 October 2018: 297x210: 424pp
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138600973 Pb: 978-1-138-48837-3: £46.99

eBook: 978-1-351-04030-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138488373
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Phonics for Pupils with Special Educational Needs
Book 2: Building Words

Sensory Dinosaurs
Jill Christmas
Helps teachers, parents, carers and children in understanding
why some children struggle in school as a result of sometimes
undiagnosed or unrecognised challenges. This title includes a
story that is followed up with a worksheet for the child and
supporting adult to work through, and includes practical
strategies recommended for school and home.

Routledge

Working on Word Structure with Basic Sounds
Ann Sullivan
Series: Phonics for Pupils with Special Educational Needs
This fantastic seven-part resource offers an innovative and
refreshingly simple approach to the teaching of phonics that is
specifically designed to meet the needs of pupils with special
educational needs. The books strip phonics down into
manageable core elements and provide a wealth of resources
to support teachers in teaching reading and spelling. They
systematically take the pupil through incremental steps and
help them to learn about and thoroughly understand all of the
sounds in the English language. Book 2: Building Words reinforces
children’s knowledge of the basic sounds explored in Book 1

and uses these to build words with a more complex structure.

Market: Education
March 2012: 297x210: 134pp
Pb: 978-0-863-88898-4: £36.99
eBook: 978-1-315-17125-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863888984

Routledge
Market: Education
October 2018: 297x210: 302pp
Pb: 978-1-138-48841-0: £46.99
eBook: 978-1-351-04022-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138488410
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Phonics for Pupils with Special Educational Needs
Book 3: Sound by Sound Part 1

Sensory-Being for Sensory Beings
Creating Entrancing Sensory Experiences

Joanna Grace, Special educational needs and disabilities
consultant, founder of The Sensory Projects.
If you support people who understand the world in a sensory
way, such as people with PMLD or Dementia, you will recognise
that they are usually either being strongly encouraged to join
in with an activity, or doing nothing at all. This unique, practical
guide helps you to bridge that gap by planning and delivering
sensory stimulation that leads people into a calm, focused state.

Routledge

Discovering the Sounds
Ann Sullivan
Series: Phonics for Pupils with Special Educational Needs
This fantastic seven-part resource offers an innovative and
refreshingly simple approach to the teaching of phonics that is
specifically designed to meet the needs of pupils with special
educational needs. The books strip phonics down into
manageable core elements and provide a wealth of resources
to support teachers in teaching reading and spelling. They
systematically take the pupil through incremental steps and
help them to learn about and thoroughly understand all of the
sounds in the English language. Book 3: Sound by Sound (Part
1) focuses on discovering complex sounds and their relationship

with letters, with each chapter exploring a key sound (sh/ th/ ng/ ch/ k/ qu/ f/ l/ s).

Market: Education
June 2017: 246x174: 178pp
Pb: 978-1-911-18611-3: £37.99
eBook: 978-1-315-17354-2 Routledge
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781911186113 Market: Education

October 2018: 297x210: 424pp
Pb: 978-1-138-48843-4: £46.99
eBook: 978-1-351-04018-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138488434
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Phonics for Pupils with Special Educational Needs
Book 7: Multisyllable Magic

Phonics for Pupils with Special Educational Needs
Book 4: Sound by Sound Part 2

Revising the Main Sounds and Working on 2, 3 and 4 Syllable WordsInvestigating the Sounds
Ann Sullivan
Series: Phonics for Pupils with Special Educational Needs
This fantastic seven-part resource offers an innovative and
refreshingly simple approach to the teaching of phonics that is
specifically designed to meet the needs of pupils with special
educational needs. The books strip phonics down into
manageable core elements and provide a wealth of resources
to support teachers in teaching reading and spelling. They
systematically take the pupil through incremental steps and
help them to learn about and thoroughly understand all of the
sounds in the English language. Book 7: Multisyllable Magic
focuses on revising sounds and working on words with two,

three and four syllables. It also explores words with key suffixes.

Ann Sullivan
Series: Phonics for Pupils with Special Educational Needs
This fantastic seven-part resource offers an innovative and
refreshingly simple approach to the teaching of phonics that is
specifically designed to meet the needs of pupils with special
educational needs. The books strip phonics down into
manageable core elements and provide a wealth of resources
to support teachers in teaching reading and spelling. They
systematically take the pupil through incremental steps and
help them to learn about and thoroughly understand all of the
sounds in the English language. Book 4: Sound by Sound (Part 2)
focuses on investigating complex sounds and their relationship

with letter combinations. Each chapter explores a key sound (o-e/ z/ ee/ a-e/ er/ e/ ow).

Routledge
Market: Education
October 2018: 297x210: 422pp
Pb: 978-1-138-31368-2: £46.99

Routledge
Market: Education
October 2018: 297x210: 382pp
Pb: 978-1-138-31352-1: £46.99

eBook: 978-0-429-45748-7eBook: 978-0-429-45758-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138313682* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138313521
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Phonics for Pupils with Special Educational Needs
Set

Phonics for Pupils with Special Educational Needs
Book 5: Sound by Sound Part 3

Ann Sullivan
Series: Phonics for Pupils with Special Educational Needs
This fantastic seven-part resource offers an innovative and
refreshingly simple approach to the teaching of phonics that is
specifically designed to meet the needs of pupils with special
educational needs. The books strip phonics down into
manageable core elements and provide a wealth of resources
to support teachers in teaching reading and spelling. They

Exploring the Sounds
Ann Sullivan
Series: Phonics for Pupils with Special Educational Needs
This fantastic seven-part resource offers an innovative and
refreshingly simple approach to the teaching of phonics that is
specifically designed to meet the needs of pupils with special
educational needs. The books strip phonics down into
manageable core elements and provide a wealth of resources
to support teachers in teaching reading and spelling. They
systematically take the pupil through incremental steps and
help them to learn about and thoroughly understand all of the
sounds in the English language. Book 5: Sound by Sound (Part 3)
focuses on exploring complex sounds and their relationship

with letter combinations. Each chapter explores a key sound (oy/ oo/ u/ i-e/ aw/ air).

systematically take the pupil through incremental steps and help them to learn about and
thoroughly understand all of the sounds in the English language.

Routledge
Market: Education
October 2018: 297x210
Pb: 978-1-138-35364-0: £250.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138353640

Routledge
Market: Education
October 2018: 297x210: 362pp
Pb: 978-1-138-31358-3: £46.99
eBook: 978-0-429-45755-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138313583
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Big Book of Blob FeelingsPhonics for Pupils with Special Educational Needs

Book 6: Sound by Sound Part 4 Pip Wilson and Ian Long
Series: Blobs
Uses questions linked to specially selected, photocopiable
pictures to help you explore feelings with those who struggle
to communicate about their emotions. In this book, each picture
is accompanied by ideas and questions to kick-start class, group
or one-to-one discussion so that every topic is relevant to your
needs in your setting.

Routledge

Surveying the Sounds
Ann Sullivan
Series: Phonics for Pupils with Special Educational Needs
This fantastic seven-part resource offers an innovative and
refreshingly simple approach to the teaching of phonics that is
specifically designed to meet the needs of pupils with special
educational needs. The books strip phonics down into
manageable core elements and provide a wealth of resources
to support teachers in teaching reading and spelling. They
systematically take the pupil through incremental steps and
help them to learn about and thoroughly understand all of the
sounds in the English language. Book 6: Sound by Sound (Part 4)
focuses on surveying complex sounds and their relationship

with letter combinations. Each chapter explores a key sound (ar/ s/ l/ b&d/ o/ i/ u-e).

Market: Education
November 2017: 297x210: 128pp
Pb: 978-0-815-35369-0: £41.99
eBook: 978-1-315-16885-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815353690Routledge

Market: Education
October 2018: 297x210: 438pp
Pb: 978-1-138-31363-7: £46.99
eBook: 978-0-429-45751-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138313637
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SOCIAL AND 
EMO T IONAL 
WELLBEING

Creative and practical 
resources, designed to help 
explore and support social and 
emotional development. 
Created for specific ages, 
social and life situations, these 
resources initiate stimulated 
discussion and interaction.
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The Blob Anger BookThe Big Book of Blob Feelings

Pip Wilson and Ian Long
Series: Blobs
Anger management is a way to become more conscious of how
we react to a situation which triggers us to become angry. This
title includes a range of scenarios and situations to enable
identification of feelings and discussions about the most
appropriate way to deal with them.

Routledge

Book 2
Pip Wilson and Ian Long
Series: Blobs
A title that supplements the range of resources made available
in Book 1. Following the same structure, it uses questions linked
to a new range of photocopiable pictures to help you explore
feelings with those who struggle to communicate about their
emotions. It also includes a CD-ROM.

Routledge
Market: Education
March 2012: 297x210: 104pp

Market: Education Pb: 978-0-863-88916-5: £39.99
April 2015: 297x210: 144pp eBook: 978-1-315-17423-5
Pb: 978-1-909-30136-8: £41.99 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863889165
eBook: 978-1-315-17432-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781909301368
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Anger Blob CardsThe Big Book of Blob Trees

Pip Wilson and Ian Long
Series: Blobs
Anger can control our lives... or we can control our anger. Our
feelings are so important to our life; if we start the day feeling
low we can miss vital moments and interactions. We can be
ruled by our feelings, especially those we learned as young
children, such as anger or rejection as well as happiness and
calm. These cards depict different elements of the anger cycle.
Using appropriate cards in a variety of activities discussed in the
accompanying booklet will facilitate awareness of the causes of
anger and help to work out ways to overcome those triggers.
For use one-to-one or with small or large groups.

Pip Wilson and Ian Long
Series: Blobs
The second edition of this bestselling title has been updated
and extended with a brand-new introduction and additional
Blob trees on highly topical issues to do with social and
emotional wellbeing; including autism, free speech, anxiety,
smartphones and eating. This unique collection of 70 Blob trees
with all the various Blob characters is a fabulous way of opening
discussions with young people around feelings and helping
them to develop an understanding of emotions, empathy and
self-awareness. Containing handy photocopiable resources, this
book comes with guidance for teachers and therapists along

with suggested questions to put to the child. Routledge
Market: EducationRoutledge
January 2011: 120 x 80: 58ppMarket: Education
Flashcards: 978-0-863-88823-6: £26.99May 2018: 297x210: 158pp
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863888236Pb: 978-0-815-36204-3: £38.99

eBook: 978-1-351-11339-7
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-863-88755-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815362043
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Behaviour Blob CardsThe Big Book of Blobs

Pip Wilson and Ian Long
Series: Blobs
Behaviour Blob Cards Behaviour is always in the news. Sometimes
we praise people for their endeavour, their heroism and their
love. Generally we complain about people for their laziness,
arrogance, pettiness and bad behaviour. This book deals with
this topic.

Routledge

Pip Wilson and Ian Long
Series: Blobs
The Big Book of Blobs is a collection of Blob pictures that can be
used as prompts to explore feelings and promote discussion
around a broad range of topics. The second edition of this
best-selling resource has been fully updated and extended with
a brand new introduction and pictures in areas such as
bereavement, self-harming and faith. Topics are organised into
themes and scenarios; and each picture is accompanied by ideas
and questions to kick-start class, group or one to one discussion.
Offering handy photocopiable resources, the Big Book of Blobs
provides a unique way to initiate conversations on a range of

topics with individuals or groups of any age.
Market: Education

Routledge August 2011: 210x148: 48pp
Market: Education Flashcards: 978-0-863-88879-3: £26.99
May 2018: 297x210: 134pp * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863888793
Pb: 978-0-815-36206-7: £38.99
eBook: 978-1-351-11335-9
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-863-88722-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815362067
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Feelings Blob CardsBlob Bereavement Cards

Pip Wilson and Ian Long
Series: Blobs
Now with all new illustrations, the second edition of these
best-selling cards continues to provide a tool to initiate
discussion and reflection around difficult topics and emotions.
Blobs are a way to discuss issues in a deep, meaningful way and
yet they can be understood by adults and children alike. People
of all ages can relate to these appealing Blob characters; even

Pip Wilson and Ian Long
Series: Blobs
A set of 48 cards that carefully provides an introduction to the
nature and experience of loss through bereavement. It is
particularly designed to use with children who may be
confronted with bereavement for the first time and have no
experience or knowledge of how to understand and cope with
their loss and fears.

Routledge

young children can recognise when they start to feel like these 'funny people'. The cards
can span a whole range of emotions-  angry, happy, depressed, excited- and can be used
to get people talking about feelings in a fun and non-judgemental way.

Routledge
Market: Education

Market: Education October 2018: 56pp
November 2013: 210x148: 48pp Flashcards: 978-1-138-33342-0: £27.99
Flashcards: 978-1-909-30101-6: £26.99 Prev. Ed Flashcards: 978-0-863-88680-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781909301016 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138333420

Dummy text to keep placeholder2nd Edition
Blob SchoolEmotions Blob Cards

Pip Wilson and Ian Long
Series: Blobs
Covers all the key areas of school life so that teachers, assistants,
school workers, pupils and parents can reflect upon a wide range
of contexts and issues which occur throughout the school year.
The book includes 47 images which can be projected upon an
Interactive White Board or photocopied for whole class or small
group discussion.

Routledge

Pip Wilson and Ian Long
Series: Blobs
Now with all new illustrations, the second edition of these
bestselling cards continues to provide a tool to consider and
discuss a multitude of positive and negative emotions. The cards
cover the entire range of emotions identified within Plutchik’s
Wheel of Emotions. Blobs are a way to discuss issues in a deep,
meaningful way and yet they can be understood by adults and

children alike. The groups of Blobs on these cards are acting in many familiar 'human' ways:
celebrating, worrying, feeling left out and supporting each other. Looking at Blobs together
enables you to explore a wide range of feelings and emotions to do with personal and
social interaction.

Market: EducationRoutledge
June 2015: 297x210: 126ppMarket: Education
Pb: 978-1-909-30138-2: £32.99October 2018: 57pp
eBook: 978-1-315-17251-4Flashcards: 978-1-138-33339-0: £27.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781909301382Prev. Ed Flashcards: 978-0-863-88679-9

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138333390
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The Blob Visual Emotional ThesaurusFamily Blob Cards

Ian Long
Series: Blobs
Helps writers of all ages to develop their emotional literacy. This
book focuses solely upon emotions. It is useful for every
classroom and can be used individually or in whole class
activities.

Routledge

Pip Wilson and Ian Long
Series: Blobs
Now with all new illustrations, the second edition of these
best-selling cards continues to provide a tool for exploring
difficult emotions. Depicting various different family scenarios,
the cards provide an opportunity for individuals of any age to
discuss all aspects of family life and the situations that arise from
it. Each scenario is color coded with 6-9 cards telling a short

story, which provides a springboard for individuals or groups to unpick their feelings about
different family scenarios. The cards can also be used individually to facilitate discussion,
or combined to create other situations, and over 50 suggestions for use are detailed in the
accompanying booklet.

Market: EducationRoutledge
December 2015: 297x210: 344ppMarket: Education
Pb: 978-1-909-30173-3: £32.99October 2018: 57pp
eBook: 978-1-315-17418-1Flashcards: 978-1-138-33340-6: £27.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781909301733Prev. Ed Flashcards: 978-0-863-88784-0

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138333406
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A Box Full of FeelingsThe Blobs Training Manual

Marina Kog and Julia Moons
A Box Full of Feelings is designed to support the social-emotional
development of children aged two to seven. The set is built
around four basic feelings happy, sad, angry and afraid. The Box
contains the basic material to get children involved in more than
20 different activities, all year round.

Routledge

A Speechmark Practical Training Manual
Pip Wilson and Ian Long
A book for understanding and using Blobs that provides: an
insight into Blobs and Blob Trees, their development and the
theory behind them; instructions on how Blobs can be used to
discuss a variety of important issues, emotions or feelings; and,
questions to use with the Blobs.

Routledge

Market: Education
March 2017
Pack: 978-9-491-91614-4: £150.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9789491916144

Market: Education
September 2010: 297x210: 0pp
Pb: 978-0-863-88788-8: £39.99
eBook: 978-1-315-17413-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863887888
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A House Full of EmotionsThe Feelings Artbook

Cego Publishers
A House Full of Emotions is a proven and powerful tool to help
older children name and identify feelings and how they affect
their relationships with others.

Delightfully illustrated, the activities are centred around the more
advanced feelings of excited, lonely, unhappy, frightened, shy,
ashamed, sad, proud, moved, in love, panicky, disappointed,

furious, grateful, restless, jealous, guilty, offended, safe, happy and powerless.

Promoting Emotional Literacy Through Drawing
Ruby Radburn and Ellen Tocher
This fun, imaginative activity book gives children a way to
develop their emotional literacy skills through creativity and
drawing. The new edition has been reimagined as a child-friendly
activity book, with beautiful new illustrations and more than ten
extra activities, with accompanying instructions and guidance
available online so that the book can stand alone and be
completed independently, allowing the child to draw at their
own pace, and feel a sense of ownership over their learning and
their artwork. Suitable for both parents and professionals, this
book is an invaluable resource for anybody looking to improve

the emotional awareness and wellbeing of young people.

A House Full of Emotions will help children learn about cause and effect, how to interpret
non-verbal behaviour and to think in a problem-solving way within a social context.

Routledge
Market: Education
March 2017
Games: 978-1-901-48704-6: £61.99Routledge
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781901487046Market: Education

November 2019: 78pp
Pb: 978-0-367-17311-1: £24.99
eBook: 978-0-429-05613-0
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-863-88674-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367173111
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Emotional WellbeingSometimes I Feel ...
An Introductory Handbook for SchoolsPia Jones

Offers an illustrated card set as a practical tool for promoting emotional literacy with children
aged from 4 to 8 years. Following the character expressions of a boy and a girl, children

Gillian Shotton, Gillian Shotton is an Educational
Psychologist in Northumberland with a specialist remit for
working in the children's homes as well as carrying out work
in schools. and Sheila Burton, Founder of ELSA projects,
former Area Principal Educational Psychologist.
This is an essential resource for educators working to support
emotional wellbeing in children and young people, written by
the team behind the Emotional Literacy Support Assistant (ELSA)
training programme. Underpinned by the latest research in
educational psychology, each section includes theoretical
contexts, descriptions of particular vulnerabilities, practical
activities and case studies. Topics covered include

are encouraged to recognise the intensity of their own emotions through metaphors. This
work is aimed at teachers and therapists working with young children.
Routledge
Market: Education
January 2018: 228 x 152
Flashcards: 978-0-815-36415-3: £35.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815364153

communication, recognising and managing feelings, self-esteem, anger, friendship skills,
therapeutic stories, social skills, loss and bereavement, and new for this second edition,
resilience.

Routledge
Market: Education
September 2018: 297x210: 154pp
Pb: 978-1-138-29870-5: £32.99
eBook: 978-1-315-09846-3
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-138-09048-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138298705
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No Outsiders: Everyone Different, Everyone
Welcome

The Feelings Artbook
Promoting Emotional Literacy Through Drawing

Ruby Radburn and Ellen Tocher
This fun, imaginative activity book gives children a way to
develop their emotional literacy skills through creativity and
drawing. The new edition has been reimagined as a child-friendly
activity book, with beautiful new illustrations and more than ten
extra activities, with accompanying instructions and guidance
available online so that the book can stand alone and be
completed independently, allowing the child to draw at their
own pace, and feel a sense of ownership over their learning and
their artwork. Suitable for both parents and professionals, this
book is an invaluable resource for anybody looking to improve

the emotional awareness and wellbeing of young people.

Preparing Children for Life in Modern Britain
Andrew Moffat, MBE, Assistant Head Teacher
Series: No Outsiders
The No Outsiders programme promotes an ethos of inclusion
and intolerance, and aims to prepare children for life in modern
Britain. Expanding the scheme published in the 2015 book, No
Outsiders in Our Schools, this book is designed to further support
educators as they make the No Outsiders ethos part of their
school culture at a time when messages of fear and division are
rife. Written by a practising teacher whose work to promote
equality has been globally celebrated, this book provides lesson
plans for use in classes from EYFS to year 6. This is a vital resource
for all teachers and trainee teachers as they prepare children for

a life where diversity is embraced.

Routledge
Market: Education
November 2019: 78pp
Pb: 978-0-367-17311-1: £24.99 Routledge
eBook: 978-0-429-05613-0 March 2020: 128pp
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-863-88674-4 Pb: 978-0-367-89498-6: £19.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367173111 eBook: 978-1-003-01952-7

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367894986
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No Outsiders in Our SchoolTeaching Mindfulness in Schools
Teaching the Equality Act in Primary SchoolsStories and Exercises for All Ages and Abilities

Andrew Moffat
Series: No Outsiders
Provides much needed support for every primary school in the
delivery of the objectives outlined in the Equality Act 2010; and
in the provision of personal, social, health and economic
education (PSHE) for every child. This title offers teachers with
a curriculum that promotes equality for all sections of the
community.

Routledge

Penny Moon
Teaching Mindfulness in Schools is a practical teaching toolkit
for educators and all professionals concerned with the social
and emotional wellbeing of children. The book offers clear
introductions to the many aspects and benefits of mindfulness
for young people, as well as a wealth of practical guidance and
tools to support the teaching of mindfulness in the classroom.

Routledge
Market: Education Market: Education
October 2016: 297x210: 92pp December 2015: 245 x 170: 96pp
Pb: 978-1-909-30190-0: £31.99 Pb: 978-1-909-30172-6: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-315-17317-7 eBook: 978-1-315-17444-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781909301900 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781909301726
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Reclaiming Radical Ideas in SchoolsThe Piper Model
Preparing Young Children for Life in Modern BritainPersonalised Interventions Promoting Emotional Resilience in children

with Social, Emotional and Mental Health Needs Andrew Moffat, MBE, Assistant Head Teacher
Series: No Outsiders
Reclaiming Radical Ideas in the Classroom provides support for
every primary school in the provision of Spiritual, Moral, Social
and Cultural Development (SMSC), the teaching of British values
and preparation for life in modern Britain. Providing practical
and tried-and-tested strategies, this resource will help primary
schools work together to create an inclusive environment that
focuses on reducing radicalisation and radical ideas. It will
support schools in creating an ethos for young children where
their questions about the world are explored and answered
without fear or discrimination.

Dennis Piper
Intended to be both a practical evidence-based tool and
'awareness-raising' resource for teachers, teaching assistants,
mentors and all adults who work with children and young people
who present as 'extremely challenging' in the school context.

Routledge Routledge
December 2017: 246x174: 68ppMarket: Education
Hb: 978-1-138-37169-9: £115.00April 2017: 297x210: 282pp
Pb: 978-1-138-56431-2: £29.99Pb: 978-1-909-30199-3: £41.99
eBook: 978-1-315-12237-3eBook: 978-1-315-17503-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138564312* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781909301993
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The Tale of Two FishesMonster Moods Cards
A Story about Resilient ThinkingHelping Children to Talk About and Express Emotions and Feelings

Juliette Ttofa and Julia Gallego, Illustrator and designer, UK
Series: Nurturing Emotional Resilience Storybooks
The Tale of Two Fishes is a therapeutic story about developing
resilient thinking. A little girl feeds blue fishes with up-turned
mouths and red fishes with down-turned mouths. The more she
feeds the red fish, the bigger and more angry they become. The

Juliette Ttofa and Julia Gallego, Illustrator and designer, UK
Monster Moods is a set of beautifully illustrated playing cards
designed to support emotional literacy in children and young
people. Seven colourful monsters embody seven common
difficult emotions: anger, fear, jealousy, loneliness, restlessness
and sadness. With accompanying game ideas, online activities
and downloadable posters, Monster Moods can be used to
facilitate work with a young person in recognising,
understanding, labelling, expressing and regulating their moods
and emotions. Designed for use in groups or on a 1:1 basis by
teachers, professionals and parents, the cards can be used

independently or alongside the storybook How Monsters Wish to Feel.

girl realises that if she feeds the blue fish and ignores the red, the blue fish will thrive. The
story teaches children about the importance of balanced thinking and not dwelling too
much on negative thoughts.

Routledge
Market: Education
November 2017: 297x210: 20pp
Hb: 978-1-138-37162-0: £120.00Routledge
Pb: 978-1-138-30884-8: £12.99Market: Education
eBook: 978-1-315-14317-0October 2019: 42pp
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138308848Flashcards: 978-1-138-34919-3: £29.99

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138349193
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The Day the Sky Fell InNurturing Emotional Resilience in Vulnerable

Children and Young People A Story about Finding Your Element
Juliette Ttofa and Julia Gallego, Illustrator and designer, UK
Series: Nurturing Emotional Resilience Storybooks
The Day the Sky Fell In is a therapeutic story about letting go of
worries and emotional baggage. When a determined girl climbs
a difficult path up a cliff, the sky rains down mystery objects on
her which she catches and carries with her. Her journey becomes

A Practical Guide
Juliette Ttofa
Series: Nurturing Emotional Resilience Storybooks
Nurturing Emotional Resilience in Vulnerable Children and Young
People is a guidebook that provides practical strategies to
support children’s emotional resilience. Underpinned by research
into the concept of resilience, the book centres around the
‘Rainbow Resiliency Toolkit’; a ready-to-use theoretical model
that draws upon a range of ideas and approaches. This practical
and interactive programme can be used by educators and
counsellors alike and offers creative and engaging ideas for
building emotional resilience in children. Each section of the
toolkit provides learning objectives, facilitator notes, discussion

questions and student activities.

more and more difficult and when she arrives at the top of the cliff she is too weighed
down to slide down to the sea, the very place she wants to get to. By letting go of things
she doesn’t really need, the girl feels lighter and is able to follow her valued direction.

Routledge
Market: Education
November 2017: 297x210: 28pp
Hb: 978-1-138-37163-7: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-138-30888-6: £12.99
eBook: 978-1-315-14319-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138308886Routledge

Market: Education
November 2017: 297x210: 112pp
Pb: 978-1-909-30185-6: £36.99
eBook: 978-1-315-17439-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781909301856
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The Girl Who Collected Her Own EchoThe Boat Star
A Story about FriendshipA Story about Loss

Juliette Ttofa and Julia Gallego, Illustrator and designer, UK
Series: Nurturing Emotional Resilience Storybooks
The Girl who Collected Her Own Echo is a therapeutic story about
finding friendship. In the story, a little girl lives by herself and
loves to sing. One day whilstshe is singing in a mysterious cave,
she thinks that her echo must be the sound of other children

Juliette Ttofa and Julia Gallego, Illustrator and designer, UK
Series: Nurturing Emotional Resilience Storybooks
The Boat Star is a therapeutic story about dealing with a painful
loss and taking comfort in good memories. In this poignant story,
a boy loses a special feather and goes on a magical journey to
try to recover it. Although he doesn’t find his feather, he is

comforted by the memory of the feather and realises he will feel better over time. singing, but she is too shy to approach them. When she meets a boy who loved hearing
her sing but was too shy to approach her, she realises that they were both lonely and they
can sing together as friends.

Routledge
Market: Education
November 2017: 297x210: 38pp Routledge
Hb: 978-1-138-37161-3: £120.00 Market: Education
Pb: 978-1-138-30882-4: £12.99 November 2017: 297x210: 28pp
eBook: 978-1-315-14316-3 Hb: 978-1-138-37164-4: £120.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138308824 Pb: 978-1-138-30889-3: £12.99

eBook: 978-1-315-14320-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138308893
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Nurturing Emotional Resilience in Vulnerable
Children and Young People and Picture Books

The Boy Who Longed to Look at the Sun
A Story about Self-Care

Juliette Ttofa and Julia Gallego, Illustrator and designer, UK
Series: Nurturing Emotional Resilience Storybooks
The Boy who Longed to Look at the Sun is a therapeutic story about
a journey to encourage self-care. It tells the story of a boy who
loves playing outside and becomes fixated with looking at the
sun, even though he has been warned it can hurt his eyes.

Guidebook and Seven Storybooks Set
Juliette Ttofa and Julia Gallego, Illustrator and designer, UK
Series: Nurturing Emotional Resilience Storybooks
This set contains the guidebook Nurturing Emotional Resilience
in Vulnerable Children and Young People alongside seven
therapeutic storybooks, including How Monsters Wish to Feel. The
guidebook outlines ways to use these beautifully told and
visually appealing stories to nurture emotional resilience with
children. This set of guidebook and storybooks will be invaluable

tools for anyone working to build emotional resilience with children and young people.

Eventually the boy realises that his priorities have become skewed and he needs to look
after his own well-being. The story teaches children the importance of looking after yourself
and understanding what is or is not healthy.

Routledge
Market: Education

RoutledgeNovember 2017: 297x210: 16pp
Market: EducationHb: 978-1-138-37165-1: £120.00
December 2017: 297x210: 290ppPb: 978-1-138-30892-3: £12.99
Pb: 978-1-138-55645-4: £72.99eBook: 978-1-315-14321-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138556454* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138308923
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How Monsters Wish to Feel and other picture booksThe Hot and Bothered Air Balloon
Seven Storybooks SetA Story about Feeling Stressed

Juliette Ttofa and Julia Gallego, Illustrator and designer, UK
Series: Nurturing Emotional Resilience Storybooks
This set of seven therapeutic storybooks contains stories that
each tell of a different journey centred around a particular theme;
such as emotional resilence, self-care, friendship, stress, resilient
thinking and dealing with loss. Storybooks include: How Monsters
Wish To Feel: A Story about Emotional Resilience; The Boy who

Juliette Ttofa and Julia Gallego, Illustrator and designer, UK
Series: Nurturing Emotional Resilience Storybooks
The Hot and Bothered Air Balloon is a therapeutic story about
feeling stressed. In the story, a hot air balloon is so hot and
bothered that he is stuck high up in the air. With the help of a
friendly puffin, the hot air balloon is able to come down to earth

feeling better and more relaxed. The story teaches children about how we can use relaxation
and mindfulness techniques when we are feeling stressed, and the benefits of finding an
outlet for our emotional distress.

Routledge
Market: Education
November 2017: 297x210: 20pp
Hb: 978-1-138-37166-8: £120.00
Pb: 978-1-138-30902-9: £12.99
eBook: 978-1-315-14324-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138309029
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How Monsters Wish to Feel
A Story about Emotional Resilience

Juliette Ttofa and Julia Gallego, Illustrator and designer, UK
Series: Nurturing Emotional Resilience Storybooks
How Monsters Wish to Feel is a therapeutic story about a journey
to develop emotional resilience. Through the analogy of
monsters, it depicts a tale of how a child’s needs can sometimes
become distorted, so that the needs we see expressed through

outward behaviour (the monster) mask the true, hidden emotional needs that go unmet.

Routledge
Market: Education
November 2017: 297x210: 28pp
Pb: 978-1-909-30184-9: £12.99
eBook: 978-1-315-17520-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781909301849

Longed to Look at the Sun: A Story about Self-Care; The Day the Sky Fell In: A Story about Finding 
your Element; The Girl who Collected Her Own Echo: A Story about Friendship; The Hot and 
Bothered Air Balloon: A Story about Feeling Stressed; A Tale of Two Fishes: A Story about Resilient 
Thinking; The Boat Star: A Story about Loss.

Routledge
Market: Education
November 2017: 297x210: 138pp
Pb: 978-1-138-55647-8: £54.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138556478
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Using the Expressive Arts with Children and Young
People who Have Experienced Loss
A Pocket Guide
  Juliette Ttofa and Paul Greenhouse
  Series: Supporting Children and Young People Who Experience   
  Loss
  This guidebook has been created to be used alongside the   
  storybook, The Girl Who Lost the Light in Her Eyes. Using a 
  relational approach, it explores the themes of the story and 
  offers guidance to the adult as they use expressive arts to give 
  the child or young person a creative outlet for their emotions. 
  The gentle guidance offered makes this an ideal tool for non-
  specialists working with children experiencing loss or 
  bereavement. It guides the adult to respond appropriately and 
sensitively to the grief of the child, whilst helping them journey through the grieving 
process. It is an invaluable tool for practitioners, educators and parents.
Routledge
Market: Education
September 2020: 210x148: 10pp
Pb: 978-0-367-52442-5: £12.99
eBook: 978-1-003-05799-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367524425
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101 Wet Playtime Games and Activities

Therese Hoyle
The problem with wet playtimes is that they happen
haphazardly, we never know when they are going to occur and
often we are completely unprepared. The aim of this book is to
make sure you are prepared and that you have a wealth of ideas
up your sleeve.

Routledge
Market: Education
January 2011: 297x210: 200pp
Pb: 978-1-906-51710-6: £38.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781906517106
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101 Playground Games
Enliven and Enrich Any Playtime - A Collection of Active and Engaging
Games for Children

Therese Hoyle
Enliven and enrich any playtime - a collection of active and
engaging games for children

Routledge
Market: Education
January 2011: 297x210: 181pp
Pb: 978-1-906-51707-6: £38.99
eBook: 978-1-315-17717-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781906517076
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The Girl Who Lost the Light in Her Eyes
A Storybook to Support Children and Young People Who Experience
Loss

Juliette Ttofa and Paul Greenhouse
Series: Supporting Children and Young People Who Experience  
Loss
This beautifully illustrated and sensitively written storybook has  
been created to be used therapeutically with children 
experiencing bereavement. Telling the story of a young girl 
who searches high and low for the light that is missing from 
her eyes, it encourages the child to move through the 
bereavement journey in order to find colour in the world again. 

Routledge
September 2020: 254 x 203: 22pp
Pb: 978-0-367-52441-8: £12.99
eBook: 978-1-003-05798-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367524418
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Supporting Children and Young People Who
Experience Loss
An Illustrated Storybook and Guide
Juliette Ttofa and Paul Greenhouse
Series: Supporting Children and Young People Who Experience Loss
This beautifully illustrated storybook and accompanying guide has been designed to be 
used by adults supporting children through loss. The storybook can be used therapeutically 
with children, and provides a medium through which the adult can begin to work alongside 
or support their emotional literacy. The accompanying guidebook has been created to 
provide additional ideas for an adult supporting a child or young person using the storybook. 
With an emphasis on a relational approach, the guide explores the themes of the story and 
can support the use of the expressive arts safely and sensitively. This is an invaluable tool 
for practitioners, educators and parents.

Routledge
Market: Education
September 2020: 254 x 203: 32pp
Pb: 978-0-367-85643-4: £19.99
eBook: 978-1-003-01409-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367856434
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Supporting Behavioural, Emotional and Social
Difficulties in School
A Strategy a Day for a Calm Learning EnvironmentVictor Allen

With a strategy per page, one for every school day, this book
provides a wealth of proven, user friendly ideas to improve
behaviour in the classroom and to create a calm learning
environment. The book also guides teachers through the process
of understanding and examining some of the many causes
which lead to behavioural issues in school including brain
immaturity, and emotional and social insecurity. Based on real-life
scenarios and written by an expert in the field this book will
enable teachers to mentor and coach for long-term change.

Routledge
Market: Education
July 2020: 246x174: 134pp
Hb: 978-0-367-49462-9: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-34183-1: £19.99
eBook: 978-0-429-32434-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367341831
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Floss and the BossMental Health in Education
Helping Children Learn About Domestic Abuse and Coercive ControlBuilding Good Foundations

Catherine Lawler, Abigail Sterne and Nicky Armstrong,
Illustrator
Series: Floss and the Boss
This beautifully illustrated and sensitively written storybook has
been created to help young children understand about domestic
abuse and coercive control. Floss is a happy little puppy who
loves going to Doggy Daycare and playing with her best friend,
Houdini. The story explores how things change when her Mum’s
new friend, Boss, comes into their lives. It helps children who
have experienced domestic abuse and trauma to make sense
of their feelings, teaching them to seek help and stay safe. It is
also available to purchase as part of a set with a professional

guide to support the sensitive and effective use of the storybook.

Samantha Garner
Mental health and wellbeing are becoming increasingly
important areas of focus in education, yet schools frequently
find themselves lacking the tools, time and resources to tackle
the issues. This practical, fully accessible book provides
straightforward guidance and low budget strategies to help
school settings get mental health support right. With a focus on
the wellbeing of both students and staff, chapters focus on
techniques to develop self-esteem, manage behaviour and build
positive relationships at all levels. Refreshingly honest and
conscious of the realities of the school environment, this book
is a crucial tool for anybody working within education.

Routledge
Market: Education

RoutledgeSeptember 2019: 246x174: 100pp
Market: EducationPb: 978-1-138-38632-7: £24.99
July 2020: 297x210: 51ppeBook: 978-0-429-42686-5
Pb: 978-0-367-51079-4: £11.99* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138386327
eBook: 978-1-003-05235-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367510794
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Helping Children Learn About Domestic Abuse and
Coercive Control

Helping Children Cope with Loss and Change
A Guide for Professionals and Parents

Amanda Seyderhelm
Whether it’s the grief of bereavement, the strain of divorce or
the uncertainty of a new home or school, loss and change affect
children in countless ways. Nevertheless, teachers and parents
frequently find themselves ill equipped to help children
struggling with the difficult feelings that these situations, and
others like them, bring. This book offers guided support for
teachers, health professionals and parents. Designed for use
with children aged 4-10 and addressing the needs of both child
and caregiver with chapters that move from Loss and Change
to Resolution and Resilience, it will be an invaluable therapeutic
tool for parents and professionals alike.

A Professional Guide
Catherine Lawler, Abigail Sterne and Nicky Armstrong,
Illustrator
Series: Floss and the Boss
This guide is designed to support professionals in the sensitive
and effective use of the storybook, Floss and the Boss, which was
created to help young children understand about domestic
abuse and coercive control.

By defining domestic abuse and coercive control and exploring
the effects upon children and their education, this guidebook
puts the professional in a position to have important
conversations with children about what to do if something at
home does not feel right. When used with the storybook, it

provides a vehicle for talking to children about staying safe and their emotional wellbeing.

Routledge
Market: Education
August 2019: 246x174: 154pp
Pb: 978-1-911-18628-1: £24.99

RoutledgeeBook: 978-0-429-28545-5
Market: Education* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781911186281
July 2020: 297x210: 50pp
Pb: 978-0-367-51081-7: £14.99
eBook: 978-1-003-05236-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367510817
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Therapeutic Fairy TalesHelping Children Learn About Domestic Abuse and

Coercive Control For Children and Families Going Through Troubling Times
Pia Jones and Sarah PimentaA 'Floss and The Boss' Storybook and Professional Guide
Series: Therapeutic Fairy TalesCatherine Lawler, Abigail Sterne and Nicky Armstrong,

Illustrator
Series: Floss and the Boss
This beautifully illustrated and sensitively written storybook and
accompanying professional guide have been created to help
young children understand about domestic abuse and coercive

Therapeutic Fairy Tales are a series of short, modern tales, dedicated to supporting young
children through challenging situations of life and loss, covering diverse themes such as
family breakdown, untreatable illness, and parental depression. Each short story is brought
to life by engaging, gentle and colourful illustrations, and can be used by professionals
and parents to support children’s mental and emotional health. This set also includes the
Storybook Manual, which offers practical and creative ideas on how to use illustrated
storybooks therapeutically.control. Floss’s story supports children who have experienced domestic abuse and trauma

as they make sense of their feelings, teaching them to seek help and stay safe. The
Routledgesupporting guidebook helps adults to work through the story effectively, putting the

professional in a position to have important conversations with children about what to do
if something at home does not feel right.

August 2020: 246x174: 210pp 
Pb: 978-0-367-68937-7: £39.99 
eBook: 978-0-429-28608-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367689377Routledge

Market: Education
July 2020: 297x210: 101pp
Pb: 978-0-367-34451-1: £24.99
eBook: 978-0-429-32589-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367344511
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The IslandStorybook Manual
For Children With A Parent Living With DepressionAn Introduction To Working With Storybooks Therapeutically And

Creatively Pia Jones and Sarah Pimenta
Series: Therapeutic Fairy TalesPia Jones and Sarah Pimenta

Series: Therapeutic Fairy Tales This beautifully illustrated and sensitive storybook is designed to be used therapeutically
by professionals and parents supporting children with a parent who is suffering fromThis resource has been designed to support practitioners and parents with practical and

creative ideas on how to use illustrated storybooks therapeutically with children. Exercises depression. With engaging, gentle and colourful illustrations that can be used to prompt
conversation, it tells the story of a girl who is helped to feel less isolated from her parents’
depression. This book is also available to buy as part of the Therapeutic Fairy Tales set

have been created to encourage imagination and free play, develop confidence and
emotional literacy as well as deepen engagement and understanding of stories. It is a book
that can be returned to again and again to inspire creative engagement with stories with Routledge

August 2020: 250 x 250: 36ppindividuals or groups. This is an invaluable resource for all professionals looking to work
Pb: 978-0-367-49198-7: £11.99therapeutically with stories and images. Also available as part of the Therapeutic Fairy Tales

set. eBook: 978-1-003-04499-4

Routledge
August 2020: 246x174: 92pp
Pb: 978-0-367-49117-8: £19.99
eBook: 978-1-003-04462-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367491178
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The Night Crossing
A Lullaby For Children On Life's Last Journey
Pia Jones and Sarah Pimenta
Series: Therapeutic Fairy Tales
This beautifully illustrated and sensitive storybook is designed to be used therapeutically
by professionals and parents supporting children with an untreatable illness. With engaging,
gentle and colourful illustrations that can be used to prompt conversation, it tells the story
of the final journey made by a Boy with a Bear, as the Boy says his goodbyes and comes
to terms with his life-ending illness. This book is also available to buy as part of the
Therapeutic Fairy Tales set.

Routledge
August 2020: 250 x 250: 28pp
Pb: 978-0-367-49120-8: £11.99
eBook: 978-1-003-04466-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367491208
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The Storm
For Children Growing Through Parents' Separation
Pia Jones and Sarah Pimenta
Series: Therapeutic Fairy Tales
This beautifully illustrated and sensitive storybook is designed to be used therapeutically
by professionals and caregivers supporting children whose parents are going through a
separation. With engaging and colourful illustrations that can be used to prompt
conversation, it tells the story of a brother and sister, who are helped to come to terms
with the new, changing shape of their family. This book is also available to buy as part of
the Therapeutic Fairy Tales pack.

Routledge
August 2020: 250 x 250: 32pp
Pb: 978-0-367-49196-3: £11.99
eBook: 978-1-003-04498-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367491963

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367491987
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The Night Crossing and Storybook Manual
A Lullaby For Children On Life's Last Journey
Pia Jones and Sarah Pimenta
Series: Therapeutic Fairy Tales
This beautifully illustrated and sensitive storybook is designed to be used therapeutically 
by professionals and parents supporting children with an untreatable illness. With gentle 
and colourful illustrations that can help children with fears and feelings, it tells the story of 
the final journey made by a Boy with a Bear, as the Boy says his goodbyes and comes to 
terms with his life-ending illness.

In this bundle, it is accompanied by the Storybook Manual, a resource that has been designed 
to support practitioners and parents with practical and creative ideas on how to use 
illustrated storybooks therapeutically with children.

Routledge
August 2020: 137pp
Pb: 978-0-367-68934-6: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-04631-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367689346
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The Storm and Storybook Manual
For Children Growing Through Parents' Separation
Pia Jones and Sarah Pimenta
Series: Therapeutic Fairy Tales
This beautifully illustrated and sensitive storybook is designed to be used therapeutically 
by professionals and parents supporting children with a parent who is suffering from 
depression. With engaging, gentle and colourful illustrations that can be used to prompt 
conversation, it tells the story of a girl who is helped to feel less isolated from her parents’ 
depression.

In this bundle, it is accompanied by the Storybook Manual, a resource that has been designed 
to support practitioners and parents with practical and creative ideas on how to use 
illustrated storybooks therapeutically with children.

Routledge
August 2020: 137pp
Pb: 978-0-367-68936-0: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-04633-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367689360
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Get to Know Me: Anxiety

Louise Lightfoot and Catherine Hicks
Series: Get To Know Me
The ‘Get to Know Me’ resources aim to support children, along
with those around them, who may have additional/special
educational needs. They are designed to empower the
professionals and adults who support those with identified
needs, and encourage empathy and understanding. Developed
by child psychologist Louise Lightfoot, the Guidebook, Picture
book and Draw-along book in this three-part set will help key
adults support children with anxiety. Practical guidance, tools
and strategies are supported by a narrative picture book and a
draw-along version, which explore the thoughts, feelings and

sensations experienced by many children with anxiety.

Routledge
Market: Education
September 2019: 297x210
Pb: 978-0-367-17994-6: £49.99
eBook: 978-0-429-32549-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367179946
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Supporting Children with Anxiety to Understand
and Celebrate Difference

Dummy text to keep placeholder
The Island and Storybook Manual
For Children With A Parent Living With Depression
Pia Jones and Sarah Pimenta
Series: Therapeutic Fairy Tales
This beautifully illustrated and sensitive storybook is designed to be used therapeutically 
by professionals and parents supporting children with a parent who is suffering from 
depression. With engaging, gentle and colourful illustrations that can be used to prompt 
conversation, it tells the story of a girl who is helped to feel less isolated from her parents’ 
depression.

In this bundle, it is accompanied by the Storybook Manual, a resource that has been designed 
to support practitioners and parents with practical and creative ideas on how to use 
illustrated storybooks therapeutically with children.

Routledge
August 2020: 144pp
Pb: 978-0-367-68933-9: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-003-04637-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367689339
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Therapeutic Story StartUps
Stories, Scenes and Characters to Help Children Explore Their Feelings

Angela Amos, Anne Cunningham and Aileen Webber
This is a creative resource that can be used by therapists and;
other professionals working with children aged 4-12 years. With
downloadable elements to make it a renewable resource, this
product is designed to support children to understand, explore
and express their feelings through story, imagination and play.
Six beautifully illustrated storybooks address the themes of: Loss,
Anger, Self-Esteem, Bullying, Worries and Family Break-Up.

A Get to Know Me Workbook and Guide for Parents and Practitioners
Louise Lightfoot and Catherine Hicks
Series: Get To Know Me
Developed by child psychologist Louise Lightfoot, the Get to
Know Me series offers books specific to anxiety, depression and
OCD. This book has been created for key adults, including
teachers, therapists and parents, as a complement to the picture
book and draw-along versions of Sammy Sloth – a traditional
narrative story exploring thoughts, feelings and sensations
experienced by children with anxiety. The activities in this book
offer practical tools and strategies to support the child and those
around them in addition to the information specific to the
condition to improve understanding of a child’s needs to

promote empathy and acceptance.

Additionally there are characters, props and scenes to invite the child to act out their own
story, asking the question, "What happens next?...

Routledge
Market: Education
November 2019: 184pp
Pack: 978-0-367-25771-2: £125.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367257712

Routledge
Market: Education
September 2019: 297x210: 80pp
Pb: 978-0-815-34941-9: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-351-16492-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815349419
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Sammy SlothHelping Children Cope with Loss and Change
Get to Know Me: AnxietyA Guide for Professionals and Parents

Louise Lightfoot and Catherine Hicks
Series: Get To Know Me
In this book, we meet Sammy, a sloth who lives in a beautiful
tree by the sea. The story follows Sammy as he wakes up one
day feeling funny and strange. pacing up and down he meets
Anna the armadillo who tells Sammy that he is silly and has no

Amanda Seyderhelm
Whether it’s the grief of bereavement, the strain of divorce or
the uncertainty of a new home or school, loss and change affect
children in countless ways. Nevertheless, teachers and parents
frequently find themselves ill equipped to help children
struggling with the difficult feelings that these situations, and
others like them, bring. This book offers guided support for
teachers, health professionals and parents. Designed for use
with children aged 4-10 and addressing the needs of both child
and caregiver with chapters that move from Loss and Change
to Resolution and Resilience, it will be an invaluable therapeutic
tool for parents and professionals alike.

right to be sad when his life is good. Sammy hears this and feels embarrassed and ashamed
of how he has been feeling. Sammy hides away until he meets a kind lizard who shows
him kindness and empathy. The book was written with children with anxiety in mind,
providing an opportunity to relate to Sammy’s thoughts, feelings, behaviours and
experiences. However, children with a range of needs may benefit from the story.

Routledge
Routledge Market: Education
Market: Education September 2019: 297x210: 36pp
August 2019: 246x174: 154pp Pb: 978-0-815-34953-2: £11.99
Pb: 978-1-911-18628-1: £24.99 eBook: 978-1-351-16452-8
eBook: 978-0-429-28545-5 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815349532
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781911186281
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Silver MatildaDraw Along With Sammy Sloth
Get to Know Me: DepressionGet to Know Me: Anxiety

Louise Lightfoot and Catherine Hicks
Series: Get To Know Me
In this book, we meet Matilda, a bird with silver feathers known
for her beauty and graceful flight. Written in a narrative style and
avoiding diagnostic labels, the story follows Matilda as she loses
her bright feathers and ashamed, hides away from the world

Louise Lightfoot and Catherine Hicks
Series: Get To Know Me
Draw-along Sammy Sloth is an activity-based picture book, which
encourages children to interact with the story in a creative way
– through writing, drawing, scrap booking, collage and activities.
Written in a narrative style and with children with depression in

until one day an owl comes and sits with her. The owl shows Matilda empathy and staysmind, readers will meet Sammy, a sloth who lives in a beautiful tree by the sea, and will
with her whilst she recovers and watches as she becomes stronger through her experience.have the opportunity to relate to his thoughts, feelings, behaviours and experiences as he
The book was written with children with depression in mind, providing an opportunity tobegins to feel funny and strange. Encouraging empathy and inclusivity, engagement with

the story helps children to understand and process information, and aids long-term recall. relate to Matilda’s thoughts, feelings, behaviours and experiences. However, children with
a range of needs may benefit from the story.Routledge

Market: Education Routledge
September 2019: 297x210: 24pp Market: Education
Pb: 978-0-815-34942-6: £11.99 September 2019: 297x210: 34pp
eBook: 978-1-351-16484-9 Pb: 978-0-815-34945-7: £11.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815349426 eBook: 978-1-351-16476-4

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815349457
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Draw Along With Silver MatildaGet to Know Me: Depression
Get to Know Me: DepressionLouise Lightfoot and Catherine Hicks

Series: Get To Know Me
The ‘Get to Know Me’ resources aim to support children, along
with those around them, who may have additional/special
educational needs. They are designed to empower the
professionals and adults who support those with identified
needs, and encourage empathy and understanding. Developed
by child psychologist Louise Lightfoot, the Guidebook, Picture
book and Draw-along book in this three-part set will help key
adults support children with depression. Practical guidance,
tools and strategies are supported by a narrative picture book
and a draw-along version, which explore the thoughts, feelings

and sensations experienced by many children with depression.

Louise Lightfoot and Catherine Hicks
Series: Get To Know Me
Draw-along Silver Matilda is an activity-based picture book, which
encourages children to interact with the story in a creative way
– through writing, drawing, scrap booking, collage and
activities. Written in a narrative style and with children with

depression in mind, readers will meet Matilda, a bird with silver feathers known for her
beauty and graceful flight, and will have the opportunity to relate to her thoughts, feelings,
behaviours and experiences as she loses her feathers and hides in shame. Encouraging
empathy and inclusivity, engagement with the story helps children to understand and
process information, and aids long-term recall.

Routledge
Routledge Market: Education
Market: Education September 2019: 297x210: 32pp
September 2019: 297x210 Pb: 978-0-815-34946-4: £11.99
Pb: 978-0-367-17936-6: £49.99 eBook: 978-1-351-16472-6
eBook: 978-0-429-32550-2 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815349464
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367179366
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Get to Know Me: OCDSupporting Children with Depression to Understand

and Celebrate Difference Louise Lightfoot and Catherine Hicks
Series: Get To Know Me
The ‘Get to Know Me’ resources aim to support children, along
with those around them, who may have additional/special
educational needs. They are designed to empower the
professionals and adults who support those with identified
needs, and encourage empathy and understanding. Developed
by child psychologist Louise Lightfoot, the Guidebook, Picture
book and Draw-along book in this three-part set will help key
adults support children with OCD. Practical guidance, tools and
strategies are supported by a narrative picture book and a
draw-along version, which explore the thoughts, feelings and

sensations experienced by many children with OCD.

A Get to Know Me Workbook and Guide for Parents and Practitioners
Louise Lightfoot and Catherine Hicks
Series: Get To Know Me
Developed by child psychologist Louise Lightfoot, the Get to
Know Me series offers books specific to anxiety, depression and
OCD. This book has been created for key adults, including
teachers, therapists and parents, as a complement to the picture
book and draw-along versions of Silver Matilda – a traditional
narrative story exploring thoughts, feelings and sensations
experienced by children with depression. The activities in this
book offer practical tools and strategies to support the child and
those around them in addition to the information specific to
the condition to improve understanding of a child’s needs to

promote empathy and acceptance.

Routledge
Market: Education
September 2019: 297x210
Pb: 978-0-367-17944-1: £49.99Routledge
eBook: 978-0-429-32544-1Market: Education
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367179441September 2019: 297x210: 82pp

Pb: 978-0-815-34943-3: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-351-16480-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815349433
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Draw on Your EmotionsSupporting Children with OCD to Understand and

Celebrate Difference Margot Sunderland, Director of Education and Training at
The Centre for Child Mental Health London and Nicky
Armstrong, Illustrator
Series: Draw On
Draw on Your Emotions is a bestselling resource for therapists
and educators to help people of all ages express, communicate

A Get to Know Me Workbook and Guide for Parents and Practitioners
Louise Lightfoot and Catherine Hicks
Series: Get To Know Me
Developed by child psychologist Louise Lightfoot, the Get to
Know Me series offers books specific to anxiety, depression and
OCD. This book has been created for key adults, including
teachers, therapists and parents, as a complement to the picture
book and draw-along versions of Tidy Tim - a traditional narrative
story exploring thoughts, feelings and sensations experienced
by children with OCD. The activities in this book offer practical
tools and strategies to support the child and those around them
in addition to the information specific to the condition to
improve understanding of a childâ€™s needs to promote

empathy and acceptance.

and deal more effectively with their emotions, using images as a starting point. It is designed
to help individuals begin to explore their emotions by completing the easy picture exercises,
encourage people to rehearse other ways of functioning by trying out alternatives safely
on paper, and create clarity and new perspectives as a step towards positive action.

This revised and updated second edition also contains a new section on how to use the
superbly emotive The Emotion Cards (9781138070981) to facilitate deeper therapeutic
conversations.

Routledge
Market: Education
April 2018: 297x210: 110pp
Pb: 978-1-138-07055-4: £45.99Routledge
eBook: 978-1-315-11500-9Market: Education
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-863-88339-2September 2019: 297x210: 76pp
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138070554Pb: 978-0-815-34948-8: £34.99

eBook: 978-1-351-16468-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815349488
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The Emotion CardsTidy Tim

Margot Sunderland, Director of Education and Training at
The Centre for Child Mental Health London and Nicky
Armstrong, Illustrator
Series: Draw On
The Emotion Cards are 48 emotive and artistic images designed
to help people to review their emotions and their relationships
in a meaningful and often transformative way. The cards are

Get to Know Me: OCD
Louise Lightfoot and Catherine Hicks
Series: Get To Know Me
In this book, we meet Tim, an octopus with many arms whose
swirly whirly feelings make him spend all day cleaning and
tidying instead of going out and making friends. Written in a
narrative style and avoiding diagnostic labels, the story follows

Tim as he meets Jenni the Jellyfish, who helps him untangle his arms and his feelings. The
book was written with children with OCD in mind, providing an opportunity to relate to
Tim’s thoughts, feelings, behaviours and experiences. However, children with a range of
needs may benefit from the story.

Routledge
Market: Education
September 2019: 297x210: 26pp
Pb: 978-0-815-34950-1: £11.99
eBook: 978-1-351-16460-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815349501
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Draw Along With Tidy Tim

designed to capture the deeper truth of how people experience their life, offering poignant 
descriptions for what someone may be feeling.

This beautiful resource is also a perfect supplement to Draw on Your Emotions, Margot 
Sunderland¹s bestselling book. The second edition of Draw on Your Emotions contains a 
new section that explains how to get the most out of combining the activities in the book 
with these cards to encourage meaningful conversations and take steps towards positive 
action.

Routledge
Market: Education
May 2018: 148 x 105: 48pp
Flashcards: 978-1-138-07098-1: £39.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138070981

2nd Edition
Draw on Your RelationshipsGet to Know me: OCD

Louise Lightfoot and Catherine Hicks
Series: Get To Know Me
Draw-along Tidy Tim is an activity-based picture book, which
encourages children to interact with the story in a creative way
through writing, drawing, scrap booking, collage and activities.
Written in a narrative style and with children with OCD in mind,

Margot Sunderland, Director of Education and Training at
The Centre for Child Mental Health London and Nicky
Armstrong, Illustrator
Series: Draw On
Draw on Your Relationships is a bestselling resource for therapists
and educators working with people of all ages to help them

readers will meet Tim, an octopus whose swirly whirly feelings make him spend all day
cleaning and tidying his house instead of going out and making friends, and will have the

express, communicate and deal more effectively with their relationships, using images as
a starting point.

opportunity to relate to his thoughts, feelings, behaviours and experiences as he untangles
his feelings. Encouraging empathy and inclusivity, engagement with the story helps children
to understand and process information, and aids long-term recall.

Help individuals begin to explore their relationships by completing the easy picture
exercises. Encourage people to rehearse other ways of forming, handling and strengthening
relationships by trying out alternatives safely on paper.
This revised and updated second edition also contains a new section on how to use the
superbly emotive The Relationship Cards to facilitate deeper therapeutic conversations.

Routledge
Market: Education
September 2019: 297x210: 38pp
Pb: 978-0-815-34951-8: £11.99
eBook: 978-1-351-16456-6

Routledge

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815349518
Market: Education
February 2019: 297x210: 154pp
Pb: 978-1-138-07070-7: £44.99
eBook: 978-1-315-11495-8
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-863-88629-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138070707
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Ruby and the Rubbish BinThe Relationship Cards
A Story for Children with Low Self-EsteemMargot Sunderland, Director of Education and Training at

The Centre for Child Mental Health London and Nicky
Armstrong, Illustrator
Series: Draw On
The Relationship Cards are 48 emotive, artistic images designed
to connect in a deep way with what people feel and help them
to express the difficult and positive feelings that are linked to

Margot Sunderland and Nicky Armstrong
Series: Helping Children with Feelings
Ruby hates herself so much that she often feels like a piece of
rubbish than a little girl. Sometimes Ruby feels so miserable that
she wants to sleep and never wake up again. Then one day,
Ruby meets Dot, When Ruby feels Dot's kindness and
understanding, something warm happens in her tummy, Dot
helps Ruby to move from self-hate to self-respect.

their relationships. The cards provide an engaging way for people to talk about and clarify
their feelings, while reflecting on what they value in their relationships and what they might
want to change. Spanning both positive and negative states in relationships, the cards
show themes such as trust, resentment, fear of abandonment, drifting apart, encouragement
and feeling supported. This beautiful resource is also a perfect supplement to Draw on Your
Relationships, Margot Sunderland’s bestselling book.

Routledge
Market: Education
October 2018: 148 x 105: 48pp
Flashcards: 978-1-138-07101-8: £39.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138071018
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Bothered
Helping Teenagers Talk About Their Feelings

Margot Sunderland
Suitable for people to easily assess just how well the teenager
is doing in their life emotionally and relationally, this book
provides an opportunity for transformational conversations that
will really make a difference.

Routledge

Routledge
Market: Education
October 2003: 297x210: 32pp
Pb: 978-0-863-88462-7: £12.99
eBook: 978-1-315-17367-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863884627
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Helping Children with Low Self-Esteem & Ruby and
the Rubbish Bin - Set

Margot Sunderland and Nicky Armstrong
Series: Helping Children with Feelings
This practical guidebook, with a beautifully-illustrated storybook,
enables teachers, parents and professionals to help children
aged 4-12 connect with unresolved feelings affecting their
behaviour.

Market: Education
March 2012: 297x210: 208pp
Pb: 978-0-863-88908-0: £50.99
eBook: 978-1-315-16875-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863889080
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Helping Children with Low Self-Esteem

Routledge
Market: Education
January 1999: 297x210: 96pp
Pb: 978-0-863-88470-2: £37.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863884702
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Helping Children Pursue Their Hopes and Dreams
A GuidebookA Guidebook

Margot Sunderland and Nicky Armstrong
Series: Helping Children with Feelings
A guidebook to help children who: have been given little
encouragement to follow their hopes and dreams; are too
despondent or defeated to go after their hopes or their dreams;
are too busy surviving, so hopes and dreams are a luxury they
cannot afford; think that hopes and dreams are just for other
people; and, are following somebody else's star.

Routledge

Margot Sunderland and Nicky Armstrong
Series: Helping Children with Feelings
Intended as a guidebook to help children with low self-esteem,
this is a guidebook to help children who: don't like themselves
or feel there is something fundamentally wrong with them; have
been deeply shamed; have received too much criticism or
haven't been encouraged enough; let people treat them badly
because they feel they don't deserve better; do not accept praise
or appreciation because they feel they don't deserve it; feel
defeated by life, fundamentally unimportant, unwanted or
unlovable; bully because they think they are worthless or think
they are worthless because they are bullied; and feel they don't

belong or do not seek friends because they think no-one would want to be their friend. Market: Education
January 1999: 297x210: 40ppRoutledge
Pb: 978-0-863-88455-9: £22.99Market: Education
eBook: 978-1-315-17108-1November 2003: 297x210: 96pp
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863884559Pb: 978-0-863-88466-5: £28.99

eBook: 978-1-315-17080-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863884665
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Teenie Weenie in a Too Big WorldA Pea Called Mildred
A Story for Fearful ChildrenA Story to Help Children Pursue Their Hopes and Dreams

Margot Sunderland and Nicky Armstrong
Series: Helping Children with Feelings
One day Teenie Weenie finds himself in a scrumbly screechy
place. It is full of noises and crashes and things that swoop and
scratch. The worse it gets, the smaller Teenie Weenie feels. After
a while, he feels so small that the tiniest insect tries to eat him
up. Teenie Weenie feels terrified and desperately alone.

Routledge

Margot Sunderland and Nicky Armstrong
Series: Helping Children with Feelings
A story to help children pursue their hopes and dreams. Mildred
is a pea with dreams. She has great plans for her pea life.
However, people are always telling her that dreams are pointless
as she is just another ordinary pea. Eventually, with the help of
a kind person along the way, Mildred ends up doing exactly
what she has always dreamed of doing.

Routledge
Market: EducationMarket: Education
October 2003: 297x210: 32ppJanuary 1999: 32pp
Pb: 978-0-863-88460-3: £11.99Pb: 978-0-863-88497-9: £12.99
eBook: 978-1-315-17298-9eBook: 978-1-315-17098-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863884603* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863884979
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Helping Children with Fear & Teenie Weenie in a
Too Big World

Helping Children Pursue their Hopes and Dreams
& A Pea Called Mildred

SetSet
Margot Sunderland and Nicky Armstrong
Series: Helping Children with Feelings
This practical guidebook, with a beautifully-illustrated storybook,
enables teachers, parents and professionals to help children
aged 4-12 connect with unresolved feelings affecting their
behaviour.

This gudiebooks is intended as a guidebook to help children
who worry a lot or exhibit signs of ongoing anxiety. Teenie Weenie in a Too Big World tells a
story for fearful children.

Margot Sunderland and Nicky Armstrong
Series: Helping Children with Feelings
This practical guidebook, with a beautifully-illustrated storybook,
enables teachers, parents and professionals to help children
aged 4-12 connect with unresolved feelings affecting their
behaviour. This guideboooks is intended to help children who
have been given too little encouragement to follow their hopes

and dreams; are too despondent or defeated to go after their hopes or their dreams; are
too busy surviving, so hopes and dreams are a luxury they cannot afford; and think that
hopes and dreams are just for other people. A Pea Called Mildred is a story to help children
pursue their hopes and dreams. Routledge

Market: Education
Routledge November 2003: 297x210: 140pp
Market: Education Pb: 978-0-863-88468-9: £37.99
January 2001: 297x210: 140pp * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863884689
Pb: 978-0-863-88500-6: £32.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863885006
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Helping Children with LossHelping Children with Fear
A GuidebookA Guidebook

Margot Sunderland and Nicky Armstrong
Series: Helping Children with Feelings
Helps children who: are suffering from the pain of loss or
separation from someone or something they love deeply; have
had a parent, relative or important friend leave or die; are
obsessed with their absent parent; have lost someone they love,
but have never really mourned; and are trying to manage all
their painful feelings of loss by themselves.

Routledge

Margot Sunderland and Nicky Armstrong
Series: Helping Children with Feelings
A guidebook to help children who: worry a lot or exhibit signs
of ongoing anxiety; experience the world as an unsafe place;
suffer from phobias, obsessions or nightmares; are scared to tell
someone that they are scared; know a terrible loneliness; and
feel insignificant in a world of adult giants.

Routledge
Market: EducationMarket: Education
November 2003: 297x210: 90ppNovember 2003: 297x210: 140pp
Pb: 978-0-863-88467-2: £28.99Pb: 978-0-863-88464-1: £28.99
eBook: 978-1-315-17086-2eBook: 978-1-315-17092-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863884672* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863884641
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Helping Children Who Yearn for Someone They
Love

The Day the Sea Went Out and Never Came Back
A Story for Children Who Have Lost Someone They Love

Margot Sunderland and Nicky Armstrong
Series: Helping Children with Feelings
The Day the Sea Went Out and Never Came Back is a story for
children who have lost someone they love. Eric is a sand dragon
who loves the sea very much. Each day, he watches it going out
and coming back. His sea is beautiful indeed to him. But one

A Guidebook
Margot Sunderland and Nicky Armstrong
Series: Helping Children with Feelings
Intended for children who been taken into care, fostered or
adopted, this guidebook aims to help children who are missing
someone too much or suffer from separation anxiety.

Routledge

day, the sea goes out and does not come back. Eric waits and waits, but it does not come
back. So he falls on the sand in terrible pain. It feels to him as if he has lost everything.

Routledge
Market: Education
October 2003: 297x210: 44pp
Pb: 978-0-863-88463-4: £12.99
eBook: 978-1-315-17293-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863884634

Market: Education
January 2001: 297x210: 50pp
Pb: 978-0-863-88456-6: £22.99
eBook: 978-1-315-17097-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863884566
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The Frog Who Longed for the Moon to SmileHelping Children with Loss & The Day the Sea Went

Out and Never Came Back A Story for Children Who Yearn for Someone They Love
Margot Sunderland and Nicky Armstrong
Series: Helping Children with Feelings
The Frog Who Longed for the Moon to Smile is a story for children
who yearn for someone they love. Frog is very much in love with
the moon because she once smiled at him. So now he spends
all his time dreaming about her. He waits and waits for her to
smile at him again. One day a wise and friendly crow helps frog
to see how he is wasting his life away. All the time he has been
facing the place of very little, he's had his back to the place of
plenty.

Routledge

Set
Margot Sunderland and Nicky Armstrong
Series: Helping Children with Feelings
This practical guidebook, with a beautifully-illustrated storybook,
enables teachers, parents and professionals to help children
aged 4-12 connect with unresolved feelings affecting their
behaviour.

Intended as a guidebook to help children who are suffering from the pain of loss or
separation from someone or something they love deeply. The Day the Sea Went Out and
Never Came Back is a story for children who have lost someone they love.

Routledge
Market: Education
November 2003: 297x210: 88pp Market: Education
Pb: 978-0-863-88471-9: £37.99 January 2001: 297x210
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863884719 Pb: 978-0-863-88495-5: £12.99

eBook: 978-1-315-16888-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863884955
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Helping Children Who Yearn for Someone They
Love & The Frog Who Longed for the Moon to Smile

Helping Children to Learn About Safer Sexual
Behaviour

SetA Narrative Approach to Working with Young Children and Sexually
Concerning Behaviour Margot Sunderland and Nicky Armstrong

Series: Helping Children with Feelings
This practical guidebook, with a beautifully-illustrated storybook,
enables teachers, parents and professionals to help children
aged 4-12 connect with unresolved feelings affecting their
behaviour. The guidebook is intended to help children who are
missing someone too much or suffer from separation anxiety;

Laura Walker and Carol Laugharne
Contains a series of activities with accompanying user-friendly
advice including how to broach difficult subjects, how to engage
with children who have additional needs and how to create
conditions of safety to enable the necessary conversations and
activities to happen.

Routledge
Market: Education
May 2016: 297x210: 142pp

are obsessed with their absent parent; and yearn for a parent who has died. The Frog who
Longed for the Moon to Smile features a story for children who yearn for someone they love.
Routledge
Market: Education
January 2001: 297x210: 76pp
Pb: 978-0-863-88502-0: £32.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863885020

Pb: 978-1-909-30174-0: £32.99
eBook: 978-1-315-17316-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781909301740
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Helping Children Who are Anxious or ObsessionalHelping Children Locked in Rage or Hate
A GuidebookA Guidebook

Margot Sunderland and Nicky Armstrong
Series: Helping Children with Feelings
A guidebook to help children who: are insecure or worry too
much; suffer from phobias or nightmares; find it difficult to
concentrate to let go and have fun; have suffered a trauma; are
worryingly good or seem like little adults; and, use order and
routine as a way of coping with 'messy' feelings.

Routledge

Margot Sunderland and Nicky Armstrong
Series: Helping Children with Feelings
A guidebook to help children who: hurt, hit, bite, smash, kick,
shout, scream or who are out of control, hyperaroused or
hyperactive; can only discharge their angry feelings in verbal or
physical attacks, rather than being able to think about and reflect
on what they feel; and, are angry because it is easier than feeling
hurt or sad.

Routledge
Market: Education Market: Education
November 2003: 297x210: 192pp January 2001: 297x210: 72pp
Pb: 978-0-863-88465-8: £29.99 Pb: 978-0-863-88454-2: £22.99
eBook: 978-1-315-16901-9 eBook: 978-1-315-17105-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863884658 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863884542
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Willy and the Wobbly HouseHow Hattie Hated Kindness
A Story for Children Who are Anxious or ObsessionalA Story for Children Locked in Rage of Hate

Margot Sunderland and Nicky Armstrong
Series: Helping Children with Feelings
This is a story for children who are anxious or obsessional. Willy
is an anxious boy who experiences the world as a very unsafe,
wobbly place where anything awful might happen at any time.
Joe, the boy next door, is too ordered and tidy to be able to ever
really enjoy life. Follow their adventures with the Puddle People
who help them break out of their fixed patterns and find far
richer ways of living in the world.

Routledge

Margot Sunderland and Nicky Armstorng
Series: Helping Children with Feelings
Hattie lives by herself on an island. She likes sharks, and crabs
and stinging centipedes. She likes anything hard and spiky. Lots
of people try to bring kindness to Hattie on her island, but each
time she is very horrid to them, smashing and spoiling everything
they try to do for her. So after a while they all stop coming to
the island.

Routledge
Market: EducationMarket: Education
January 2001: 297 x 210: 28ppOctober 2003: 297x210: 30pp
Hb: 978-1-138-43414-1: £160.00Pb: 978-0-863-88461-0: £12.99
Pb: 978-0-863-88498-6: £12.99eBook: 978-1-315-17527-0
eBook: 978-1-315-14884-7* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863884610
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863884986
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Helping Children Who are Anxious or Obsessional
& Willy and the Wobbly House

Helping Children Who Yearn for Someone They
Love & The Frog Who Longed for the Moon to Smile

SetSet
Margot Sunderland and Nicky Armstrong
Series: Helping Children with Feelings
The guidebook is intended to help children who are insecure
or worry too much; suffer from phobias or nightmares; find it
difficult to concentrate to let go and have fun; have suffered a
trauma; and are worryingly good or seem like little adults. Willy
and the Wobbly House is a story for children who are anxious or

obsessional.

Margot Sunderland and Nicky Armstrong
Series: Helping Children with Feelings
This practical guidebook, with a beautifully-illustrated storybook,
enables teachers, parents and professionals to help children
aged 4-12 connect with unresolved feelings affecting their
behaviour. The guidebook is intended to help children who are
missing someone too much or suffer from separation anxiety;

are obsessed with their absent parent; and yearn for a parent who has died. The Frog who
Longed for the Moon to Smile features a story for children who yearn for someone they love. Routledge

Market: EducationRoutledge
January 2001: 297x210: 72ppMarket: Education
Pb: 978-0-863-88499-3: £32.99January 2001: 297x210: 76pp
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863884993Pb: 978-0-863-88502-0: £32.99

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863885020
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Helping Children Who Bottle Up Their FeelingsHelping Children Who Have Hardened Their Hearts

or Become Bullies A Guidebook
Margot Sunderland and Nicky Hancock
Series: Helping Children with Feelings
A guidebook to help children who: are trying to manage their
too painful feelings by themselves; do not let themselves cry,
protest or say that they are scared; are living with too many
unresolved painful emotions from the past; and have had
disturbing or confusing experiences, which they have been
unable to think through or feel through properly.

Routledge

A Guidebook
Margot Sunderland and Nicky Armstrong
Series: Helping Children with Feelings
A guidebook to help children who bully or take revenge on
others for the pain they have felt themselves.

Routledge
Market: Education
January 2001: 297x210: 58pp

Market: Education Pb: 978-0-863-88457-3: £22.99
January 2001: 297x210: 72pp eBook: 978-1-315-17102-9
Pb: 978-0-863-88458-0: £22.99 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863884573
eBook: 978-1-315-17100-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863884580
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A Nifflenoo Called NevermindA Wibble Called Bipley
A Story for Children Who Bottle Up Their FeelingsA Story for Children Who Have Hardened Their Hearts or Becomes

Bullies Margot Sunderland and Nicky Armstrong
Series: Helping Children with Feelings
A Nifflenoo Called Nevermind is story for children who bottle up
their feelings. Nevermind always carries on whatever happens!
Each time something horrible happens to him he just tucks his
feelings away and carries on with life. Find out what happens
to Nevermind and how he begins to understand that his feelings
do matter, how he learns to express them and stand up for
himself.

Routledge

Margot Sunderland and Nicky Armstrong
Series: Helping Children with Feelings
A Wibble Called Bipley is story for children who have hardened
their hearts or become bullies. Bipley is a warm cuddly creature,
but someone has broken his heart. He feels so hurt that he
decides it is just too painful to ever love again. When he meets
some big tough Honks in the wood, they teach him how to
harden his heart so that he doesn't have to feel hurt any more.
Luckily Bipley meets some creatures who teach him how he can
protect himself without hardening his heart.

Routledge Market: Education
January 2001: 32ppMarket: Education
Pb: 978-0-863-88496-2: £12.99January 2001: 297x210: 40pp
eBook: 978-1-315-17104-3Pb: 978-0-863-88494-8: £12.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863884962eBook: 978-1-315-17093-0

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863884948
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Helping Children Who Bottle Up Their Feelings & A
Nifflenoo Called Nevermind

Helping Children Who Have Hardened Their Hearts
or Become Bullies & Wibble Called Bipley (and a
Few Honks) Set

Margot Sunderland and Nicky Armstrong
Series: Helping Children with Feelings
This practical guidebook, with a beautifully-illustrated storybook,
enables teachers, parents and professionals to help children
aged 4-12 connect with unresolved feelings affecting their
behaviour. The guidebook is intended to help children who are
trying to manage their too painful feelings by themselves; do

Set
Margot Sunderland and Nicky Armstrong
Series: Helping Children with Feelings
This practical guidebook, with a beautifully-illustrated storybook,
enables teachers, parents and professionals to help children
aged 4-12 connect with unresolved feelings affecting their
behaviour. This guidebook is intended to help children who
bully or take revenge on others for the pain they have felt

not let themselves cry, protest or say that they are scared; are living with too many
unresolved painful emotions from the past; and have had disturbing, overwhelming or
confusing experiences, which they have been unable to think through. A Nifflenoo Called
Nevermind is a story for children who bottle up their feelings.
Routledge
Market: Education
January 1999: 297x210: 56pp
Pb: 978-0-863-88501-3: £32.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863885013

themselves; have become very defensive because something too painful has happened 
to them; and have hardened their hearts because they have been too hurt in love. A Wibble 
Called Bipley features a story for children who have hardened their hearts or become bullies. 
Routledge
Market: Education
January 2001: 297x210: 112pp
Pb: 978-0-863-88503-7: £32.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863885037
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Using Story Telling as a Therapeutic Tool with
Children

Helping Children of Troubled Parents
A Guidebook

Margot Sunderland and Nicky Armstrong
Series: Helping Children with Feelings
Enables practitioners to help children whose emotional
wellbeing is being adversely affected by troubled parents. This
title explores the fact that when parents are preoccupied with
their own troubles, they are often unable to effectively address
their child's core relational needs, such as soothing, validating,
attunement, and co-adventure.

Routledge

Margot Sunderland
Series: Helping Children with Feelings
Begins with the philosophy and psychology underpinning the
therapeutic value of story telling. This book shows how to use
story telling as a therapeutic tool with children and how to make
an effective response when a child tells a story to you.

RoutledgeMarket: Education
Market: EducationDecember 2010: 297x210: 244pp
January 2001: 241 x 170: 110ppPb: 978-0-863-88800-7: £28.99
Hb: 978-1-138-43418-9: £160.00eBook: 978-1-315-17537-9
Pb: 978-0-863-88425-2: £19.99* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863888007
eBook: 978-1-315-14883-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863884252
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When Worry Came to VisitMonica Plum's Horrid Problem

Maeve McColgan and Eileen McLaughlin
Suitable for use with children between the ages of 6 and 11
years old who experience significant difficulties with anxiety,
this book assists child care professionals to externalise the child's
anxiety making it more possible for the child to make changes
with the help and support of their family members and others.

A Story for Children of Troubled Parents
Margot Sunderland and Nicky Armstrong
Series: Helping Children with Feelings
Monica has a horrid problem. It gets everywhere: into her
schoolwork, her dreams, and her ability to make friends. People
keep telling her to cheer up. She feels as if she is carrying around
some very heavy luggage. Then one day, a helpful teacher sees

Routledge
Market: Education

how miserable Monica is, and tells her about the knights in the world, who are posing as
people.

April 2014: 44pp
Games: 978-0-863-88987-5: £56.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863889875Routledge

Market: Education
December 2010: 74pp
Pb: 978-0-863-88751-2: £15.99
eBook: 978-1-315-17400-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863887512
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Wellbeing Champions: A Complete Toolkit for
Schools

Helping Children of Troubled Parents & Monica
Plum's Horrid Problem

Alison Waterhouse
Wellbeing Champions supports schools in recruiting students to
act as wellbeing champions within their school setting and wider
community. Packed with resources to help promote and support
emotional wellbeing and positive mental health within schools
at KS1, KS2 and KS3, this book is the ideal toolkit. This book
carefully considers emotions, wellbeing, self-care, resilience,
communication and support systems in order to promote
positive health and wellbeing throughout a school. This book
is ideal for all those looking to improve mental health and
wellbeing in their schools and is an essential resource for both
educators and health professionals.

Set
Margot Sunderland and Nicky Armstrong
Series: Helping Children with Feelings
This practical guidebook, with a beautifully-illustrated storybook,
enables teachers, parents and professionals to help children
aged 4-12 connect with unresolved feelings affecting their
behaviour.

This is a guide book to help children who suffer the effects of: family breakdown, separation
and divorce, and witnessing parents fighting. It is suitable for parents who suffer from
depression or anxiety, mental or physical ill-health, alcohol or drug addiction. Monica Plum's
Horrid Problem is a story for children with troubled parents.

Routledge Routledge
Market: Education / Mental Health & Wellbeing
September 2020: 297x210: 288pp
Hb: 978-0-367-43166-2: £120.00

Market: Education
December 2012: 297x210: 321pp
Pb: 978-0-863-88801-4: £37.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863888014 Pb: 978-0-367-42986-7: £34.99

eBook: 978-1-003-00052-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367429867
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Self-DiscoveryThe Brain and Learning
Supporting Emotional Health and Wellbeing in SchoolSupporting Emotional Health and Wellbeing in School

Alison Waterhouse
Series: Mental Health and Wellbeing Teacher Toolkit
One of the five books in the Mental Health and Wellbeing
Teacher Toolkit, this practical resource focuses on the topic of
Self-Development and how to support children and young
people on a voyage of self-discovery where they learn to be
their own best friend. It offers research-driven, practical strategies,
resources and lesson plans to support educators and health
professionals. Chapters span key topics including Developing
Resilience, Emotional Reactivity, Emotional Awareness and
Regulation and Empathy. This is a resource book for practitioners
looking to have a positive impact on the mental health and

wellbeing of the children and young people in their care; both now and in the future.

Alison Waterhouse
Series: Mental Health and Wellbeing Teacher Toolkit
One of the five books in the Mental Health and Wellbeing Toolkit,
this practical resource is designed to help young children
understand how the brain affects ways we see and interpret the
world. The book offers research-driven, practical strategies,
resources and lesson plans to support educators and health
professionals. Key sections include ‘How the brain develops’;
‘Dealing with the inner critic’ and ‘Strategies that can help us
manage strong emotions’. This book is an essential resource for
practitioners looking to have a positive impact on the mental
health and wellbeing of the children and young people in their

care; both now and in the future.
RoutledgeRoutledge
Market: EducationMarket: Education
May 2019: 297x210: 186ppMarch 2020: 297x210: 296pp
Pb: 978-1-138-37025-8: £34.99Pb: 978-1-138-37032-6: £34.99
eBook: 978-0-429-42811-1eBook: 978-0-429-42805-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138370258* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138370326
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Emotional LiteracyPositive Relationships in School
Supporting Emotional Health and Wellbeing in SchoolSupporting Emotional Health and Wellbeing

Alison Waterhouse
Series: Mental Health and Wellbeing Teacher Toolkit
One of the five books in the Mental Health and Wellbeing Toolkit,
this practical resource focuses on the topic of Emotional Literacy
and how to support children and young people on a voyage of
self-discovery where they learn to be their own best friend. The
book offers research-driven, practical strategies, resources and
lesson plans to support educators and health professionals.
Chapters span key topics including Developing Resilience,
Emotional Reactivity, Emotional Awareness and Regulation and
Empathy. This is a resource book for practitioners looking to
have a positive impact on the mental health and wellbeing of

the children and young people in their care; both now and in the future.

Alison Waterhouse
Series: Mental Health and Wellbeing Teacher Toolkit
One of the five books in the Mental Health and Wellbeing Toolkit,
this practical resource focuses on developing the skills necessary
to build and maintain successful relationships. The book offers
research-driven, practical strategies, resources and lesson plans
to support educators and health professionals. Chapters span
key topics including Communication, Respecting Yourself and
Others, Resolving Conflict and Team Building. Positive
Working Relationships in School is an essential resource book for
practitioners looking to have a positive impact on the mental
health and wellbeing of the children and young people in their

care; both now and in the future.

RoutledgeRoutledge
Market: EducationMarket: Education
April 2019: 297x210: 194ppAugust 2019: 297x210: 230pp
Pb: 978-1-138-37027-2: £34.99Pb: 978-1-138-37029-6: £34.99
eBook: 978-0-429-42809-8eBook: 978-0-429-42808-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138370272* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138370296
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Positive Relationships in SchoolSkills for Effective Learning in School
Supporting Emotional Health and WellbeingSupporting Emotional Health and Wellbeing

Alison Waterhouse
Series: Mental Health and Wellbeing Teacher Toolkit
One of the five books in the Mental Health and Wellbeing Toolkit,
this practical resource focuses on developing the skills necessary
to build and maintain successful relationships. The book offers
research-driven, practical strategies, resources and lesson plans
to support educators and health professionals. Chapters span
key topics including Communication, Respecting Yourself and
Others, Resolving Conflict and Team Building. Positive
Working Relationships in School is an essential resource book for
practitioners looking to have a positive impact on the mental
health and wellbeing of the children and young people in their

care; both now and in the future.

Alison Waterhouse
Series: Mental Health and Wellbeing Teacher Toolkit
Skills for Effective Learning in School  offers research-driven,
practical strategies, resources and lesson plans to support
educators and health professionals. This is a resource book for
practitioners looking to have a positive impact on the mental
health and wellbeing of the children and young people in their
care; both now and in the future.

Offering research-driven, practical strategies and lesson plans,
Skills for Effective Learning in School is an essential resource book
for educators and health professionals looking to have a positive
impact on the mental health and wellbeing of the children in

their care; both now and in the future.
RoutledgeRoutledge
Market: EducationMarket: Education
August 2019: 297x210: 230ppJune 2019: 297x210: 266pp
Pb: 978-1-138-37029-6: £34.99Pb: 978-1-138-37031-9: £34.99
eBook: 978-0-429-42808-1eBook: 978-0-429-42806-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138370296* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138370319
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The House That Wouldn’t Fall DownWhen the Sun Fell Out of the Sky
A Short Tale of Trust for Traumatised ChildrenA Short Tale of Bereavement and Loss

Hollie Rankin
A beautifully illustrated, therapeutic story book for children and
young people with experience of the care system and/or of
being let down. The story centres on Ava the elephant whose
world is changed forever when her unstable house falls down
around her. Readers join Ava on her journey to find a new house

Hollie Rankin
A beautifully illustrated, therapeutic story book for children and
young people with experience of bereavement and loss. The
story centres on Stan the Giraffe. Stan loves the sun. He’s close
enough to it, so why not? Stan lives to feel its warm rays on his
long back each day. Suddenly, one day, Stan’s world changes

- a safe place, a house that won’t fall. This is a story of learning to trust and risking beingforever… when the sun falls out of the sky. How he copes with the trauma is what his and
hurt again in order to heal. Written for children who have experienced violence, traumayour story is all about. The story helps promote discsusion and thought for children who
and/or destruction in their lives. The story helps promote discussion and thought and linkshave suffered a bereavement in their lives. Guidance and links to further activities are

included in the companion resource: Supporting Children through Bereavement and Loss. to further activities included in the companion resource: Re-building Trust with Traumatised
Children.Routledge

Market: Education Routledge
June 2019: 297x210: 17pp Market: Education
Pb: 978-1-138-36044-0: £9.99 June 2019: 297x210: 15pp
eBook: 978-0-429-43314-6 Pb: 978-1-138-36048-8: £9.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138360440 eBook: 978-0-429-43311-5

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138360488
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Guide to Re-building Trust with Traumatised
Children

Guide to Supporting Children through Bereavement
and Loss

Emotional Wellbeing in School and at HomeEmotional Wellbeing in School and at Home
Hollie Rankin
This practical and accessible resource offers information on
trauma and attachment; and the impact both can have on the
mind, body and behaviour of a child. Written as a companion
to the storybook The House That Wouldn’t Fall Down, the book
suggests activities to help children to express themselves, to
explore and make sense of their thoughts and feelings, and the
world they live in. The resource assumes no specialist training.
It has been designed to be used by anyone supporting a child
who has experienced trauma, in school or at home; and covers
topics including self-care for the adult, advice for families; and
guidance for schools.

Hollie Rankin
Guide to supporting Children through Bereavement and Loss offers
information, education, and guidance about how to understand
grief, ways to support the process and emotions of grief, and to
help children to express themselves and make sense of their
changed world. It covers the ‘Stages of Grief’, and many practical
ideas and activities designed to help children to process and
understand their grief, as well as express and explore their
emotions. There is a section on undertaking group work for
bereaved children, as well as information on self-care, and when
a referral to a specialist service may be required.

Routledge
RoutledgeMarket: Education
Market: EducationJune 2019: 297x210: 56pp
June 2019: 297x210: 68ppPb: 978-1-138-36041-9: £19.99
Pb: 978-1-138-36047-1: £19.99eBook: 978-0-429-43316-0
eBook: 978-0-429-43312-2* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138360419
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138360471
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Re-building Trust with Traumatised Children & The
House that Wouldn't Fall Down

Supporting Children through Bereavement and
Loss & When the Sun Fell Out of the Sky

Hollie Rankin
At time children are unable or unwilling to access or engage
with emotional and mental health support services. Often
members of a child’s support network are therefore required to
provide this emotional guidance and support to children. This
set, consisting of a guidebook and accompanying story book,

Hollie Rankin
Currently, many children are unable to access emotional support
services, and other members of a child’s support network are
required to provide this emotional guidance and support. This
set, consisting of a guidebook and an accompanying story book,
has been written to support children when they have

is intended to be used as a guide by families and friends, school staff, and any other adultsexperienced a loss or bereavement. It is intended to be used by families and friends, school
supporting children who have experienced trauma, to help them to provide the emotional
guidance these children need.

staff, and all other adults supporting children through their grief, to help them to provide
this emotional guidance.

RoutledgeRoutledge
Market: Education/Market: Education
June 2019: 297x210: 64ppJune 2019: 297x210: 65pp
Pb: 978-0-367-17967-0: £24.99Pb: 978-0-367-17966-3: £24.99
eBook: 978-0-429-24400-1eBook: 978-0-429-24358-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367179670* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367179663
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The Hero’s Mask Guidebook: Helping Children with
Traumatic Stress

Shrinking the Smirch
A Practical Approach to Living with Long Term Health Conditions

Jo Johnson
Suitable for anybody who is living with a long term physical or
psychological condition including MS, Parkinson's, brain injury,
epilepsy, chronic fatigue, epilepsy, stroke, cancer, depression,
eating disorders, trauma or anxiety, this book: asks the reader to
think about their symptoms as something external to them - a

smirch.

A Resource for Educators, Counselors, Therapists, Parents and Caregivers
Richard Kagan
The Hero’s Mask Guidebook provides practical strategies to be used alongside the storybook,
The Hero’s Mask. It has been designed to promote an understanding of the impact of
traumatic stress and what counselors, therapists, educators, parents and caregivers can do
to promote healing and recovery. The guidebook and novel can be used together to spark
conversations around the difficult topics of loss and trauma and to create openings forRoutledge
renewing and strengthening emotionally supportive relationships with distressed children
after traumatic experiences.

Market: Education
April 2014: 148 x 210: 96pp
Pb: 978-0-863-88996-7: £18.99 Routledge

Market: Mental Health / Trauma
October 2020: 297x210: 64pp
Pb: 978-0-367-47429-4: £24.99

eBook: 978-1-315-17115-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863889967

eBook: 978-1-003-03554-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367474294
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The Hero's Mask: Helping Children with Traumatic
Stress

Shrinking the Smirch
The Young People's Edition

Jo Johnson
A workbook to help young people manage stress, gain
confidence, resist peer pressure and stay healthy. It heps young
people cope with the usual challenges of being a young adults
including anxiety, peer pressure, exam stress, bullying, and social
media. It is suitable for clinical conditions such as panic, eating

problems, self harm and low mood.

A Resource for Educators, Counselors, Therapists, Parents and Caregivers
Richard Kagan
This set includes:

The Hero’s Mask, a short novel designed to encourage young people to share and understand
their feelings related to traumatic stress and to learn how family members, friends,
neighbours and schools can help each other to survive hard times and learn to thrive again.
The Hero’s Mask Guidebook: Helping Children with Traumatic Stress, a practical resource forRoutledge
use by teachers, counselors, therapists, parents and caregivers that promotes anMarket: Education
understanding of trauma and strengthens emotionally supportive relationships to reduce
traumatic stress reactions.

November 2015: 297x210: 136pp
Pb: 978-1-909-30162-7: £24.99
eBook: 978-1-315-17348-1 Routledge
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781909301627 Market: Mental Health / Trauma

October 2020: 297x210: 272pp
Pb: 978-0-367-47428-7: £34.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367474287
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A Session by Session Guide to Life Story WorkThe Hero’s Mask
A Practical Resource to Use with Looked After or Adopted ChildrenRichard Kagan

The Hero’s Mask is an engaging novel about Carrie, an eleven-year old girl and her friends
who work together to stop the bullies picking on their classmates as they unravel mysteries

Gillian Shotton, Gillian Shotton is an Educational
Psychologist in Northumberland with a specialist remit for
working in the children's homes as well as carrying out work
in schools.
Life story work is a term often used to describe an approach that
helps looked after and adopted children to talk and learn about
their life experiences with the help of a trusted adult. This book
is an essential step-by-step guide for carers and professionals
seeking to carry out life story work with a traumatised or
vulnerable child in their care.

This book gives professionals and carers the confidence to carry
out life story work in a way that is sensitive to the child’s needs
and positive for their self-perception and relationships.

in their school. The novel traces Carrie’s discovery of strengths within herself, her family
and her friends, despite losses and hardships in her family, and how Carrie is inspired by a
new teacher who helps her learn the secrets of heroes. The Hero’s Mask is a story about
children and parents/caregivers overcoming fears and healing the wounds separating a
mother and daughter, both scarred by traumatic grief.

Routledge
Market: Mental Health / Trauma
October 2020: 210x148: 208pp
Pb: 978-0-367-47431-7: £14.99
eBook: 978-1-003-03555-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367474317

Routledge
Market: Social Work
October 2020: 297x210: 128pp
Hb: 978-0-367-55787-4: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-23522-2: £34.99
eBook: 978-0-429-28016-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367235222
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When Happiness Had a Holiday: Helping Families
Improve and Strengthen their Relationships
A Therapeutic Storybook

Maeve McColgan and Eileen McLaughlin
Series: The Healthy Mind
This beautifully illustrated therapeutic storybook has been
designed to support children and families to strengthen their
relationships using solution-focused brief therapy. Healthy and
supportive family relationships are essential to mental health
and growing research demonstrates the benefit of involving
families in the treatment of children and young people facing
emotional and mental health difficulties. The storybook explores
the struggles faced by a typical family. It can be used to spark
discussion about the struggles faced by a family, and the ways
in which these struggles can be overcome when they work

together.

Routledge
Market: Education
July 2020: 24pp
Pb: 978-0-367-47377-8: £9.99
eBook: 978-1-003-03519-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367473778
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When Happiness Had a Holiday: Helping Families
Improve and Strengthen their Relationships
A Professional Resource

Maeve McColgan and Eileen McLaughlin
Series: The Healthy Mind
Designed to be used alongside the storybook, When Happiness
Had a Holiday, this colourful practical resource provides therapists
with a variety of activities to engage and support family members
as they work towards improving and strengthening their family
relationships. Growing research demonstrates the benefit of
involving families in the treatment of children and young people
facing emotional and mental health difficulties and this resource
takes a solution-focused brief therapy approach, providing

professionals with a variety of tools to help family members to recognise their strengths
as individuals and as a family.

Routledge
Market: Education
July 2020: 297x210: 69pp
Pb: 978-0-367-47376-1: £19.99
eBook: 978-1-003-03517-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367473761
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When Happiness Had a Holiday: Helping Families
Improve and Strengthen their Relationships
A Professional Resource and Therapeutic Storybook

Maeve McColgan and Eileen McLaughlin
Series: The Healthy Mind
This beautifully illustrated set contains a storybook and
accompanying workbook, designed to be used with children
and families working to re-build family relationships. Growing
research demonstrates the benefit of involving families in the

treatment of children and young people facing emotional and mental health difficulties,
and this resource takes a solution-focused brief therapy approach to supporting families.
It provides professionals with a variety of tools to help family members to recognise their
strengths as individuals and as a family, and harness these as they search for solutions
together.

Routledge
Market: Education
July 2020: 297x210: 103pp
Pb: 978-0-367-86054-7: £24.99
eBook: 978-1-003-01668-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367860547
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School Start Storybooks: Bozo the ClownSchool Start Storybooks

Catherine de la Bedoyere, Speech and Language Therapist,
UK and Liam de la Bedoyere
Series: School Start
Thisis a colourful storybook designed to support language
development in reception and Key Stage 1 aged children both
in school and at home. Through the beautifully illustrated story,

Supporting Auditory Memory and Sequencing Skills in Key Stage 1
Catherine de la Bedoyere, Speech and Language Therapist,
UK and Liam de la Bedoyere
Series: School Start
Each of the three storybooks in this pack provide a spoken
sequenced narrative to accompany the auditory memory game
in the School Start Year 1 Sound Awareness Programme (the books children are invited to explore language, ask questions and recall events in order to aid

language development, listening and memory skills. Available either as a set or as individualcan also be used independantly). With accompanying guidance and prompt questions for
books, the School Start Story Books are a vital resource for professionals or parents looking
to support language development either with individual children, or groups of children.

teachers, each book has been written for children aged 5-7 with delayed or disordered
language. The Q&A format promotes listening, comprehension and memory skills and

Routledgeoffers opportunities to practice formulating spoken answers. Each book has the text on
Market: Educationone page and the illustration on the opposite, so that the adult can read the text aloud

whilst showing the illustration to the children. December 2019: 297x210: 35pp
Pb: 978-0-367-81017-7: £11.99

Routledge eBook: 978-0-367-81018-4
Market: Education * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367810177
December 2019: 297x210: 109pp
Pb: 978-1-138-34283-5: £27.99
eBook: 978-0-429-43955-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138342835

Dummy text to keep placeholder
School Start Storybooks: Rusty the Robber 2nd Edition

Sensory Motor Activities for Early DevelopmentCatherine de la Bedoyere, Speech and Language Therapist,
UK and Liam de la Bedoyere
Series: School Start
Thisis a colourful storybook designed to support language
development in reception and Key Stage 1 aged children both
in school and at home. Through the beautifully illustrated story,

Chia Swee Hong and Heidi Rumford
Bridging the gap between theory and practice, this revised
edition is a complete package of tried-and-tested sensory motor
activities for children, covering basic movements, interoception,
sensory and body awareness and early visual perceptual skills.
This is an essential text for all parents/carers and practitioners
who use sensory motor activities in a playful way to help the
development of children with a range of needs - such as children
who do not initiate movement, who require help with their
movement, who need to refine their movement, who need
encouragement or motivation to engage in purposeful
movements, or those who need activities to provide sensory
stimulation.

children are invited to explore language, ask questions and recall events in order to aid
language development, listening and memory skills. Available either as a set or as individual
books, the School Start Story Books are a vital resource for professionals or parents looking
to support language development either with individual children, or groups of children.

Routledge
Market: Education
December 2019: 297x210: 35pp
Pb: 978-0-367-40972-2: £11.99
eBook: 978-0-367-81024-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367409722

Routledge
Market: Education
July 2020: 297x210: 192pp
Hb: 978-0-367-49991-4: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-28120-5: £34.99
eBook: 978-0-429-29973-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367281205
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Universal Approaches to Supporting Children's
Physical and Cognitive Development in the Early
Years

Dummy text to keep placeholder
School Start Storybooks: Nik the Ninja

Catherine de la Bedoyere, Speech and Language Therapist,
UK and Liam de la Bedoyere
Series: School Start
Thisis a colourful storybook designed to support language
development in reception and Key Stage 1 aged children both
in school and at home. Through the beautifully illustrated story,

Sue Soan and Eve Hutton
This book has been designed to provide educators with practical strategies and 
approaches to support the motor and coordination development of children within 
an educational setting. Difficulties with movement and coordination can significantly 
affect participation and learning, in Early Years settings and schools, but many of these 
children can be supported through changes to their educational environment, or the 
implementation of universal strategies. Taking a holistic approach to early learning 
and teaching, this is a vital resource for teachers and trainee teachers, teaching 
assistants, SENCOs, student occupational therapists and all practitioners working in 
Early Years settings.

children are invited to explore language, ask questions and recall events in order to aid
language development, listening and memory skills. Available either as a set or as individual
books, the School Start Story Books are a vital resource for professionals or parents looking
to support language development either with individual children, or groups of children.

Routledge
Market: Education
December 2019: 297x210: 39pp
Pb: 978-0-367-40971-5: £11.99
eBook: 978-0-367-81022-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367409715
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Market: Special Education
September 2020: 297x210: 110pp
Hb: 978-0-367-54126-2: £120.00
Pb: 978-0-367-26521-2: £29.99
eBook: 978-0-429-29361-0
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Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Early Actions: ColorcardsSupporting Language and Emotional Development

in the Early Years through Reading Speechmark
Series: Colorcards
Features pocket sized set of flashcards that are designed to
support teaching and therapeutic input. This work offers a
method of developing a verb vocabulary. The pictures include
emotions, moving around, getting ready, school, meal times,
and more. 

Routledge

Handbook and Six 'Pip and Bunny' Picture Books
Maureen Glynn
Series: Supporting Language and Emotional Development in
the Early Years through Reading
This invaluable resource comprises a set of six ‘Pip and Bunny’
picture books with accompanying professional guide and
downloadable online content; all carefully written and illustrated
to support language and emotional development through
reading. By inspiring conversation and fueling the young reader’s
imagination the books promote emotional and social literacy.
The set is designed to be used in both individual and group
settings, and at various stages of a child’s development. It will
be a valuable resource for teachers, SENCOs, Early Years workers,

EOTAs, Educational Psychologists, counsellors and therapists.

Market: Education
January 2017: 127 x 76: 36pp
Flashcards: 978-0-863-88252-4: £10.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863882524

Routledge
Market: Education
August 2019: 297x210: 368pp
Pb: 978-0-367-13664-2: £49.99
eBook: 978-0-429-35503-5

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Early Objects: Colorcards

Speechmark
Series: Colorcards
Designed to support teaching and therapeutic input in the clinic,
school and home, this title develops a naming vocabulary
through play. It opens up many language opportunities with a
variety of easily recognised everyday objects relating to the
child's familiar surroundings. It features clothes, toys, animals,
food, garden, bathroom, and home.

Routledge

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367136642

2nd Edition
Early Listening Skills for Children with a Hearing 
Loss

Diana Williams
Series: Early Skills
Now in a revised and updated second edition, Early Listening 
Skills is a practical manual for use with children and young people 
with underdeveloped listening skills related to hearing loss. 
Thirteen clear and easy to follow sections focus on skills such as 
auditory detection, discrimination, recognition, sequencing and 
memory. Each one is filled with a series of carefully designed 
activities to stimulate and develop auditory awareness and 
discrimination skills in children with a range of developmental 
levels and abilities. 

Market: Education
January 1999: 36pp
Flashcards: 978-0-863-88253-1: £10.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863882531
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Early Sequences: Colorcards

Speechmark
Series: Colorcards
Presents pocket sized sets of flashcards (comparable in size and
quality to a pack of playing cards), designed to support teaching
and therapeutic input in the clinic, school and home. This title
is suitable for demonstrating simple three step sequentially
related actions to help establish basic concepts and develop
appropriate language. 

Routledge

Routledge
Market: Education
November 2019: 297x210: 246pp
Pb: 978-0-367-19346-1: £39.99
eBook: 978-0-429-20191-2
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-863-88344-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367193461

2nd Edition
Early Visual Skills

Diana Williams
Series: Early Skills
Now in a revised and updated second edition, this is a practical
manual for use with children and young people who have
under-developed visual perceptual skills. Twelve clear and easy
to follow sections are filled with carefully designed activities to
stimulate visual attention and discrimination skills in children
with a range of developmental levels and abilities. As most of
the activities are non-verbal, they are well suited for children
with limited spoken language. This book is an invaluable resource
for professionals and parents looking to stimulate visual
perceptual skills.

Market: Education
January 1999: 36pp
Flashcards: 978-0-863-88254-8: £10.99
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* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863882548

Market: Education
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Spot What's Different Language CardsFun Pictures: Colorcards

Sue Duggleby and Ross Duggleby, Tooting address is the
new one - as of 17/08/18
Spot What’s Different Language Cards are designed to promote
language skills through understanding the concept of ‘different’.
Comprising of 48 large flashcards, each pairs of scenes includes
one card showing the original scene and another with either
one, two, three or four things changed. The cards are brightly
coloured with appealing illustrations for young children, showing
scenes such as the seaside, jungle, snow, farm, house and

Speechmark
Series: Colorcards
Designed to support teaching and therapeutic input in the clinic,
school and home, these pocket sized sets of flashcards contain
objects and situations to all ages. 

Routledge

countryside. The second edition includes updated illustrations and additional guidance
for non-specialists on how to use the cards in different ways to encourage a child’s
observation, attention and expressive language development in response to ‘wh’ questions.

Routledge
Market: Education Market: Education
June 2001: 36pp December 2018: 210x148: 48pp
Flashcards: 978-0-863-88381-1: £10.99 Flashcards: 978-1-138-34702-1: £29.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863883811 Prev. Ed Flashcards: 978-0-863-88769-7

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138347021

2nd EditionDummy text to keep placeholder
Spot What's Missing? Language CardsHow's Teddy?: Colorcards

Sue Duggleby and Ross Duggleby, Tooting address is the
new one - as of 17/08/18
Spot What’s Missing Language Cards are designed to promote
language skills through understanding the concept of ‘missing’.
Comprising of 48 large flashcards, each pairs of scenes includes
one card showing a complete scene and another with either
one, two, three or four things missing. The cards are brightly
coloured with appealing illustrations for young children, showing
scenes such as the seaside, jungle, snow, farm, house and

Speechmark
Series: Colorcards
Features pocket sized sets of flashcards that are designed to
support teaching and therapeutic input in the clinic, school and
home. This title introduces feelings. It features 18 different
attitudes, each illustrated on two cards, in one card: a teddy
shows the feeling. In the second it is a child, but teddy also
appears in the picture.

Routledge
Market: Education
November 2003: 115x75: 36pp
Flashcards: 978-0-863-88480-1: £10.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863884801
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countryside. The second edition includes updated illustrations and additional guidance 
for non-specialists on how to use the cards in different ways to encourage a child’s 
observation, attention and visual perception skills, as well as responses to ‘wh’ questions.

Routledge
Market: Education
December 2018: 210x148: 48pp
Flashcards: 978-1-138-34703-8: £29.99
Prev. Ed Flashcards: 978-0-863-88768-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138347038

2nd Edition 
Palin Parent-Child Interaction Therapy for Early
Childhood Stammering

Fun with Sounds
Sue Duggleby and Ross Duggleby
Helps children with their speech development and encourages
the production of specific speech sounds. This title features the
sounds which are generally acquired earliest - 'm', 'n', 'p', 'b', 't',
'd'. It is suitable for speech and language therapists, teaching
staff and parents.

Routledge

Elaine Kelman, Speech and Language Therapist, Michael
Palin Centre for Stammering Children and Alison Nicholas
The second edition of this practical manual is a detailed guide
to the Palin Parent-Child Interaction Therapy programme (Palin
PCI), which builds on the principle that parents play a critical
role in effective therapy and that understanding and managing
stammering is a collaborative journey between the child, parent
and therapist. Based on a strong theoretical framework, this book
offers a comprehensive understanding of the Palin PCI approach
in order to support generalist and specialist speech and language
therapists as they develop their knowledge, skills and confidence
in working with young children who stammer and their families.

Market: Education
June 2010: 210x148: 108pp
Flashcards: 978-0-863-88783-3: £42.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780863887833
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* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815358329
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3rd Edition
Early Communication Skills

Charlotte Lynch, Support and advisory teacher for deaf
children and Julia Kidd, Paediatric Speech and Language
Therapist
Series: Early Skills
Early Communication Skills has been a popular and widely used
publication since becoming available in 1991. Now in its third
edition, the resource retains its original approach to
communication, providing a source of fresh educational and
therapeutic ideas for pre-school children.

Routledge
Market: Education
June 2016: 297x210: 184pp
Pb: 978-1-909-30161-0: £41.99
eBook: 978-1-315-17540-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781909301610
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